



















































































Meridian Readers， The (メ'デアν・りー タ・)
Chosen Essays … 
William Tell and Other Stories 
King Midas and Other Stories 




Don Quixote， Stories from 
Arabian Nights， Stories from . 
Pandora and Other Stories 
“Cuore" 
Water-Babies， The … 
Easy Stories for Boys and Gir1s 
Cinderella and Other Stories … 
By the Hearth and in the Field 
Grimm's Fairy Tales 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
Biographical Stories . 
W onder-book， A 
Fifty Famous Stories 
Twenty More Famous Stories 
Shakespeare， Stories from 
English History， Stories from. 
Great Lives in History 
Outline of English History 
U nion F ourth Reader 
Ethics for Young People... 































Use of Life， The 
Tour Through the British Isles， A 
Little English Citizen， The 
Pushing to the Front 
Simple Practical English Conversation， (改訂版)I. I. 
New Holiday Companions 
Summer Reading Series， The 




From Japan to Japan (日本から日本へ)
America (アメ 9カ繁昌記)
American Short Stories . 
Attic Philosopher in Paris， An 
Best Novelettes of To-day 
Book of Stories， A 
British Short Stories 
Call of the Wild， T he (よ London). 
Choice N ovelettes 
Confessions of an Opium-Eater (De Quincey) . 
Contemporary Short Stories . 
Christmas Carol， A (Dickens) 
Conrad (Joseph)， Selection from 
Cricket on the Hearth， The (Dickens)… 
De Profundis ( W ilde) 
English Country Calendar， The 
English Mail-Coach， 1'he (De Quincey) 
English Prose 
Eothen (Kinglake) 
Facts and Fiction 































Five Best Stories 
. '. 
Five Short Stories (Stevenson) 
Francois Villon (R. L. Stevenson) -·· 
Galsworthy (John), Selections from 
Gissing (George), Selections from _ .. 
Great Modern Sbort Stories ... 
Half Hours with Modern Writers ... 
Happy Prince and Other Tales (Wilde) 
Hardy (Thomas), Selections from ... 
Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow (]. K. jerome) ... 
Jack London, Selections from _ .. 
Jonathan and his Continent (Max 0' Rell) ... 
La\vrence, and Other Contemporary Writers 
Life and Humanity ... 
Little Lord Fauntleroy (,J, ~-=f) ... 
London Chronicle, A (Frank H. Lee) 
Love of the Alps (Symonds) ... 
Lure of the Sea, The 
Malachi's Cove and Other Tales (A. Trollope) .. 
Mansfield (Katharine), Selections from 
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, (Conan Doyle) 
Miscellany of Typical Prose, A 
Model Millionaire and Other Stories 
Olalla (R. L. Stevenson) ... 
0. Henry: Best Short Stories .. 
Our Village (Milford) 
Pavilion on the Links, The (Stevenson) 
Peter Schlemihl, The Shadowless Man 
Poe (E. A.) Seven Select Stories from ... 
Quentin Durward (Scott) .. 
Rajah's Diamond, The (R. L. Stevenson) 
Representative Short Stories 
Rip Van Winkle and Other Sketches 
Rosamund Gray and Selected P ,. ems 
Select Pieces from Emine ;t Authors 
Sherwood Anderson and Other American vVriters ... 
Sexton's Hero and Other Tales (Gaskell) 
Sleeping Fires ( Gissing) ... 
Shakespeare, Tales/rom (Lamb) 




































Shakespeare in Short Stories … 
Shorter Short Stories 
Silas Marner (G. Elliot)… 
Son's Veto and Other Tales， The (Hardy) . 
Somerset Maugham and Other British Writers 
Start in Life and Other Stories from Modern Writers 
Story of a Bad Boy， The (Aldrich) 
Tagore， Rabindranath (Selections) 
Tales from Terror and Mystery . 
Tchehov (Anton)， Selections from 1. I. 
Their Best Detective Stories . 
Their Best Short Stories 
Three Men in a Boat 
Tom Brown's School Days (Hughes) 
Twice Told Tales (Selections) 
Twelve Best Short Stories 
Vicar of Wakefield， The (Goldsmith) 
論文
Amiel' s J ournal . 
Arnold (Matthew)， Selections from 
Bacon' s Essays … 
Book of Essays， A 
Citizen of the World， The (Goldsmith) . 
Contemporary Essays 
Critical and Miscellaneous W ritings 
Culture and Anarchy (Arnold) 


























Culture and Life 
Glimpses of the Modern English Cri tics 




Helps's Essays . " 
Higher Intelligences 
How to Get What You Want (Marden) 
How to Live on 24 Hours a Day (Bennett) . 
Huxley (T. Henry)， 5elected Essays 01 .. 
Inge and Jacks， Select Essays 01 
Intel1ectual Life， T he (H amerton) . 
J ohn Ervine' s Essays， 5t. 
Liberalism in England 
Li terary Prose 
Literary Tastes (Bennett) 
Maurice Baring， 5elected Lectures 01 
Pater (Walter)， Selections from 
Pen， Pencil and Poison and Other Essays (Wilde) 
Renaissance， The (Pater). 
Representative Modern Essays 
Sesame and Lilies (Ruskin) 
Soul of Man， T he (W ilde) 
Swinton's Studies in English Literature 
Their Best Short Essays . 
Thoreau (Henry D.) Essays 01 
Two Critical Essays . 
Unto this Last and Poems (Ruskin) 
Viscount Grey of Fallodon， Four Essays by 
World A任airsof To.day . 






















Epistemology and Ontology (Jerusalem) 
[ v ] 
31 
" 
Essence of Modern Idealism (Royce) ・
Fathers of Philosophy and Science， The (Durant) 
On Liberty (S. Mill)… 
Science of Religion (A. Menzies) . . 
Scientific Readings " Biological" . . 
"“Physical" 
Self-Reliance and Compensation (Emerson) 
Subjection of Women， The (Mill)… 
U tilitarianism (S.λlil) 
Voltaire and Nietzsche (Durant's) 












Contemporary One-Act Plays 
Fi ve Short Plays 
Great l¥1odern One-Act Plays 
Little l'vIasterpieces of Ten Great Dramatists 
Passing of the Third Floor Back (J. K. Jerome) 









Bushido， Chivalry and Sportsmanship (T. Lyell) 
Cecil Rhodes 
Eminent Historians . 
Heroes and Hero-Worship (Caのた)
John Milton (Alacaulay) . 
Lord Clive and Samuel Johnson (Macaulay) 
恥lakingof Man， 1'he (11. G. Wells) 









Martyrdom of Man， The (W. Reade)… 
Mill's Autobiography 
Modern l¥lasterpieces of Autobiography 
Representative Men (Emerson) 
Seven Great Men of To-day (Gardiner) 
Two Eminent Victorians (L. Strachey) 
World before Man， The (H. G. Wells)… 
運動
Readings in Modern Sports . . . .
政治・経溌・思想・社曾
Democracy and Public Opinion (Bηce) 
English Constitution (Bagehot) 
Essays on Modern Pro blems . 
Great Thinkers . 
On W oman : Essays & Poems 
Readings in Economics .  
Readings in Sociology 
Vol. 1 Social Evolution … 
" 1 Moral Ideas and Social Life 
" 11 Social Problerns . 
Thoughts of Blaise Pascal 
Views and Opinions on Modern Problems . 
Where is the World Going? . 
英詩
Comus and Lycidas (Milton) 
English Poems . 




















English Verses . 
Enoch Arden and Locksley Hall 
Little Gems of English Poetry 
Introduction to Eng1ish Poetry， An 
Lyrical Poems of England 
Other Half-Rome， l'he 
Poems on Evening and Night 
英曾話ー英作文・英文典
Talks in Tokyo (東京見物)
Practical English Conversation 
Oral English 
Seven 'falks on England (英図物語)
Advanced English Grammar (高等英文!典)••. 
English Composition (花国)
English Composition for Advanced Students (須藤). 
Higher English Composition (宗田)
New Higher English Composition (須藤)
‘~heap Editions 
Character of N apoleon Bonaparte， The 
Coming World Unity， l'he 
Country of the Blind and the Door in the Wall， The 
Charles Dickens， Tales from 
Defendant， l'he . 
English Renaissance of Art 




My Adventures in London 





























Rikki-Tikki-Tavi and Red Dog 
Shakespeare， Se!ections from . 
Silence 
Talk and Talkers 
Twenty-six Men and a Girl 
Virginibus Puerisq ue 
Virtue and Other Stories 
Warrior's Soul， The... 
Pole Star Library 
A1icias Diary 
Apple-Tree， 7'he 
Can Science Control Life? 
Cotton Mill 
Good-bye to All That， E'xtracts from 
Favoured Farmers 
Galsworthy， Selected Essays from . 
Industry and Amenities of 2030 
John Dewey， Se!ected Essaysfrom... 
Outstation， l'he… 
Scientific Adventures 
Talks on Medicine 
Tarn and Lois Drake， The 
Three Strangers 
Three Tales from Hawthorne 
Waiting Supper， The 
Westminster Abbey and the Spectre Bridegroom 
4テ 4テ dテ
Slang， Phrase and Idiom in Colloquial English and 
Their Use (最新英語日常語齢典)
A Handbook of English and American Li terature 
(英米文皐娘、覧)
兵ラ〉 dラ〉 £テ






























A History of English Literature (英文皐史)





三千 y ザリ ニ，クwカ・らの下車氏
Some Strange English Literary Figures of the Eighteenth 
anc1 Nineteenth Centuries (英交与畑奇人{与)
Essays on American Literature (アメ リゾJえ卒論)
Lafcadio Hearn: A Bibliogfllphy of His Vvritings 
(小泉八雲寺誌)
1~he ldyl 
Lectures on Prosody (作詩論)
Victorian Philosophy (ピグトリア昨年イミの，E1715)
Lectures on ShCl.kespeare (i少翁:命)
Guy de l¥laupassant's“The Aclven tures of ¥Valter 
SchnGlfs and Other StOI・ies(王ウバソサじタ逗;Ji集)•• 
Stories fl'om Pierre Loti (ピエル・ロッチ短篇集)•.. 
Sketches and Tales from the French (仰関西名作集)
Stories /1'0111， Emile Zola (工ミール・ y、ラ奴稿集)
Lafcadio Hearn Series: 
Life and Literature (人生と文皐)
Stories and Sketches (論文と随筆)
Lands and Seas ([注t各と船路)
Poets and Poems (詩と詩人) •.. 
Japan and the Japanese (日本及日本人)
Romance and Reason (小設と惣論)
Facts and Fancies (事笠と空?忠)
小泉八雲の 1-R競
Unfami1iar Lafcadio I-Iearn 





































































































Adventures in Far Eastern J ournalism (極東の動き)
In Far Japan (日本随筆) • 
Li PO (李白詩集)
Pilot and Shogun (家康と安針)
The Romance of Japan 
Dolls on Display (日本雛人形)
The Lure of J apan (日本の賂カ)
Sacred Treasures of N ara (奈良の賓庫)
Sunrise Synthesis (移リ行く日本の姿)…
A J apanese Omelette (伸ぴゆく日本)…




The Autobiography of Fukuzawa Yukichi (繭翁自得)
Leaders of the Meiji Restoration in America 
(岩倉公一行訪米始末書)
Osaka Sketches . 
Japanese Scrap-Book (日本雑草詑)











Days and Years in J apan (筆にまかぜて)
The Priest and His Disciples (出家とその弟子)•.. 
Mediocrity (卒凡)
Tales Grotesque and Curious (羅生門其他)
Tojuro's Love and Four Other Plays (藤十郎の慾そのほか) 22 
Three Japanese Plays (唐人お古そのほか)…








The South Sea Adventure 30 



























Girls' 発 * * 長
English GraDlUlar 
皐習院教授山田巌先生著
昭和 7年 11月 10日
要皐義文部省検定済














Vols. 1. 11. 
山崎点先生著
U白手14 !rf 3 Ji9 1
文部省検定済














第二巻に入って ComplexSentence， Conlpound Sentenceの要
素ナころ各種の Clause ら設きその'N~成に必要な:民総長司、関係代名
詞、関係形容詞、関係副RiDた論じ、っし、でTense，l¥lood， Sequence 
of Tenseた詳設し、狛 Infinitive，Gerulld， Participleに及ぴ最
後に前置詞の用訟た附加ヘア:ものであります。
[ 2 ] 
42デ中等諸翠校英語教科書 dデ
他に比類、なき賞用的リーダ!保 持 発
The 地el~ídíðn ~eôdel.s 
言語教授光井武八郎2著
全軍母:
1. .72銭 4. .85銭
2. .110銭 5. .?B銭
3. .85銭
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"Delightful and Well-Graded" Readers: 
Should Do Much to Solve the Problems Facing Middle 
School Teachers of English 
Recviewed on The Osaka 1\II ainichi fS The Tokyo Nichi-Nichi. 
hy Prof. A. F. Thomas, 
The Tokyo Bunrika-Daigaku and The Tokyo Gaikokugo-Gakko. 
In the glutted market of Middle School English Readers it is 
a delight to find a series that one can recommend with real en-
thusiasm. 
The faults of the average Middle School Readers are so well-
known that there is no need to expatiate here. Often compiled 
by teachers lacking a complete understanding of the subject and 
the schools' need; marketed as a potboiling enterprise in which 
the compilers do little but add their august names to the work 
done by underlings to whom it is farmed out; without grading 
and that necessary oral approach to the study of English it is 
surprising that many of them are able to pass muster with the 
Ministry's officials responsible for the 'kentei.' 
Professor Buhachiro Mitsui's "Meridian Readers" are hap-
pily different. 
On opening Book I the reader is favourably impressed from 
the first page by the beautiful large type so helpful and encour-
aging to beginners. Next by the apt and really artistic illustra-
tions which in some Readers are grotesque. Then by the fact 
that quite early the young students are introduced to those ele-
mentary but practical things of everyday life which are all too 
often postponed in favour of more 'meaty' extract culled from 
advanced texts which produce chronic linguistic indigestion and 
an early surfeit among Middle School students of English. 
Professor Mitsui is to be congratulated on his clear under-
standing of the necessity of teaching Middle School students to 
walk before they can run. It is an example to be followed. 
No student could fail to be interested from the first lesson of 
the first book. Then the author wisely introduces his readers 
from the beginning to the I. P. A. phonetic signs. Thus with a 
few preliminary exercises given by their teachers they are able 
to solve quickly for themselves the major difficulties of pronun-
ciation. 
[ 4 ] 
What, however, has perhaps never been so well achieved be-
fore is the provision of so wide a range of subjects. In Book I 
there are 79 lessons; Book II, 88; Book III, 71; Book IV, 65 and 
Book V, 68. This is most praiseworthy. All teachers in Japan 
know how their students are specially happy to complete the 
reading of a text at one sitting. This the Meridian readers make 
possible at each lesson. Some of the seemingly interminable 
texts found in other Readers are calculated to discourage the 
stoutest student's heart. It is for this reason that the teachers 
using Professor :Niitsui's Readers will see their students reach 
Book-a rare attainment in Middle Schools. It is to be hoped 
so, for Book V contains some really charming texts, quite up-to-
date and certain to interest the most sophisticated students in 
their last year at the Middle Schools. It may even be said with 
fairness that such texts as those on 'the Great War' (including 
War poetry); 'The League of Nations'; and such-like subjects 
will serve as a healthy safety-valve for some of the Middle School 
dangerous thinking. 
It was particularly pleasing to see in Book V Captain Scott's 
farewell letter to Sir James Barrie. Such a letter is worth much 
more than many of the maudlin moral texts that still find their 
way into Middle School Readers and which are sickly enough 
to drive any healthy boy to despair or crime. In this question 
of moral texts Prof. Mitsui has exercised laudable restraint. It 
is obvious that he knows boys, has been one, and what is still 
more important, remains one at heart. 
The series are therefore delightful and being \-Veil graded, if 
used widely and wisely by Middle School teachers, they should 
do much to solve the problems which face High School teachers 
of English too. 
The author claims in his preface that he compiled the Readers 
"with the object of making English teaching interesting as well 
as effective." He has unquestionably succeeded in his aim. 
Moreover, it is of course the only effective way to approach the 
subject of language-teaching an) where. Through the medium 
of Professor Mitsui's Readers it seems impossible for any teacher 
not to be interested and interesting. What more then need be 
said of these excellent l{eaders, except that the Hokuseido is 
the publisher that has affixed the seal of perfection to a work 
whose publication must be welcomed in that Japanese field of 
texts where to the writing of books "there is no end." 
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εIIOSEN ESSAYS: 
吃IVßを~'， ~宣Ol'.-IL， & S吃董E. VTIFIC 
Z習量稲葉三郎先生新著
昭和 10年 8月2口広晶君文部省検定済
172頁美本 定債 .a2怨 干 6銭
羽Thatis a Citizen?-The Value of Citizenship-The Citizen~s 
Duty to Himself-The Dignity of ¥Vork-On Courage-Leisure-
The Citizen of the WorlJ-Sportslnanship-Address to Students 
-The Joy of Reading-Do ¥Ve Buy Books ?-Habits-Content-
ment-The Life's Great Question-Self-Con日dence-'rheDoors 
of Opportunity-The Meaning of Edl1cation-The Uses of Moun-
tains-The Future of J apanー 'rrueEloquence-The Eng-lish Sun-
day一OnSmiles -N ature and Science - 'I'he Aim of Science-
What is Common Sense ?-The Bλttle of Existence-'rhe Instinel: 
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! lけ!ドI尽校、女卒校の初削~l:汲ベやコ、三、凹 f川に竪背 L い l) _タ._の ; 
:. 1ほ王力か.にg興1冬⑤耳1味F尿長イ本ヰ;立{立まの長副lリj?U;Ef良rι二本〆





J、、， 、、ー，ヘーへ、ー ー、、ー、 ~. 、、』 【\戸 、、/、J 、 " ノ、 、./、ノr、/、 P 、ノr、 、， - リ
もアillislllTell and Other StO:r・2es
61頁 :kfit .25銭 干 2銭
(中型用)文部省検定出願中、vVillialnTell. 'The Little Pine Tree. 
Dick Whittington. Ulysses and the Bag of Winds. 
Jack ancl the lleanstalk. Jack the Giant-Killer. 
Henry-Penny. T'he 'Three Little Pigs. 
I{J lJ1校初 ~rJIJ とし -( ~l&況の も の。
区illg~Iidas alld Otller Stories 
65 ]:( うこ{日 .2:;銭 干 2銭
(高女刀J)文部省検定出願中
King Midas. One Eyes， Two Eyes， and 
Rose-Red and Snow-¥Vhite. 'Three Eyes. 
The U gly Dllck1ing. Cinderella. 
W ork and Play. 
Z321254135校窃jfjf汲JI1とし-C JA ~t1.t t'lcJ ~科書。
Easy FUIDOUS Stories for Boys 




Why the Sea is Salt. 
The To，vn Musicians. 
The El ves and the Shoelnaker. 
Why the Bean has a Seam. 
'The To¥vn l¥1ouse and the 
Country恥fouse.
Æsop~s Fables IVith I!b川双山ns・
中思 二、三年 科 )豆大IE14 ~l: 12 Jj 25 1 (文部省検定済)
113瓦定的 .43銭干 4銭
イソップ。物誌の有名なも のた八』[7Efftア各主主に紛艇な檎た挿入
L 1:もの、英文iヱャさ Lぃ OneSy la ble で喜いてありますから
中亭二~l:の款科書 として活idi;t なも のであリます。
[ 7 ] 
Robinson吃rusoe:In Words of One Syllabん
中串ご、三年存度 大正 15 "I~ 3 ) J5 ! t(え令官行検定済)
93Z〔 fziim.34銭〒 4銭
ロビンソン・グルソ -iT打点三巴は少 "1:の '，f資.J-)、ものと L て ~1ミ?ri 二 21
味深いものであリます。
GDlliver~s Travels 
中摩三年程度昭和 2'rl: 1月 25rI (文部行 ;検定済)
81 1T 定{貨 .30銭・ 〒 4銭
英閣の大調刺家 JonathanSwiftの傑作です古iZ1骨た刺す応の3札
束IJ小設と L て有名でわろ。本二書 1 1:小人I~唱の谷と大人凶のfをとら、
故めてやさしい英語iこ書 き1ftl 1:tので、中二、三年生の副議本
とし℃最適であろ。
Stories froDl Don quixote 
中皐三年程度昭和 2!rp. 1 H 25 I t(夫?113TI検定済)
123頁 !i債 .41銭〒 6銭
西班牙の文豪 Cervantes(1547--1616)の筆から生れれ Don





Stories froDl the Arabian Nigh的




名前で、東洋諸凶の物語た集めれものでありますO 其 iドの Ali
Babaの話、 Aladdinの話、Sindbadの話などl:t、 Asop'sFables 
と共lこ、殆んど世界各凶人の常識とい、ふべき LのであリますO
Pandora and Other Stories 
中与.1:二、三年程度 ブ心ヒ]4 !rf 1 J1 5 1(矢部3行4ik定 j汚)




Jack and the Beanstalk. 
Beauty and the Beast. 
J ack the Giant Killer. 
Dick ¥Vhittington and His Cat. 
'rOlI1 rhmnb. 
'rhe sear and the Troll. 
???? ???
』
“‘ブUOR:E~~: A Book_!or B川
I'J EtlRl，ondfJ ，，). .ilmicis 
AJa pted jor .SdLOolιアseIJy 'r. ~{AMAZAKl. 
中 8~ 三、同年程度大正 15 ~l ~ 1 )J 18 !J (矢部行検定前)
151頁先行'{.48銭干 6銭
本書11:伊太利ωイiミ二1'1- Amicis の名~:“ Cuore" (ニ Heart)の英
誇であります。 t_}1生り 1I誌に擬しれ 尽校生活の詑 í~長で!tl~少失皐
の l.乗に!返するも のわります。
TI，e """""aωr・Babies:
I A J?airy 1aleJjor a Land-Balヴ
by‘r;ha，.les 1盃;ngslvll
Ada会tedjoγBegililleγs hy r. 'Y-AMAZAKI. 
中皐二、三年程度昭和 5.11: 12月24H C交部省検定済)




Easy Stories {o.-Boys and Girls 
皐習院数授山日i巌先生編
中率二、三年科度 大医 14!rド 2Jj 27 n (交令官省検定済)
80 n 定的 ..~5 銭 干 4銭
本書1:t最近英凶で出版された fえもじりはドあろリーダ"1よりF1本
のl}~生 l こ興味あろものた司法び和II~纂されたものである。
The Pied Piper. 
The Three Bear・s.
Snow White and Rose Red. 
Potter' s G-ift. 
Little Red Riding Hood. 
The Bro¥vn Toad. 
Tom Thumb. 
‘~inderella and Other Sto.-ies 
皐習院数授山川股先生稲ij
中恵三、女験校四年ff:度大正 14-"1: 2 )j 27 H (矢部行検定済)
123瓦定位 .4B銭干 4銭
Cinderella. Beauty ancl the Beast. 
The Sleepin広Reauty. The vVonderful Pitcher. 
The Fishennan and His ¥Vife. (_}olden Wings. 
An Odd Pair of Slippers. 
等の冶.名なi丹た集めれものであリますο
[ 9 ] 
By the Dearth and in the Field 
山崎貞先生紛
中皐二、三年程度大正 14!r l~ 12 Jj 2S 1 (支部行検定済)
'The White Cat. 
The Three Little Pigs. 
On Birds. 
How Jim Went Fishing. 
The T'hree Bears. 
On Flowers. 
124瓦定例 .40銭干 6銭
The Straw， the Coal， & the Bean. 
The Elves and the Shoelnaker. 
On the Baker. 
Hansel and Gretel. 




GriUlDl~S Fairy Tales 
中皐四年程度大正 14年 12月2S日(文部省検定済)
112頁 定債 .38銭 〒 4銭
童話界の大関グ 9ムのお伽噺の中から最も宥名なもの十二篇
た選んでありますO
The Sleeping Beauty. 
One-Eye， Two-Eyes， and 
Three-Eyes. 
Hansel and Gretel. 
Cinderella. 
The Three F eathers. 
The Valiant Little Tailor. 
The Golden Goose. 
The Musician of Bremen. 
Thumbling. 
The Blue Light. 
Hans in Ll.(、k.
The Clever Gretel. 
Andersen~s Fairy Tales 
中率問、五年程度大正 14~r. 12 J 25 1 (支叩行検定済)
The Daisy. 
'rhe Ugly Duckling. 
Little Ida9s Flowers. 
The Tinder Box. 
105 r JEIT'l .3?銭〒4銭
The Fir-Tree. 
The Constant Tin SolJier. 
The Nightinεale. 
Five Out of One Pod. 
Biographieal Stories 
by 九I~athaniel Hau~thor，.，e 
With Exercise.r by T. Y AMAZAKI. 
中事四年程度大正 14年 12)j 2S n (文部省検定済)
138頁 定債 .46銭 〒 6銭
[ 10 ] 
A鴨Tonder・Bookby N. Hawthorne 
中率二、三年 程度昭和 4!rド 12Jj 20 1 (矢部省検定済)









l'he Gorgon"s Head-The Golden Touch-The Paradise of Chil-
dren-The Three Golden .I.L¥._pples--The l¥1iraculous Pitcher. 
Fifty FalDous Sto..ies 
by James Balflwin 
中原三年程度大正 12!tl! 3月 1n C矢部省検定済)




TW'enty Mo..e FalDons Sto..ies 
by JaDles Baldwin 
中墨 田 年程度大正 14~ p. 1 H 15 H (支部符検定済)
lfith l!!ustra!Ions. 160瓦 先債 .52銭 〒 6銭
Fifty Famous Storiesの著者 Jan1es Baldwinが少年男女の止




Columbus and the Egg. 
‘'Eureka t". 
Galileo and the Lamps. 
Sir Isaac N ewton and the Apple. 
The First Printer. 
J ohn Gllten berg ancl the Voices. 
Jalnes Watt and the Teakettle. 
Dr. J ohnson and His Father. 
Webster and the Woodchuck. 
"As Rich as Crαsus" . 
The Gordian Knot. 
King Richard and BlondeI. 
The Fall of Troy. 
Penelope"s Web. 
How Rome was FOl.nded. 
"Delenda est Carthago !" . 
Hannibal， the Hero of Carthago. 
Crossing the Rubicon. 
The White-Headed Zal. 
Peter Klaus the Goatherd. 
?，????? ?
???
sω，.ies 1，.0.". Shakespeare 
中原三、四年程度 昭和 5~f 2 )J 6 1(支部行検定済)













The Taming of the Shrew. 
As You Like 1t. 
Cymbeline. 
Pelicles. 
The l¥1erchant of Venice. 
sω，.ies I，.Ols English History 
by Albert F. Blaisdel' ( Adα会teり
中感 九四 年程度昭和 4年 12月201 f (文部行検定済)
With 1 llustrations. 15令京 支慌 .48犠 守 4銭
木書は、米人 AlbertF. Blaisdell氏が彼の圏の少年少女の震に書いた“Short




Britain in the Old Days-Ho¥v the ROlnans Came to Britain-rrhe 
COJning of the English - King Alfred the Great -How a Dane 
Calne to be King of England-The N orman Conquest--The N or-
mans and How They Lived -Richard the Lion-Hearted -The 
Great Charter-The Black Prince-How可vVatTyler Led a Revolt 
of the Comlnon People-Prince Hal and the Brave Judge-Brave 
Knights and How rrhey Fought in Olden 'rimes-rrhe First Eng-
lish Printerー TheStory of the "1n vincible Annadぷ'-Deathof 
Charles the First - How King Charles the Second Escaped fr01l1 
His Enemies -rThe Story of the Great Plague in London -rrhe 
Great Fire of London-rrhe Flight of King ] allles the Second-
Bonnie Prince Charlie's Escape-The Black Hole of Calcutta-
'rhe Brave Lord N elson-'rhe 1ron Duke and the BattIe of vVater-
loo-Two Great In¥'entors-How Vi凸oriaBecalne Oueen of Great 
13ritain-H ow 'rhey Fought in the Crimea--Britain， rrhen and 
Now. 
[ 12 ] 
Great Lives in History 
武巌高校教授川以建男先生編
中皐三、四年程度 HIi刑19 !.f: 2 J j5 rt(:矢部行検定済)
H/ith 111.μstrations. 153 lT 完備 .55銭 干 6銭
本書は紀元前 Periclesより現代の科早脅 Marconiに至る世界的偉人二十人の俸
記在中毒4三、四年度l二議め るよう冬'さしい英文で書いた砲のア:・あります。
Peric1es-Alexander the Great-Jlllius C，esar--M辻homet-Alfred
the Great-Joan ()f Arc-Leonardo da Vinciー ChristopherColum-
bus-¥Villialn Shakeδpeare-Galileo-Sir Isaac N ewton-N elson 
-N apoleon - AbrahalTI Lincoln - Florence N i宮htingale- Bis-
marck-Edison-Pasteur-Piol1eers of Flight-l¥'1arconi. 
Outlines of English Distory 
hy Fr~，nk 11. Lee!J B. A. (OXFORD) 
中県三、凶年程度昭和 9!rl~ 2月 121"  (支部省定検済)
JVith 1 lIustrations. 170瓦先債 .56銭干 6銭
英圃史の概観有:最品興味本杭にキさしい英語で書主直し大亀のであります@
Early Beginnings - ROlnan Britain - Saxon Britain - Saxon and 
Danish England-The N onnan Conquest-The HOl1se of PlaIl-
tagenet -'rhe House of Lancaster - 'The House of Y ork - 'The 
House of Tudor-rrhe Hou:se of Stuart-The COlnnlonwealth-
'rhe House of Hanover-Social Conditions in the 19th Century-
The House of Windsor-'rhe Great War-After the G-reat War 
← The League of N ation:;. 
Sander~s 決決決決決決決決
Union Fourth Reader (SELECTED) 
中原上級用昭和 2!rl ~ 12 ) j7 f t (文部省検定済)
132民 定偵 .43銭 〒 4銭
c. c. l!tl'eretí~s 
Ethies for Y OUllg People 
中率問、五年程度 目白手U5 !rj:. 12 )j 22 1 (文部行検定済)










Th，e U se of Lifeわ，LOl.d Avebul・'/!JS
昭和 9'rf. 12月221 (支部省検定派)
138瓦 定偵 .-1:1銭 〒 4全長
本書は虚世ψillた諸々 ι況ぃ1，二屯ので、其思だの穏健、行交の流慢なるは勿論、りl
詑ま?乙彦iる該!帯、告:ド英・米百家の名言警句た網譲しれる無二の良書:なり。
[ 13 ] 
A Tour Thl.ol.gh the British Isles 
Adaρted from Car_ρenter' s Geograρhl~ピalRcどlr!tr
中毒4三、同年程度 目討手14 "I~ ] 2 Jj24 ! 1 (-え対;行検〉ζi内)









る愉快なる場[?の放を叙し、 ~;，むする :~~.fiJ存地に就いては営に其地 JJω地 17産業主をお
< ~二止まら歩、港湾足利等にうい亡はその歴史的設:遣に三及し、自然の奇現にういて
は興味あるその併設に騎れ、父偉大なる詩人文:1.:の郷土古跡を訪れては其人々の作品
を 1，~.ぶなど、 誠lこ興味津々 7こる毛のがありま 守@そして其交付 品平易暢這、英・作交の
範とするに足るベ〈、 ~tl !弘三凶年程度心英~Jt1教科書として品毛忍岱であると信じます@
lntroduetion. Rural England. 
Across the Atlantic to EllrOpe. Manufacturing・England.
ln lreland. London. 
Central Ireland-Dllblin. Comlnercial Englandー 'rhe
N orthern lreland-Belfast anJ Colonial Empir・e.
the Giant's Causeway. The HOllSeS of Parli<unent-
Glasgow and the Clyde. How England is Governed. 
The Scottish High!and-Edinburgh. 
我闘最初の英文小公民讃本!大好評!!
The Little Englisllεitizell 
思習院教授 フランク・リー先生 -1 r. -_l，!t 
同 稲葉三郎先生 λ --1.1 
中串三、同年緯度 昭和 8!Lj! 9 J27 1 J C交官官 T141k 父 i1~T) 





The Child and the Law. 
What Law Does for the Little 
Citizen. 
The Little Citizen Learns to 
Obey. 
'The Little Citizen is Educated. 
How the Little Citizen Helps 
to Govern His Country. 
Local G'ovenunent. 
Ho¥'v the Little Citizen Governs 
anJ is Governed. 
County Councils. 
COllnty Cou町 ils(Co7tlIJllted). 
Parlialllent Llnd the Ct>ntral 
Governlnent. 
'The HOllse of Lords. 
rrhe tlouse of Lordメ(C'OIlUllte.l)• 
How Laws are 恥'1ade
[ 14 ] 
良重urdeR98 決 決 決 染 決 * * * 
Pushing to 国ノheFront 
“1 JfTi1 J?ind a t~予アav 07・illakeOne事事
A /;ook oj、il7Jti，・atioJla Jlj ε}!{Ol-γαgement toα/1 'Who are 5tγuggliηg 
jo，・seり'-e!e、℃αtiOla/ollg t/ze pαt}u Of kno:"[vledgeαnd of duty. 
昭和 10!rl: 8 Jj2 1 (太古I~ 行検定治)
197瓦定的 .60銭干 6銭





賓しく提唱されつ〉ある所である O 長 持 栄 養 後
刻 ".pleProctico' 






Boys and Gi，.ls 
(It.evised Edition) 



























2年用 Asop'sFables， Whittington and 
His Cat 
3年用 ArabianNights Entertainments 
(Aladin and the Magic Lamρ) 
4年用 BiographicaIStories (S.]4伽 soη)
5年用 TwiceTold Tales (David Swan) 









The Merchant of Venice and 
Other Stories 
，，;己主~~:: Select Readings from Lafcadio Hωrn 
5年程度 RipVan Winkle 
我浦島太郎に似遜りナ:無邪気なお話で米来栄 Washington
lrvingの傑作でありますO
[ 16 ] 
カい識をB や柴寝かもすの纂ナこうお撃英
試ふら釘-うに特な館。てよさいなか校墜




文なくら註 ; …例 意物な科措
2可制 H.¥)iもお，yC&ヤ時総凪ぺ
来日っと十伴 々守、議 かえ旨ら書か
鐸て ω n問主流誌奪還'¥';必 ら輿ぬ U、ぎ
のゐ 附叫叫 ι議:松山富 編へや外る
練ま 戦協戸川川一議議機欄糊脚薄 に墜伊す 端銭問叫湿巴テダ鱗議磯轡襲撃;:毒 央習n司 o 忍嬢お寒心J湾懸騒騒騒が~fjl 墜伊
題ま 3機感翠ミポ漆同絞i畿.-鐙畿磯山え 生紋
も?二 五:!と{以刺繍h 惑い守的認識さ;と授
入 ~i.j'l;~議議議議選挙 X~恥トf内鱗麟糟診てj し山
璽量選議綾織ーに臨時' '~;)::~);d..<lJ.:''~. 警察盤盟込遭雲 て同
1 71ーゾ議対げさざ 芸人~喜 男 2
り 震観追認綿藤尚三j てが
ま \" ';~~!fぺ 竺譲難審 ケ 咋ト f木
て イも ι難鱗:量 一一建設7i:J 2


















Important V ocabulary 
for Translation from 














HIGDER GRADE S~HOO;LS' 
高等専問皐校友大患議科英語教科用書類
Good-BOOKs。fpeFmanent vague 
For.You and Your Classes:l 
All.the'imtorted books have theiγbγices raised 
升omIOOω300~ 1 
The Hokuseido books are 
priced far below imported books， 'and withal as 
gooc:l as any British or Ameri.c~n.-made. hooks. 
The 'Hokuseido Books are . 
always marked byTypographical Accuracy， Beau，♂ 
tiful Printing， Artistic Format， Excellent Paper， 
Moderate Price. 
The Hokuseido Books are 
synonymous with Lasting Value， Reliabil~ty， and Conveni--
ence. You can depend on the Hokuseido Books. You 
can buy them. without regret. They are well..edited， and 
are' certain to bring satisfaetion .ari.d e伍ciencyto both 
teachers and those taught. 
“Lasting Merit， As Qood As， Any British or 
Americt;n Books， and Cheaper Price，" 
おTheirUndisputed .Label.，' . 
d eur.orfl 91onee UJil' eOs.，' . e~ flof:l 0111， I 
The，ι。，g01 a Journey-骨 4
f.':1・む町1:， .Ji;~Á" I);A 'N:!;..t ，) -J. t\. ()'4~N 
J7ia Hono/ulu; San Francisco， J7ancouver， 
Montrea/ to Eng/and-Returning by 
Suez and Singatore 
官界雄喜 i日本から日本ヘ
hy 6. CAl6BB， F.R.G.'S. 
lI'ith 57 Photogratl!s. ~ 
Cloth~ 186 tages. . :I.IJO 守10sen. 









Into his narrative of a. journey round the world in 1934 the 
author has blended experiences and opinions with historical 
events and certain geographical faets to make a:satiscying whole. 
He. isalert to discern the relationship of the ~iífereIl:t 'ports of 
call， not o.nly with each other， but with their past and present. 
He claiInS no exceptional experiences， and in this very faet lies 
great significance， for a journey round the world is no great feat 
at the present day. At the same. time， by taking nothing ~ for 
grarlted， he records much that escapes the potice of more blase 
travellers. 
Written with humour and copiously illustrated，“FromJapan 
to ]apan" wiU be regarded by sQme as an interesting souvenir 
of their own travels， and by many as an observant refieetion of 
the' world to..day~ 
-Oや小説・随 筆・紀 行 ~I
For genuine understαnding aTld appreciation 
lT 18 ESSENTIAL! 
Eveηγeadeγof English books should equl:争himselfwith 




I~J' f!IaDles A. B. Scherer Ph. D.， LL.D. 
lllustγαted切 ith立会hotogγ吋hs.
Cloth. 297会αges. .1.す@守 10sen. 
Informative αnd~αscinating 
Custorns and manners， traditions and legends， 
pageants and festivals， social and political insti-
tutions， social ideas and national ideals， univer-
sities， sports， history and the Builders of the 
N ation， including statesmen， novelists， poets， 
inventors， artists and scientists. 
Narrated In Simple But BeautifuI Language! 
No Student of the Eπglish Lαηguαgeαηd Liteγαtuγe of Inter・nαtionαi
Politics cαηα1[0γd to miss this book. Tourists will find it Eχtγωzely 
Fasciηαtiηg Reαding. 
The J apan Times :-The writer has furthennore addressed hiln-
self to the general public. His volumes have been free from pedantry 
and affee1ion. Me has not striven to write classics on the ]apanese 
theme， but to present in silnple language and in an interesting way， 
the fruits of his knowledge and observations. His latest volume is 
thus charael:eristic of his work. 1t is a brochure-this tIlne of the 
American rather of the ] apanese world-but • • . written for English 
reading ]apanese prin1arily， although al will五ndthe volulne enter-
taining as well as informati ve. 
1n the treatment of his subjeel:， the author has taken AmeI公amonth 
by lnonth beginning with the N ew Year celebrations and ending with 
Christmas. And with each month chapter describing the principle 
seasonal happenings COlnmon to al Americans are added pen piel:ures 
of representative Arnericans， present and past. These two elernents 
of the book constitute the '‘Pegeants and Personalities" of America. 
As for the pageants， the author has succeeded in most vividly de-
piet:ing SOlne of the highliεhts which ilhuninate the life of the average 
American and his fanlily during the course of the year. The many 
photographs and intere.st to the volume but have evidently been chosen 
to interest the younger， perhaps student， reader. The piel:ures are 
somewhat vi vid. 
?????? ?
AlDeriean Short SωrSes 
Edited by Y. N nTSU. C'loth. 200 tages. 1.20 干 I() srn. 
本書は米園近代の一流揃であって其代夫作を集め1'-lf) U.)であるG
The Spectre BridegrooIl. 
The Ambitious Guest. 
The Masque of the Red Death. 
The Pit and the Pendulum. 
The Lady or the 'riger ? 
The Luck of Roaring Calnp. 
The Outcasts of Poker Flat. 
Four恥1eetings.
The Cod and the Anthen1. 
After Twenty Years. 
The Leopard Man' s Story. 
















by E.".ile Souvest，.e!J Edited '7.))uh Notes by R. TANABE. 
With 1 Ifustrations. Clotll. 205 tages. 1.00 干 8sen. 
Best N ovelettes 01 To-day 
Edited with N otes ，そyS. UMEJ¥10TO. 
Cloth. 205 Pages. 
The Regeneration of Hilary Vance. 
The Killers. E. Heming旬。y
The Alien Skull. L. O. Flallerty 
At Your Age. F. S. Fitzgerald 
Monkey Nuts. D. H. La-vJrence 
Bongo. Sinclair L代 .vlS
1..00 千 8sen. 





1'n1 a Fool. S. Anderson 
'The Sculptor's Funeral. 
1，7. Catheγ 
11 Book 01 StO:r・2es
EditedりS.UMEMOTO. Clotll. 154 tages. .BO 干 8sen. 
The Marchioness of Stone henge. 
The Sleeping Partner. 
Mr・.Oddy.
The Old Man of the Sea. 
Forbidden Frllit. 
The Dark Horselnan. 
Sarah Gwynn. 





iαη Ha)" . 
Alec Irαugh 
George lH oore 
British Shor‘Stories 
Edited by Y. N nTSU. C!ot}z. 219 tages. J. .20 干 8sen. 
菜園近代文豪の代表刊を摂び、各篇にはそれぞれ作者の信像と其停記を添へ大lt0.) 4 
To Please His Wife. Thomas Haf・0
Markheim. R. L. Ste'Venson 
A Daughter of the Lodge. 
George Gissing 
Il Conde. Joseth Conrad 






Without Bene五tof Clerg'y. 
Rud)lard Ki会!ing
The Lord of the Dynamos. 
H. G. Wells 
The Letter and the Lie. 
Aγnold Bennett 
'}'he Tight Hand. 
The ・~all of the Wild 
by Jack London~ Edited cwith NotesりY.'TOMITA. 
C/ot}z. 140 tages. J. .00 〒 6sen. 
英語青年許:ー堺枯JlIJ去の諜書「灯牲の呼聾」以来あまり仁有名である G 今度富田氏
の努力で、米語等に封する詳註を加へ、更に寝長口鎗、地国等を附し℃ある@各頭ω
Preface屯 London0.) Appreciation ~二持参考となる@
‘~hoiee N ovelettes 
Edited by S. U MEMOTO. C/oth. 194 tages. J. .00 〒 8sen. 




Statement of Gabriel Foot， Highwayman. A. Quiller Couch 
Bread. Joseph Hergesheime1・
The Garden P込rty. Katherine M a幻field
The Return. Sherqvood Anderson 
The Enell1y in Anlbush. Hugh Wa与ole
‘~onfession.s of OpiulH-Eater 
by Tho.，nas De quincey~ Edited 'UJith Notes by Y. OTAGIRI. 

















To the Reαdeγ 
The Pleasures of Opium. 
The Pains of Opium. 
~onteDlporary Short Stories 
Editedわ.1S. U MEMOTO. C/otlI. 177 tages. .1.θ砂子 RJtソf
A Mere Interlude. 
A Source of lrri tation. 
Through a Window. 
The Ulnbrella. 

























by‘r;harles Dickens~ Eιlitedωith Notcs h_y S.じにHIDA.
With Illustγαtions. Cloth. 158 Tαges. J.OO 守も sr.n.
The εrieket on tlle Ileartl. 
by c. nickens~ Editedωith Notesり S.UCHIDA. 
Cloth. 157 tages. J.OO 干 6sen. 
Selections ，.0，" Joseplt吃onrad
Cloth. 238 tages. 1..00 〒 8sen. 
The Infonner. The Inn of the Two 可~Vitches. rrhe Idiots. 
An Outpost of Progess. The vVarrior's SO¥.1. 
De P..ofundis 
ゐ，Oscar Wilde~ lfヲthan IntroduElion and Notes， hyY. TANABE. 
Cloth. 128 taKes. 1. .00 〒 8sen. 







Revised Ediii，on /;y Fre"，k II. '.Jf.t.e.， B. A. OXドORD.
Cloth. 163 tages. 1.OtJ 干 8seJl・
英閣の 田舎の風物、景吻、年中行事者3 十二ヶ月に分け℃説いた屯 ので 、著者~ Leeは
商大、帝大、早習院に救援せられれる人だけに我直人ψ噌おをも!1安におくことを忘
れなかったと兄え、すらすらと面白く 読んでゆかれる。 例へば Juneゆと三ろにあ




[ 4 ] 
The English Mail-εoaeh 
by De q"incey Edited， 'vJith Notes bJ' Y. OTAGIRI. 
Cloth. 166 tages. 1.00 〒 8sen. 
INTRODUCTION :---Critical Remarks : 
1. By Georεe Sλintsbul'γ. 11. By David孔1asson・
THE ENGLISH MAIL-COACH : 
SeEtion 1. rrhe Glory of :t¥1otion. 
SeEtion J1. The Vision of Sudden Death. 
SeEtion 111. Drean1-Fugue. 
ON THE KNOCKING AT THE GATE IN乱fACBETH.
FROM THE SUSPIIミIADE PROFUNDIS : 
1. Levana and Ol1r Ladies of Sorrow. 
2. Savannah-la-恥1a1'.
Ellglish Prose: Stories "nd Essa肝
C 10th. 168 tages. .60 〒 6sen. 
The House 011 the Cli仔.
Anoη)'JJIOUS 
Heroism. C. C. E、ve1γt
The Greek Interpreter. 
Conαn Doyle 
The Widow and Her Son. 
lV. Ir'Viπ豆
Othello. CんどlrlesLamb 
The Black Cat. E. A. Poe 
On Reading. Lord A'Vebury 
rrhe i¥mbitious Guest. 
N. Hawthorne 
The Po¥ver of 'l'ilne. 
P. G. H，αmerton 
Life 1s What We l'νlake 1t. 
O. S. Marden 
On Being 1dle. J. K. Jerome 
The St1'enuous Life. T. Roose'Velt 
Faets and Fietion 
Edited by Y. N IITSU. Clot}l. 167 tages. .85 〒 8sen. 
本舎は新庄の短??;;小:なと裏面史上の事賃設ιを取交ぜて若者が倦怠せざるやう巧み
l二配列j縦長した品 ψ@
The Sailor U ncle. lVI. A. Lamb 
Uncle Podger Hangs a Pi凸ure.
J. K. Jeγome 
Half-A-Sovereign. A. Bennett 
I¥1arino Faliero. H. G. Smith 
The Wandering ]evv. 
R. Kipliη豆
The 1¥1 ysterious :l¥1ade1noiselle. 
W. J.e Queux 
fhe Dice Thrower. S. Southgate 
An 1nspiration. G. Gissing 
A Terribly Strange Bed. 
W. W. Collins 
Baptiste Rel1arJ. H. G. Smith 
A1'manι1 Peltzer. " 
The J)iamond I¥1aker. 
H. G. ll'"ells 
'rhe Christlnas Present. 
R. Cromtton 





Five Best Stories 
Cloth. 150 tageJ. 
The Patch on the Quilt. 








w. Somerset Mαugham 
Five Short Stories hy B. L. Stevenson 
Cloth. 191 tageJ. :1.00 〒 6Jen. 
Will O'The Mill. The Bottle Imp. The Isle of Voices. 
The Walf W oman. Providence and the Guitar 
FrameohVSEEon Ay R.z.stemnson 
Pater-hound. 90 tages. .50 〒 4sen. 
Selections frolll John Gals~orthy 
Cloth. 134 tages. 1.00 〒 6sen. 






























Selections frols George Gissing 
Cloth. 118 pageJ. .70 干 6sen. 
The Fire bran d. 
The Medicine Man. 
The 'I'out of Yarmouth Bridge. 
Fate and the Apothecary. 
The Poet's PortInanteau. 
Raw Material. 
A Charming Family. 
Great Modern Short Stories 
Edited hy S. UMEMOTO. Cloth. 237 pageJ. 1.00 〒 8Jen. 
A Red Coat for N ight. 
M. Komγoff 
Half-Holiday. A. H似たy
Footf込ls. lf7. D. Stee le 
Annie Laurie. Zona Gale 
Confession. A. Blackwood 
'rhe Wings of Ad ven ture. 
Philit GihhJ 
Soames and the Flag. J. Gals切 orthy
Little Marguerite. R. HichenJ. 
長本書は高等皐校及大事象科で御使用の場合は一息御照倉鼠ひます@
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Ilolf 110・II.S，vith Modern Writers 
.60 ClotlL. 130 tages. 〒 4sen. 
Rising in the ¥V 01' ld. 
Samue! SmI !es 
I-Iow I-Ial・1・isLost His、iVife.
J. K. Jcrome 
The Skeleton at the Feast. 
W. Emmanue! 
Jonathan. IvTax ()' Rel! 
On Being Hard Up. 
J. K. Jerome 
The Innocents /¥ hroad. 
九J.T'7.vain 
l'vIr. Caudle Has Lent Five 
Pounds to a Friend.ρoug!as Jerro!d 
J ohn Bull. M ax 0' Re!! 
On Reading. L. AcvebuワY
Concentrated Energy. 
O. S. Maγden 
On Physical Culture. 
J. S. Blα~ckie 
Let us Love One Another. 
E. Seu'Vestγ'C 
'I'he Dell. M. R. Mitford 
¥可int引. G. Gissiηg 





z可l.eIla).py 1..・inee& Otlter Tales 
Puper-hoμnd. 85 pagcJ. .50 干 4sen. 
The Happy Prince. 
The N ightingale and the Rose. 
The Star-Child. 
* 
The Self1sh Giant. 
'T'he Y oung King. 
* 長
TI.，@ ~Iodel I¥lilliolluire and Other 
Stoleies p，どψr-bω zd. 72 tages. .40 〒 4sω. 
The Model l¥Jillionaire. 
The Can terville Ghost. 
The Sphinx ¥Vithout a Secret. 
Selectiol'S fro". TIIO盟13SI重ardy
Tales antl Poe'lI1s C!oth. 112 tages. 1..00 干 8sen. 
The Melancholy Hussar of the G'ennan Legion. Alicia's Diary. 
vVhat the Shepherd Saw. An In1agillative Woman. 







The Idle Thoughts of an Idle 
Fello~ り Jerolftc K. Je，.om.e 
C!oth. 194 tages. .:;0 〒 6sen. 
On Getting on in the World， On bein宮Idle，On being in Love， 
On babies， On Eating and Drinking， On Dress and Deportment， 
On Memory. 
Selec“OsS 1，.0111 Jael丞London
C!oth. 179 tages. 
The Enemy of al the World. 
The Whale Tooth. 
The Great Interrogation. 
Where the Trail F orks. 
.90 〒 8sen. 
The Faith of ~1en. Batard. 
The Heathen. 
The Man with the Gash. 
Jonathan and His 吃011“nellt
hy及'axO~ Be"， Pater-bound 162 tages. .60 子 6sen・
Max O'Rell は2Iff~~で、本名は Paul Bouetと請ひ、其筆淫妙にして詞刺;二審ん
?ざるゆである@
D. D. La~renee 311d Other吃0盟国‘eDlporary‘Vriters Edited， CVv'uh ^γotes 
えyH. NABARA. C!oth. 172 tages. .90 干 8sen. 
Two Blue Birds. D. H. La'Wrence You Touched :rv1e. 
The Boarding HOl1se. J ames Jり'ce D. H. La'Wrencl 
Hubert and Minnie. A. Hux!ey The '¥Vind Blows. K. Manポd
The Mark on the ¥Vail. V. Wooグ. Taking the Veil. 
The N ature of the Evidence. M ay Sinc!air 
Life and HUlDanity 132 tages. .60 〒 8.ren
Rural Life in England. Ir. lr'ving 
Snow-Flakes. N. Ha'Wthorne 
At the Midhour of N ight. 
Thomas M oore 
The Y oung Geologist. 
Hμgh Mi!!er 
At Zaidzu. Lafcadio Hearn 
Ode to a N ightingale. John Keats 
Christopherson. George Gissing 
Courage. J. Galパι)orthy The Scarecrow. 
An Epitaph. W. de!a Mare Ir. de!a Mare 




The Light of Other Days. 
Thomαs lvlooγt 
Our Lady's Juggler. 
Anαto!e FγαJlCI 
To a Skylark. P. B. She!!ey 
OJe on a Grecian U rn. 
JoJln Keαts 
Little Lord Fanntleroy 
by F，.onces Hodgson Bu，.nett 





A. London εhroniele Re的 edEdition 
by F，.an/~ H. Lee， B.A. OXFORD. 
Cloth. 246 tages. 
With Illustγαtionsαηd NoteJ 
1.50 〒 10sen. 
Reviewed by the Japan Advertiser :-Having taken his 
students through an English year in a textbook published about a 
year ago， Mr. Lee now gives them a year in London. 1t is easy 
to see that the sl1bjeet is again a congenial one. Even to write 
about London五1shim， he says， with a sense of despair， sovast is 
the subjeet， sorich in memories， but beginning manfully at Tilbury 
Docks he gives his readers a thoroughly interesting review of the 
great city. The book is di vided by the months of the year， and 
though the method is less obviously right than when applied to 
English country life， Professor Lee ingeniously五ndsreasons for 
being in London and enjoying it during al the months. January， 
as he says， isnot London' s best month， but then it is the only 
month in which one can go to the panton1ilne. With such a genial 









The Love 01 the Alps 
by Jo/.n Addington Sy，"onds 






The Love of the Alps. 
¥Vinter N ights at Davos. 
The Alps in Winter. 




The Lure of the Sea 
Edited by K. SUDO. Cloth. 185 tages. 1.00 〒 8scn. 
JOHN恥fASEFIELD:一
Por.t of Many Ships. Sea Superstition. 
From the Spanish. A ValediEtion. 
Trade vVinds. Sea-fever. 
A Wanderer's Song. The Tarry Buccaneer. 
Lyrics from ‘The Buccaneer'. 
JOSEPH CONRAD :-Y outh. 
CLARK RUSSELL :-The Mystery of the ' Ocean Star'. 
Calms and Seas. 












Malaehi~s fブoveand Othe.. Tales 
by A. Tro"ope Edited， 'Lvith 1VotesりA.STi¥i¥TON" WHITFIELD. 
Cloth. 187 tages. J..OO T 8 sen. 
Whit白仇elほd氏氏.カがミ Trollope のl' 
序文及税切なる註を阿附tしたる品 の、良心丞f，!LJU可作品たPまはんと する誌の 為{'詩書@
IntroduEtion and Biographical N otIce. lVlalachi's Cove 
The O'conors of Castle Conor， County lVfayo. 
J ohn Bull on the Guadalqui vir. 
The l¥1an Who Kept His 1-Ioney in a Box. La l'vlere Bauche. 
Selections ，.0'" 区atllel・ille:r.lans-
field Comtiled，切 itha Prρα わ.1R. BANTOCK， M・A・
Cloth. 161 tages. 1.00 千 6sen. 
Preface : -KATHERINE MANSFIELD， who died 
in 1923 at the early age of 34， isthe greatest Eng-
lish writer of short stories. She is as yet practi-
cally unknown in Japan. Her v"'ork has been pro-
foundly influenced by the art of正¥..nton1:、cbehov，
the great Rus日lanパuthorof short stories. She has 
applied to English life the same methods of-char-
;lEter drawillg that he app1ied to Rusト，ianlife. N 0 
writer has si.1cceeded bet1er than she in depi8:ing 
the subtleties of 1l1odern El1g1ish life anJ charac-
ter. She is abGve al1 a1 exquisite artist， and her 
stories will become classics in English Li te rature. 
Her First Ball. Marriage a la!¥1ode. 
A Cup of Tea. The Daughters of t.he Late Colonel. 
The Garden-party '}'he Fly. Miss Brill. 
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The MelDoirs 01 Sherloek DollDes 
hyεonanDoyle 
Silver Blaze 
Cloth. 187 tages. .80 〒 8sen. 
The N aval Treaty. 
'T'he Crooked l¥1an. 
The Final Problem. 
il~白seellany 01 Typieal Prose 
Pater-boμnd. 128 tages. .50 〒 4sen. 
Solitude. 
House for Sale ! 
Thoγ'eαu 
Dαudet 
:rvly Distant Relati ve. Galsωorthy 
Lord N elson. Conrad 
The Cause of False 
Knowledge. Tolstり
The Spirit of the Eng-
lish N ation. Arnold 
To a Student in Great 
Poverty. HαmeγtOJl 
A Piece of Chalk. Chesterton 
On the EJucation of a恥1an
of Business. Helts 
On a Hermit Whom 
1 Knew. Belloc 
Dog-Bite. Bennett 
'l'wo F orms of Intelligence. 
Gis.sing 
Home 'rradition. H. G. Wells 
l¥11iss. Bγet Haγte 
o. Deot.y: Best Short Sto，.ies 
With an 1ntroduc7ion and Notes by K. KVMANO. 






A Retrieved Reformation. 
The Last Leaf. 
The Gift of the Magi. 
The Pendulum. 
According to their Lights. 
The Trimmed Lamp. 
l¥;Iammon and the Archer. 
A Lickpenny Lover. 
The Clarion Call. 
Brickdust Row. 
The Passing of Black Eagle. 
A Fog in Santone. 
Olalla by B. L. Stevenson 
Paper-bound. 75 Tμges. .38 千 4sen. 
0阻r、
( 1，ルtμω4μω.stra官tedり) cωomρμilんedι，ωiμthNote的sりT.Y AMAZAKI.  
Cloth. 228 tage.s ~.20 干 8 sen. 
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The Pavilion on電heLinks 
by B. L. Steven.son 
Pater-bou刀d. 102 tages. .50 千十 J('Jl.
Peter SehleDlihl， the Sllado，vless 
Man砂AdelbertChullIisso Edite川 yK. HA~AZONO ・
Pσ:ter-bound. 131 tages. .60 〒 6sen. 
1 
I 1"…""""':0……で…!
()Ih'litin DII!刊 1ft! ‘
i同
SODle Prollline，.t CI，ullt{.， i" 
SIB WALTEB SCO'l T~S 
。nen“nDllrも~Tard
Edited， WitJl Notes b)' Y. OTAGIRI. 





The Rajah's DialDond 
by B. L. Stevenson 
Paドγ-bound. 122‘会αges. .50 〒 4sen. 
Representa“ve Sllort Stories 
Edited by R. TANABE. Cloth. 140 tages. .110 〒 6sen. 
The Lady， 01'the Tiger ? 
F. R. Stockton 
The Esquilnau i¥1aiden' s Romance. 
Mαγk Twαzn 
The Chinago. Jack London 
Squire Petrick' s Lady. T. Hardy 
Father and Son. M ar必Butルヴord
The CalJron of Oil. 
lfri/;~ie CollinJ 
An Undergraduate's Aunt. 
F. Anstey 
Moti Guj-M utineer. 
R. Kipling 
RipVan鴨アinl~le&O‘herSketelles 
by lVushington Irving Edited， '1じitんλTotes!J_}' R. T'A:¥ABE. 
Clot!L. 201 tages. 1..00 干 8Sf'Jl. 
Rip Van可vVinkle. The SpeEtre Bridegrooln. 
The Legend of Sleepy Hollo¥v. Legend of the 1¥100r's Leg'acy. 





ROS3IDund Gray and Seleeted 
PoenlsりC'harlesLURJb 
With Notes !;_y E. V. LUCAS & EDWARD DO\VDE~ . 
Cloth. 78 tages. .60 干 6sen. 
Rosamund Gray. 
POEMs:-Hester. The Old Familiar Faces. The Grandame. 
On an Infant Dying as soon as Born. Work. 
Written a Year After the Events. 
vVri tten 800n After the Preceding Poeni. 
Seleet Pieees f:r・00.ElDinent 
An‘hors Cloth. ] 22μges. .60 千 6sen. 
Pathological. Kl1sa-Hibari. 
The Last Class. 
Di任erentKinds of Heroes. 
Lucy. By the 8ea. The Reaper. 
The Nightingale. 
David 8wan. 
The Vision of the Fountain. 
The Little Brother-in-Charge. 
T'he Desert. 
Break， Break， Break. 
Tears， Idle rrears. Crossing the Bar. 
Sl1nday. 





J-Ians C. Andersen 
N at/laniel Hawthorne 
Floγence M ontgomeγy 


















Seven Seleet Sto:r・iesfrolD Edgar 
Allan Poe Cloth. 129 tages. .60 〒 6sen. 
A Descent into the恥Iealstrom.
The Black Cat. 
The Fall of the House of U sher. 
The Pit anu the PenduhllTI. 
The :r-v1asque of the Red Death. 
The Tell-Tale Heart. 
A Tale of the Ragged Moun-
talns. 
Sllerurood Andel.SOll and Other 
. t¥lneriean W" riters 
Edited by S. UME1¥vl0TO. Clot/l. 162 tages. .85 干 8sen. 
米国最近の一流作家の!|対せる長屯興味ある短銃を集め?乙ものである@
1 Want to Know Why. Anderson Just :r-v1eat. Jack London 
Blue Sky. HノTalterGjü~} ・son G-hitza. K. Berco匂lct
Erne stine. T.ルodoreDreiser Love. Joseth Hergesheimer 
Atrophy. Edit/z IF!lartoil (本書は大率換科、高校での御使用は-[~乞御照、曾)
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The Sexton;s Dero & Other Tales 
わ，Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell 
With an IntroduElion and Notes by A. STANTON WHITFIELD. 
C 10th. 137 tages. .80 〒 8sen. 
Mrs. Gaskell was the earliest of the五rst-rate
English women writers who became tellers oI 
short stories. This singularity alone should make 
it worth while to examine her wo1'k in this field. 
In her sho1't stories and long short-stories (she 
wrote few novelettes) a1'e many details and delic-
acies of work that seeln worthy of notice. In the 
art of describing what she sets out to describe she 
certainly has， ather best， no superior， and she 
does this with a dispassion and aloofness which 
are neither heartless nor cold. She has never be-
come a cult and no fuss is lnade about her. We do not flS over 
our friends， and Mrs. Gaskell is a companionable allthor and as such 
she will always be loved. Qllietly and unobtrusively she added her 
little store of emotional insight to the patrimony of mankind. 
Introduaion. The Sexton~s I-:Iero. The Squire~s Story. 
The Manchester Marriage. The Half-Brothers. 
Shakespeare in Short Stories 
by Living Authors Compiled by O. UMETANI. 
C!oth. 174 tages. 1.00 〒 8sen. 
Hamlet. Francis Brett Young Julius Casar. lFinston Churchili 
The Merchant of Venice. King Lear. Hugh Waltole 
Yucount Sno'Wden Coriolanus. John Buchan 
The Taming of the Shrew. C lemense Dane 
Toles frolO Shakespeare 
by吃harlesαηdlf~宣ary La".b 
With a 111.ωtγαtio払 Pa会eγ-bouηd. 87会αges. .50 iそもsen
Hamlet， Prince of Denmark. 
rrhe恥1erchantof Venice. 
Romeo and Juliet. 
Sleeping Fires砂GeorgeGissing 
Clotlz. 158 Pages. .80 〒 6sen. 
本書は 1895年 Gissingが Epsom滞右中に物し?と亀のであって、彼の“Eve'o
Ransom ".“The Paying Guest" の二作ι共に Gissingのほがらかな一面を
物語るものである@
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Shorter Short Stories 
Edited by Frank H. Lt!e and John Burbank 
C!oth. 146 tages. .80 干 8sen. 
Part 1. ~こ於いて J?iz1)短かき 33暫の話左其筋を輿へ、 Part11.に訟いて弐の興
味ある短誌を議ましむる仕組みであるの Part 1. ~二 は
Death 1000 feet below. 
A N ight Detail. 
The Man in No. 10. 
Better than the Chair. 
In N ecessity and Honour. 
Conquest lVlakes a恥1eal.
In Error. 
A Touch of Irony. 
In the Interests of Discipline. 
Footsteps in the Fog. 
The Face on the Wall. 
Letter for Minnie. 
羽Tifeat the Wheel. 





The Port Lookout. 
Trench F eet. 
The Punishment. 
How the Mistress Came Home. 
High Card Loses. 
Silas ~lal.Der: The Weaver 01 Baveloe 
(SLIQHTL Y ABRIDQED) 
えyGeorge Eliot C!oth. 234 tages. .90 干 8sen. 
木書は女涜作家Eliot初期の小説であっt、女史の作品中最屯完嬰な屯のι云はれ
て居る屯のである@
SOlDerset MaughaDl and Other 
Bri“sh W..iters 
Edited hy S. UMEMOTO. C!oth. 153 tages. .85 干 8sen. 
Jane. 
Drealn. 
Rachel in Search of Reality. 
The Portrait. 
Bill Parker~ s Legacy. 
The Charn1 Against Thirst. 
The Pi仕ures.







The Son句sVeto and Other Tales 
by Tl，onlas Ilard'l C!oth. 150 tages. .60 干 8sen. 
The Son 's Veto. For Conscience Sake. To Please His Wife. 
Enter a Dragoon. The Three Strangers. 
[ 15 ] 
A Start in Life and Other Stories 
front ~lodern Writers 
Edited !J)' S. UMEMOTO. Clotlz. 184 pages. .90 T 8 sen. 
A Start in Life. Th eodore Dreiser 'The Pruss ian Officer. 
Hey ! Taxi. Edna Ferber D. H. Law rence 
Travelogue. Rising Lardner Love for L ove. 
Prudy. Fina Delmar 
Death in the Woods. Sher:-z.vood Ander son 
The Story of a Bad Boy 
by Thom,as Baily Aldrich 
Riclzard Aldington 
Cloth. J 81 pagt'S . .80 T 8 Jetl. 
Selections Iron~ Rabittdrana.tlt 
Tag ore: l .,.isio11 and Otl1er Stories 
Edited b_v H. MIKI. Cloth. 148 pages. 1..00 =r 8 sen. 
Vision. In the N 1ght. The Skeleton. 
Paper Boats and Other P omes. P oe1n s. 
'l'he Postmaster. 
1\1 alini. 
Tales of Terror and Mystery 
Edited by Y. N IITSU. Cloth. 111 ;,ages. • ?0 T 6 sen. 
A Tales of Terror. T. Hood 'The Caldron of Oil. Jr. Collins 
l\1ateo Falcone. P. J\;Jerimre 'The Villa Jastnin. IF·. [,e Queux 
The Chauffeur and the Little LaJy. William Le Queux 
Selections f•·o•n Artton Tehehov 
Translated from the Russian by £'onstance Garnett 
Edited b_y RAYMOND BANTOCK, OXON. 
Vol. I. "CThe 'Beggar and Other Stories" 
Cloth. 155 pc~ges. 1..00 T 8 sen. 
* * * 
Vol. II. "(Nisery and Other Stories" 
Cloth. 178 pages. 1.00 T 8 sen. 
Three Men in a Boat 
by Jeron~e K. Jerome Cloth. 163 pages . • 110 T 6 sen. 
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Their Best Detee“ve Stories: 
An Anthology 01 tl.e Best Detective Stories by 
the Most Popular Living ¥V，.iters 
Edited， 'UJitlL Notesり O.UME'L¥NI. 
ClotfL. 198tages. 
A Race for a Throne. 
lPilliαm Le Queux 
The Five of Swords. 
G. K. Cfusteγton 
An Arabian N ight in Park Lane. 
J. B. p，・iestlev
1..00 干 8sen. 
The Thirteenth Card. 
E. P. Ot一会enheIJn
Murder Without Motive. 
G. R. M allocfL 
A Matter of Tar. 
もも Sα安全eγ 竹
Theil. Best Short S重oraesg
A.n Antl.ology 01 Short Stories by Laiest 
Popular Authors 
Edited，ωitfL Notesわ)O. UMETANI. 
Cloth. 162 tages. .90 〒 8sen. 
大骸径の手法:才;折:家H.Connell， H. Walpole， A. W. Wells， E. P. Oppenheim. 
C. T. Crowell，“Sapper"等Iiil/)新らしさ興味あるちみ@ 程末には最も要領を得
たる註を附してある@
The 1¥10st Dangerous Gan1e. 
Mr. Oddy. 
“Chanson Triste " . 
The Gambler's Road. 
rrake the Strand， Please. 
















TOID BrO~ll~S Sehool Days 
りITho".αs H..gl.es Adatted by I¥vAO YAMADA. 
Cloth. 2よ7tages. 1. .00 〒 8sen. 
Selectiolls 1，.0'" T-uriee-Told Tales 
hy Nathaniel Ilawlho，.ne 
ClotfL. 133 tages. 
Sunday at Hon1e. 
David Swan. 
The Vision of the Fountain. 
Dr. Heidegger's Experiment. 
The Ambitious Guest. 
.70 〒 6seJl. 
A Rill frOITI the Town PUITIp. 
Mr. HigginbothatTI' s Catastrophe. 
Fancy' s Show Box. 
The Sister Years. 
The恥1inister'sBlack Veil. 
[ 17 ] 
T~elve Best Short Sωries: 
Prom British ond Ante，.icon lV，.ite，.s 
Revised Edition Selelled by K. KUMANO. 
Cloth. 213 tages. 1..00 干 8sen. 
Hi;_mawari. 
The Stolen Bacillus. 
The Lady or the Tiger ? 
The Pot of Caviare. 
The Ambitious Guest. 
Quality. 
The Legend of the Enchanted Soldier. 
The Lagoon. 
After Twenty Years. 
The Monkey~s Paw. 
The Freshman Full-Back. 
The Sire de Maletroit's Door. 
Lαifc.αdio Heaγη 
11. G.日'7e/!s 













C 10th. 242 tages. 1. .00 











EO THEN (A SELECTION) 
hy A. W. Ki11glake 
My First Bivouac. 
The Black Tents. 
Terra Santa. 
Cairo and the Plague. 
The Sphynx. 
lntroduClory Note: 
To he published in Dec. 1935. 
The Dead Sea. 
Passage of the Jordan. 
The Desert. 
The Pyramids. 
Cairo to Suez. 
ALEXANDER WILLIAM KINGLAKE was born in Taunton, Somerset-
shire, England, on the 5th of August, 1809. After some years" 
public-school life at Eton under the famous headmaster Dr. Keate, 
he went to Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1828. On leaving the 
University he studied for the bar, and was called at Lincoln~ s Inn 
in 1837. 1'he briefless barrister took advantage of the long vaca-
tion to indulge his taste for travel and adventure. 'The journey, 
extending over the area frotn Constantinople to Cairo, was vividly 
recorded in Eothen, published in 1844. In 1845 he went to Algiers, 
accompanying the forces of St. Arnaud, and in 1854 another stir of 
war attraaed hirn to the Crimea, out of which came his magnum 
opus, The ln'Vasion ofthe Crimea, appearing in eight volumes be-
tween 1863 and 1887. His parliamentary career, though prolonged 
for eleven years from 18 57 to 18 6 8, may well be regarded as an in-
terlude, for he direaed his chief efforts to literary work even during 
those years. He died peacefully in 1891 at the ripe age of 82. 
Eothen (a Greek word meaning "from the early dawn, H "from 
the East"), which took the reading public of the day by storm and 
established King lake's nan1e in the world of literature, is not a mere 
story of adventure, nor is it an ordinary narrative of a traveller" s 
journeys from one interesting place to another. It is a faithful rec-
ord of his own emotions and impressions in face of the most famous 
scenes on earth. "It is a real book-not a sham.'' We have here 
seleaed ten out of the twenty-nine chapters of the original. Wheth-
er the chapters are well chosen or not is a matter to be left to the 
reader to judge for himself. The only thing that we can say with 
confidence is that the seleaed chapters make a fairly complete whole 
as a book of travel, not a colleaion of n1angled, disconneaed pieces. 
The conditions of the peoples and places described in this book must 
have naturally changed more or less after the lapse of nearly a cen-
tury, and the reader, if he wants any up-to-date information about 
them, must seek for it elsewhere. Eo then is not a guide-book in 
any sense; it is a work of art; and it must be read and appreciated 
as such. 
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4ヲベ 吾ふ日間 文 五テ
ADliel~s Jourllal (A SELECηοNノ
TI.e Jour"ul I"tillle olllenri-P，.ederic A.lRiel 
Cloth. 159 trzgf?s. 1.00 干 8sen. 
Selectiol'S fro.， 1¥la“heW' Arnold 
Clotん. 190 tages. 1.011 干 8seJl. 
The Fune1iol1 of CriticIsln at the Present Time. 
I、heStudy of POぞtry. Wordsworth. Sweetne対 anuLight. 
'rhe Celt and the Tellton. Enlerson. 
1 BooI~ 01 Essays 
Edited 17)' S. UMEMOTO. Clolh. 133 tages. 1..00 〒 8sen. 
Types of i¥1en. H. L. Mencken A Roacl to Onese lf. 




Over-civilised? Arnold Bennett 
~That 1 Delnand of Life. 
Aldous HuxlりY F. S'UJinneγlon 
N owadays. Lord Dunsa砂Y The DOlninion of Literature. 
Naples. A.め:month A{fJγed Noyes 
The Conflie1 of the Spirit. Philit Gihas 
The εitizellol曲。 World
by Olil'er Golds，.，“h Cloth. J 12 Pages. .80 〒 8sen. 
"'rhe Citizen of the ¥Vorld" of Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774) 
consists of a series of letters supposeu to have been written by a 
Chinese gentlelllall just arriveJ in England to his friends in Pekin 
and other parts of tbe world. We can see how G-oldslnith， ¥vIth 
his easy f10w of Eng'lish， records his experiences in London and 
makes hU1l1orolls observatinlls on English Life. Y. I. 
‘~ontell・po..ary Essays 
Edited I勺IY. KOSE. Cloth. 144 j>ages. .80 千 8sen. 
Afdous Huxf，り，. 
Bertrand RlIssell: 
H. G. Jrells: 
JohηGαIS'lvort!Jj' : 
rrhe Idea of Equality. 
l~he Place of Science in a Liheral Education. 
Delusions about World Peace. 
Delnocracy llnder Revision. 
AbOl1t Censorship. Vagl1e Thoughts on Art. 
SOlne Platitl1des Concerning Drama・
r 21 1 
Critical and Miscellaneous 
Writings 
Cloth. 157 pages. J.OO T 8 sen. 
On Going a Journey. 'Valking Tours. R. L. Ste'Venson 
William Hazlitt 
The Renaissance. Editlz Sichel 
"\Vordsworth. If/alter Pater 
l\1ichelang-elo. Emil Lucka 
Emerson. G. SantaJ·ana Note Upon the Shortest Forms 
Clifton and a Lad's Love. of English Poetry. 
John A. S)·monds 
On the Knocking at the Gate On History. 
Lafcadio Hearn 
Thomas Carf;·le 
in Macbeth. Thomas De Quincey 
Arnold: Cnltttre & Anarchy (Selellion) 
An Essay in Political and Social CriticiJm. 
Cloth. 108 pages. • 70 T 6 sen. 
Sweetness and Light. 
Hebraism and Hellenisrn. 
Doing as One Likes. 
Porro Unum Est N ecessariurn. 
Culture and Life 
Cloth. 145 pages. 
Some Hints on Reading. 
The Dedicated Life. 
The League of Nation. 
The Universities and the \Yar. 
The Social Value of the College-Bred. 
Educational Aims and Values. 
The Social Ideal in Education. 
The Care and Culture of l\'1en. 
.BO T 6 sen. 
I ames Br)'Ce 
R. B. Haldane 
Edward Grey 
l\.1ichael E. Sadler 
!Villiam lames 
C. If/. Eliot. 
G. E. Vincent 
Da-vidS. Jordan 
Gli10pses of ~lod.et•.Dt E1tglish 
Critics 
Paper-bound. 62 pages. .50 T 4 sen. 
Passages frorn the Function of Criticisrn. .ZVlatthe---u.J Arnold 
Preface to ''The Renaissance''. II' a Iter Pater 
Conclusion from ''The Renaissance''. , , 
Christ fro1n "De Profundis". Oscar Wilde 
Prose and Poetry fro1n "rThe IntrodnB:ion 
to the Romantic l\1oven1ent". Arthur SJ'mons 
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Happiness in Life 
Adaptedfrom B@rtla"tl Husst!.ll~s "THE CONQUEST 
OF HAPP1NESS." Clotll. 147 pages. .75 〒 8sen. 
'V¥アhat~1akes People Unhappy ?; Byronic Unhappiness; Boredom 
and Excitelnent; Fatig'ue ; Envy ; Persecution Mania; Zest; Af-
Kahn;、V-ork; 1nlpersonal 1nterest; Eff・ortand Resignation ; 
'The Happy 1¥1an. 
Hell'ぽSESS3'....S (lIitl! ltotcs) 
!f7;γIiten in the InU'γ'V{/! of Business 
Cloth. 1もも会αges. .5#1 
1. On Prae1ical v¥アisdOll1. Aids to Contentlllent. 
千 4sen. 
On Se1f-Discipline. On our J udgelnents of Other Men. 
On the Exercise of Domestic Rllle. Advice. 
Benevolence. Secrecy. 
11. On the Education of a ~1an of Business. 
On the TransaC1ion of BLlsiness. 
On the Choice and ~1anagelnent of j-¥_gents. 
011 the Treatment of Sllitors. Interviews. 
Of Councilぉ，Con1Issions， etc. Party-Spirit. 
Bigller In‘elligenees 
With Author' s Life and Notes 
C'loth. 21もも会α:ges. J.OO 
On the Past and Fl1tl1re. 
On Living to One 's-Self. 
On Going a J ourney. 
IFilliαJn Hαzlitt 
vVinckelInann and Greek Culture. 
Classicism and ROlnanticisln. 
" ， ， 
Iru/teγPαteγ 
〒 8sen. 
Culture: 1ts lVfeaning and its Uses. 
A Letter to Abelard. 
John Aムliη豆toηSymoηds
He/oise 
A Letter to Heloise. PateγAbelαγd 
80、~ To Get羽V'llatYo盟、Want
by O，.is()ft S，vett .J.'I"'.SI(TII (1ド [j~ fl旬科程度)




How to Get京市atY Ol Want; Playing the Glad Galne; Dis-
couragen1ellt a Disease-How to Cure 1t; The Force that Mov:，s 
Mountains; Faith and Drugs; How to Find Oneself. 
[ 23 ] 
Ho~ To Live 00 2Lt DOllrs a Day 
I~v .4rnノoldBel.nett }:'ditrd， 'Ivitll 1うて'1;/(('I~)' K. HANAZOT¥O. 
Bennettは別英図交壇仁於ける P人であって、本書は臥;才(o ilf;=~J ~ y~ ~こ於て非北な好
WiF ぢ~r.¥lしつ h あるめのである。
'rhe Daily ~1iracle; 1、heDesire to Exceed One 's Prograll11ne ; 
Precal1tions before Beg'innin‘g; rI'he Caw河 ofthe 'rl・ouble; 'I'en-
nis and the 1m1l1ortal Soul ; T、heBeal1ty of Id1eness ; Control1in広
the l¥1illd; 'rhe Ref1eけlve孔1ood;111teieメtin the Arts; SerIous 
Iミeadin江; Dan日el・sto f¥ ¥Toid. Clotん. .11(1 干 6.I{'1l・
. '!telected Essoys 01 ThoDl3S Ilenry 
EEEEXEey EJifhf，rjfh NofrJり1¥1.I(.oHω. 
Clotll. 164 tages. .90 干 8Jelt・
Huxley 心 安~l く偉大なる flR-~千号にして文筆ü) tた粂ねれる与~1~・ i土翼政である。而カ­
a其筆は手;1療を説いて宜し〈、数7守?をil命じ、人'-t.た三百 1)frくi1，可ならざ.るはなl[、 i記
沌?こる現代tニギEってH月湾出はされざる!3.烹た求台る ITは一議Fベきである。
Autobiography; On the Aclvisableness of 1l11p1・ovingN atural 
Knoyv]edge; A Liberal Education; anιl 、~lhere to Fil1d 1 t; A 
Lobstel・;or， the Study of Zoolo江Y; On ])escartes' "])iscol1l・げ
'rollching the lV1ethod ()f U sin広One'sReasnll Rightiy and nf Seek-
ing Scienti五ぐ 'rruth";On the Physi(、a1Basis of Life. 
Select Essays 01 De;ID Inge 3nfl 
P..ineipal @Jaeks 
Adapted， 'IJ，.)ItんAfutes /J.y '1'. A Inzp. 
じ10th. 201 tagf's. .1.211 干 8sen. 
本書夜行tこ就いては特に併堂は京 :脅ゆ承諾と設:r?号 Benn& Co.，より!板t住宅:譲
受けれる高りなれば絶封{自に1宇家宅2許さど る抗ωなり。
DEAN !;¥GE : 
'The Soul of England. 
PRlNCIPAL jACKS : 
上、1・Olllthe HUll1an End. 
A 1) riftil1広 Civilisatiol1. 
1ndl1strial ism. De l10cracy . 
The T'yranny of lViere 'rhin~，- s. 
011 a l¥iI l
The Intellee臼131Life (SEl，ECTED) 
hy Philill Gilbel.重Ilalnertoll
Pαpeγ-boIlJld. 
The Pysica1 Basis. 
The Power ()f 'rin1e. 
Society and Solitude. 
rrracles ancl Pr・ofessions.
161 p{lges. .60 千 4sen. 
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St. @John Et•vine~s Essays 
Compiled IJ)' -y. NIITSU. Cloth. 233 pages. J.OO T 8 sen. 
From tlu "0/Jser·ver" for tiLe exclus i·ve use ~f Japanese students in schools 
and collegt>S, 'It:lw an,· desirous oj' A'l!0·7.t:ing the •viecz_vs and opinions 
o_fonr r~(tlu outstanding litenn~)' critics oj't!Je Jay on !~fe and art. 
St. John Greer Ervine :-Irish dratnatist and author. Born 
in Belfast in 1883. \Vas n1anag·er of the Abbey Theatre, ])ublin. 
Served in the G-reat War and \Vas wmnHled, resulting- in the loss 
of a leg. 
Made a success in his play "Jane Cleg·g." His play "'I'he First 
Mrs. Fraser" had a run of 638 perfonnances at the 'Theatre Roy-
al, Haymarket, London. His "Life of Parnell" e\·o ked 111ingled 
praise and controversy. 
Has done useful se n ·ice for the theatre as a vigorous and cotn-
monsensible Jramatic critic. 
Liberalisnt in England 
Cloth. 9 3 j>agn. • ?0 T 6 sen. 
Laissez- Fai re. 
John Stuart l\1ill. 
T'he 1-Ieart of Liberalism. 
'I'he Idealist School--'I'. H. G-reen. 
/,. T. H o!J!LOuse 
Jri!liam L. J)a·vidson 
/,. T. Hohhouse 
Ernest Barker 
Literat•y Prose: 
St•lectio11.s frt"Jlll #;r(~at 1Vriters 
ClotiL. 144 pages. .BO T 8 sen. 
Emanci pation-Biac k and 
V\rhite. T. 11. l!u.YI(J' 
Christ. Oscar lri!Je 
London. Arthur .~) ·mons 
Epicureanism. fra/ter Pater 
The Child in the !-louse. , 
Luther. T!JOJJUlS Carf.yle 
~1odern Literatnre. H. Jr. Mahie 
Spiritual Adventures. 
Thomas J)e Quince)' 
On Rossetti's "Sea Limits". 
/,aj{_-adio H earn 
On the Fear of Death. lri!liam 1-lazlitt 
Literary Taste: How to l:lorn• It 
hy Arnolt.l Benllett Cloth. 1 ~1 pages . .50 T 6 seu. 
The Aim. 
V\rhy a Classic Is a Classic. 
Ho"v to Read a Classic. 
vVrestling- \Vith an i \.uthor. 
Verse. 
An English Library (I - - III) 
Your Particular Case. 
\Vhere to Begin. 
T'he Question of Style. 
Systen1 in Reading. 
Broad Counsels. 
~1ental Stocktaking·. 
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Selected Lectures of Mauriee 
Baring Edited, with Notes b)' Y. 0TAGIRI. 
Cloth. 152 pages. .90 =r 8 sen. 
Stimulants. The Nineties. Diplomacy. 
Peter Sim. High-Brows and Low-Brows. 
Selections ff•o111 'V altet• Pater 
( lf/ITH NOTES) 
Chronology. 
Cloth. 165 page.r. A.OO T 6 sen. 
Sandra Bottice IIi. 
The Child in the House. 
A Prince of Court Painters. 
Preface to ''The Renaissance''. 
Conclusion (From the Renaissance.} 
Divine Service. 
A Study nf Dionysus. 
Pen~ Pe1teil a .Jtd I•oi.sott 
and Otl1er Essays 
by Oscar Wilde 
Cloth. 154 pages. J.OO T 8scn. 
Pen, Pencil and Poison. 'l'he ])ccay of Lying. 
The ltnaginative Prose Stag·e Scenery. 
of Walter Pater, ''H~unlet". 
Pater: The Rettaissattce 
Compiled, with Notes by Y. TANABE. 
Cloth. 210 pages. J.OO T 8 sen. 
In traduCtion. Preface. 
Pico Della Mirandola. 
Luca Della Bobbia. 
Leonardo Da Vinci. 
Joachitn l)u Bellay. 
Two Early French Stories. 
Sandra Botticelli. 
The Poetry of l\Iichelangelo. 
The School of G·iorgione. 
Winckelmann. Conclusion. 
Representative Modertt Essa)YS 
Edited by S. UMEMOTO. Cloth. 112 pages. .80 T 8 sen. 
Reminiscences of Conrad. 
1 ohn Gals:-u.JOrth)! 
John Galsworthy. Joseph Conrad 
\Vhat is Fascistn. H. G. lf7e!fs 
'l'he Holiday of the The Happiest of the 
Poets. W. B. Yeats 
The Profitable Reading of 
FiCtion. Thomas Hardy 
Slave. G. K. Chesterton 
Russian Fitl:ion. Arnold Bennett 
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SeS3IDe and Lilies砂 .IohnlIuskin 
With Pγεiface to the Second Edition (1865)、tothe Iroγb 
Edition (1 8i 1)， tothe Sma!l Edition (1883)、αndFoot Notes. 
Hα払:ls01.托el.yBound iηCloth. 2抗予α豆eJ. 1.00 :;子 10se冗.
ラスキシの諸苦f乍の41で品、各国の知識階級にlfi毛皮 〈愛読され、木邦では大原受
験に必請の以書となってゐる誌の。木書は段品位成ある Cook.VVedderburn雨氏
編三十九 i加の全集iこ採っ℃厳神?な校三Jを致し再版 (1865iド)、 1o71年肢 1b82年版の
名序文を附し、とれに本支更に各頁の下側に、り!f1 'IlJ交や参照項目t二闘し℃紙母究的
な英女開設時明へ7てゑりであろ。 -Lec・tures-1. II， II. 
〉ー十
?、 ?古
IJllto Tllis Last and 
E・oelDs !JJ' Jol." Bus'~in 
E.iitcゐ 'LvithNotes IそyY. OTAGIRI. 
Iruh 1 I!ustration. 










Biographical Sketch. IntroduEl:ory to“Unto This Last~'. 
Preface. The Roots of Honour. 




Salsette and Elephanta. 
A ¥Valk in CharnOllni. 
Venice. 
'I'he Hills of Carrara. 
TheSo・101 1¥'lanゎlOSCI，r1.アìld~
. !'$O Paper-bound. 85 tages. 
ワ fルドの作品ql廓lこ見る傑作であるG
〒 4sen. 
Essoys 01 Ilenry D. TIIOleeOl1 
Selecliol's 1'.0'" '"ア"'~len
Cloth. 94 pages. .50 〒 6sen. 
Reading. Sounds. Solitude. Visitors. Higher Laws. 
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Swinton ~s Studies in 
English Literature 
lf'Tith Appendix 
Edited by rr. MINEO. 
Cloth. 424 pages. 2.00 T 10 sen. 
* 
Tw-o Critical Essays 
Cloth. 91 pages. .60 T 6 sen. 
A DEFENCE OF POETRY. 
by P. B. Shelley 
SHELLEY's VIE\V OF PoETRY. 
by A. C. Bradley 
Four Essays by Viscount Grey 
of Fallodon Compiled, czvith Notes by B. N IISATO. 
Cloth. 88 pages. .65 T 6 sen. 
The essays in the present voltune, which are taken frmn '' Fallo-
don Papers," were originally given as addresses to various learned 
societies by the late Viscount Grey. 
Although his historic speech in Parliarnent stating the British 
position on the eve of the Great War, in 1914, went far to deter-
Inine his country's participation therein, Lord G-rey will undoubt-
edly be remembered as the European stateman who, above all 
others, has striven heart and soul to prevent the catastrophe. Sir 
Edward Grey, as he was then, had beco1ne Foreign Secretary in 
190 5, and retained that office until 1916. He was raised to the 
Peerage, as first Viscount Grey of Fallodon, in that year. 
The Pleasure of Reading. Pleasure in Nature. 
Some thoughts on Public Life. Wordsworth's "Prelude." 
The 'Vorld~s Affairs of To-d~y 
Edited, with Notes by S. UMETANI. 
Cloth. 150 pages. 
The Truth about l\1anchoukuo. 
War and Western Civilisation. 
Overcrowded Asia. 
Japan's 'Monroe Doctrine'. 
Austria, the Powder Barrel of Europe. 
Japan's Destiny in the Orient. 
'The Litnitation of War. 
Why the Disannarnent ])eadlock ? 
[ 28 ] 
.9tJ T 8 sen. 
0. M. Green 
1. F. C. Fuller 
lfarold Cox 
Jrm. Geo. Fitz-Gerald 
F. J--1. Simonds 
A. ivl . .._\'r!Jiesinger 
Hilaire Be/foe 
.1.Vorman Angell 
Tl1e "r ot•ld We Live In 
In 'lu)o T'uls. Fdited !JJ' G-. CAIGER • 
Clot/1. 108, 100 pages. . '?a (nulL). T 6 sen (each). 
PART 1:--
Seflion 
I. ri'he \V orld \V e Live ln. 








l\;1 odern Oratory. 





7 1. E I __) v .-ng anu. 
Seflion 
II. Appreciation of Life. 
IV. Leisure. 
V. 'l'he vVhole Man. 
Their Best Slto••t l~ssays 
.,. 
Compiled, cz_vith Notes hy 0. U META I\' I. 
To be published in Dec. 1935. 
The Essay. G. K. Chesterton 
Comparison. Rose Macaulay 
The Green Hanll. Sir lr. Beach Thomas 
April 13: A Reverie on Sumn1ertime. E. V. Knox 
On Reading Too Fast. Arthur Ransome 
The Human Dormouse. Louis Herrman 
The Schoolboy Strokes of G-enius. AnonJ'mous 
The lV1erits of Bird Song. Pro}: C. I. Patten 
Something for Nothing. J\;J artin Armstrong 
Good Sounds and Bad. C. B. Mortlock 
Modern Landscapes. Clough IVi!liam-EI/is 
This Christmas Business. Rose Macaulay 
Death and Deportment. F. Tenn_rson-Jesse 
Two Contrasts in Lives. Henr_y Jr. Ne·7)inson 
Treasury Bill. C. Patrick ThomjJJon 
Looking Back on Life. The Ver_y Re-v. IF. R. I ngt 
Weather to Order. Naomi Ro_yJe-SmitlL 
English Country: 'Vhat is Happening to l t ? Hug!z If/a/pole 
The Old T'ratns. ]. B. 1Vlorton 
Nothing to Do. 
I \Vant! I \Vant! 
Hunchbacked Flees. 
Yet Again the Essay. 
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K. R. G. Bro·11 . :ne 
A. E . _Ne:-c.J.)ton 
A !t 0 1~}'/Jl 0US 
I-vor Bro::zL'n 
BA~oN~s ESS1~Ys {AsELEcrioN) 
Selelled, '1-vitlz Notes by Y. N IITSU. 
To be published in Feb. 1936. 
Of Death. Of Revenge. 
Of Parents and Children. 
Marriage and Sing·le Life. 
Of Envy. Of Love. 
Of Great Place. 
Of Boldness. 
Of Goodness, and Goodness 
of Nature. 
Of Nobility. Of Superstition. 
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Of Travel. Of Delays. 
Of \Visdon1 for a Man's Self. 
Of Regiment of Health. 
Of Suspicion. 
Of Riches. Of An1bition. 
Of Youth and Age. 
Of N egociation. 
Of Studies. Of Praise. 
Of Anger. 
ゼグ哲 m -r- • 科 皐 4テ
EDlinent N atnralists， from Darwin 
to Hudson Cloth. 99 Tαg仏 .70 守 6sen. 
理不1・(]~こして ;111か品交恩院Jのす?りおさ世界的 ~1 者五倍を選揮し、各々の内容、特質
を容易くうカ・み得るやうiこ英-文角Ji-誌をJ:J.-C前後をうな(、
CHARLES DAR¥VIN :-'rhe Origin of Species. 
J. H. F ABRE :- The W onders of Instinet. 
M. MAETERLH¥CK:-The Life of the Bee. 
1zAAK W ALTON :- 'The Compleat Angler. 
¥V. H. H UDSON - Acl ventures Among Bifds. 
TIIC Essenee 01 Modern IdealislD 
by Hoyce Conzpiled hy rv1. KOHNO. 




1. General Introdue1:ion-The Rらleof Philosophy in Human Life. 
11. Kant' s Conception of the N ature and the Conditions 
of Knowledge. 
11. The Modi五cationof Kan t's Conception of the Self. 
IV. The Concept of the A bsolute and the Dialee1:ical Method. 
V. Hegel's Dialee1:ical Idealism. 
Epis胞Dlologyand Ontology 
by WilliuHI Jer"salesl， 
Cloth. 91 tages. .50 干 4sen. 
The Signi五canceand Position of Philosophy. 
Criticism of Knowledge and Epistemology. 
~1etaphysics or Qntology. 
00 Liber匝Y by John Stuo，.t Mill 
Edited， q)Jith Notes by S. U CHIDA. 
Cloth. 244 tage.r 1..2(J 千 10sen. 
Introdue1:ory. Of the Liberty of Thought and Discussion. 
Of lndividuality， asone of the Elements of Well-being. 
Of the Lilnits to the Authority of Society over the Individual. 
Applications. 




6 EMINENT NATURALISTS 
INCREASE AND DESTRUCTION. 
There is no exception to the rule that every organic 
being naturally increases at so high a rate, that, if not de-
stroyed, the earth vvould soon be covered by the progeny 
of a single pair. Even slow-breeding n1an has doubled in 
twenty-five years, and at this rate, in less than a thousand 
years, there \vould literally not be standing-roon1 for his 
progeny. Linnre·Js has calculated that if an annual plant 
produced only tvvo seeds---and there is no plant so unpro-
ductive as this --- and their seedlings next year produced 
tvvo, and so on, then in tvventy years there vvould be a nlil-
lion plants. The elephant is reckoned the slo\vest breeder 
of all known anin1als, and I have taken son1e pains to esti-
mate its probable 1ninin1un1 rate of natural increase ; it will 
be safest to assun1e that it begins breeding \vhen thirty 
years old, and goes on breeding till ninety years old, bring-
ing forth six young in the interval, and surviving till one 
hundred years old ; if this be so, after a period of fron1 7 4.0 
to 750 years there vvould be nearly nineteen n1illion elephants 
alive, descended fron1 the first pair. . . . 
In a state of nature aln1ost every full-gro\vn plant 
annually produces seed, and an1ongst an itnals there are very 
fevv vvhic.h do not annually pair. Hence vve n1ay confidently , 
assert, that all plants and ani1nals are tending to increase 
at a geon1etrieal rat io,--·--that all \vould rapidly stock every 
station in vvhich they could anyhovv exist,--·- and that this 
geometrical tendency to increase 1nust he checked by de~ 
struciion at so1ne period of life. Our fa1niliarity vvith the 
larger dotnestic. anitnals tends, I think, to n1islead us: \Ve 
TI.，e Fa匝he..s01 Philosophy 81ld 
Seien.~e Fro1!l" 1子!f STo!¥}rοF PJ!1 !，()SOPH r" 
h)' ，"il DI"，ra"t Adapted， q_ι，ith Notn !~)' l¥.:1. KOHt¥O. 
C/Ot/l. t 52 j>agl's. _I.OO 干 8Jen. 
哲思及むf手:↓与鼓I¥':V;1にのj仕合((!J手 '封 ~{ ~ J~;X ナソクラテス・ プラ トー・アリストー
トル与の 忠弘.号制1く.(PbH二回iめて民味:深〈概み しれ抗 ジノ℃、あり ま宇。
PLATO :-
'I'he COJ1text ()f Plato. 
rhe PreparatIon of Plato. 
'The PolitI(、alProblem. 
'rhe P可'cholog'icalSolllti()ll. 
'rhe Ethical Sυ11Iti0l1. 
ARISTOTLE:一一
'The H istoricλI Hac kground. 
'rhe FOllndation of Logic. 
1. Greek Sぐiencebefore 
Arist()tle. 
l¥-1etaphysics and t he N ature 
()f (_;od. 
Ethics and the N atllre of 
Hal】pll1ess.




'rhe Pげ choloεicalProblenl. 
'rhe PoliticaI Snlntjoll. 
C!・itlc、iメm.
'rhe ¥tv ork of Aristotle. 
'I'he 01・ganizatlonof Science. 
2. Ar・i日totleas a N atl1ralist. 
3. rhe Foundatiol ()f Biology'. 
Psycholog'y and the N ature 
()f A_l・t.
Politic・S.
1. U topia elnd Conservatisll1. 
3. De Ilocracy and .Aristocracy. 
Later Life and l)eath. 
The Seienee of Religion 
by i1. ~Ienz;es.. D.D. Lioth. 69μges. ./1:0 〒 4sen. 
Introdu社1011.
The Earliest 01ヲjeetsof Worshil】.
'rhe Beginning of Religioll. 
Early I)eveloplnents-Belief. 
The Subjee“on 01. "T olDen 
えyJohn . ~t'I"，.t ~1;11 
C'/ot}z . 
EditeJ，切 ithj_VotesりY.KOSE. 
158 tages. .91' 千 8sen. 
UtilitariallislD 
by J. S. 1t重ill Clot/z. 
日"uhαηA争予endixo_f' .._~peecJlfs 
133 tages. .110 =r 6 sen. 
UTILlTARIANlSM : _. Gel1eraI Relnarks; What UtilitarianisIl1 Is; 
Of the Ultilnate Sal1etion of the Principle of Utility; Of What 
Sort of Pl・りofthe Prin<イpleof Utility is Susceptible; 011 the Con-
neetio!1 Between J Iメtil'eand Utility. 
APPEND1X OF SPEECHES : -Spet~ch on the Utility of Knowled宮町








理科志望者の必讃夏書!!!会 ? ? 、p-・4、 ? ? ?
sεIENTIFI吃 READINGS
Edited，ωith Notes /J.y 1-1. KODA~lA ， Ph. B. (じんicago)







ら今@而か屯議了すれば Part1 ~二於ては大柁一般の度物~~的なえ Part I ~こ於て
は物理に関する概念的知識と其JHifi及び事震を知り得る践に編52・されて日る@高'$皐
絞理科の教科書とし℃大事人事参考としての無こりi込書である。
P AR T1: B;ological (生物科皐) (194 Pages) 
111. Paramecium and Bae1:eria. 
A. Strue1:ure of Parameciuln. 
B. Metabolism in Parameciun1. 
c. Behaviour of Paramecium. 
D. 'rhe BaEteria. 
1V. The Plant in Air and Light. 
A. Respiration. B. Photosynthesis. 
c. Histology of the Leaf. D. 'rhe Process of Photosynthesis. 
V. The Chief Groups of Aninlals. 
A. The Chief Groups of Animals. 
c. Diagnostic Vertebrate Charae1:ers. 
1. Scope of Biology. 
11. General Properties of 
Living Matter. 
A. Li ving and N on-Living. 
B. Protoplasln. 




G. Colloidal N ature. 
V1. 1nsee1: Sociology. 
V11. H l1man Physiology. 
A. 'r、heStolnach. 
B. 'rhe Blood. 
c. 'rhe 1¥1uscle. 
D. 'rhe Skin. 
VI11. Baderia and Disease. 
IX. })anvinislTI. 
A. 'rhe ¥Veb of Life. 
B. The Struggle for Existence. 
c. Variabili ty. 
D. Selee1:ion. 
X. Dinosaurs. 
X1. Dietetics and Vitamins. 
B. Vertebrates. 
PART 11: Phys;cal (物理科皐) (236 Pages). 
1. Atoms. 
11. The Solar System. 
111. The Sun. 
1V. What is Geology ?-Prelinlinary. 
V. Geologic Tilne Divisions. 
[ 34 ] 
VI. The Pleistocene or Glacial Period. 
VII. The Idea of a General Circulation of the Atmosphere. 
VIII. Thunderstorn1s. 
IX. Paints, Varnishes, and Colors. 
X. Chen1istry of Corrosion. 
XI. Portland Cetnent. 
XII. Aviation and Chetnistry. 
XIII. G-as Engine; its Principles. 
XIV. \Vhat is Radio ?-r'\..n Explanation. 




But there vvas another factor in the n1ixtures entirely 
unsuspected by either l\1cCollum or Osborne and Mendel 
at the tin1e. This factor \vas present in the protein-free 
milk and also in l\1cCollunl' s lactose. The publication of 
Funk's vvork and his vitamin suggestions set the investi-
gators on a new trail. 1\IcCollum objected to the idea 
These rats were of the same age and came from the same litter. 
1 'hey both received the sa1ne ration with the exception that 
Vitamin B was present in one case and omitted in the other. 
[ 35 ] 
Self-lleliattee artd Colttpensation 
hJ' H. lll. Elll-~»rson 
r:loth. ()0 j>ago. .,-
•• •• 
Voltaire and Nietzselte 
1, ' ' 1'' '") . I)' .. ' , -~roln tu ~._1tory oj nz!rJsopny 
Adaj>tf'd, ~·with JVotf'J /~r l\:1. KoH;-.;o. 
Clotll. 11 3 pages. .?II 
The Earl of Birkenltead 
T 4 St'tl. 
T 6 .ren. 
Tl1e W 0 R lAd D: A Cetttttry .t\head 
.. 
Fronz '' 1!te 1/f'rorld in 2030'' 
Paper-!Joztnd. l 00 pages. .:;o 
\Varin 2030. 
The An1enities of 20 30. 
Industry in 2 0 3 0 . 
'The Air in 20 30. 
[ 36 ] 
T 4 sen. 

4デ 度。 dア
吃ontelDpora..yOne-. t¥.et Plays 
SeleEled by A. MIYAMORI. Clotlz. 206 page_i. J .00 干 8sen. 
英墜若にしてJt~許宗大る宮森先生が英米ゅー忍物Ljl 、我R.~生 lこ最屯興flよある屯のを
選び編纂された品ωであって作若はいづれも臥米一流。大家である Q
The Two Talismans. G. Calderon The G'oal. fU'ilJy' A. Jones 
The Glittering Gate. L. Dunsa~y "T'he 'Twelve-Pollnd Look. 
The Litt1e Man. J. GalsrJJortlLy J. lvl. Barrie 
The Man on the Kerb. Napoleoll's Barber. A. Cr.;esar 
Aifred Sutro A Dollar. Da'Vid Pinski 
FSveshort PEays EJifrJUA.MmMORI-
Pater-bound. 119 tages. .60 干 4sen. 
The Merry l¥1erry Cllckoo. 
The Bishop's Candlesticks. 
The Lost Silk Hat. 
、九Therethe Cross is lYlade. 
The Thrice Promised Bride. 
]εαnnette Mαγks 





Edited by S. UMEMOTO. C!oth. 179 tageL J.OO 〒 8sen. 
The Short Cut. P. If/ilde Half an flour. J. BピlJγle
The Dear Departed. S. Houglzton A N ight at an lnn. L. ])uilsaぺY
The Snake Channer. A. Bennett SpreaJing the News. r. Gregoヴ
The Boy COlnes HOJne. In the Zone. E. O'Nei!f 
A. A. 1VJi!ne 
Little Masterpieees 01 Ten Great 
DraDlatists Edited!Jy A. 1¥1山 :¥10Rl.
J.，tlO Cloth. 285 tages. 
The First and the Last. 
J. Gα!J叩 0γtlzy
The Comprolnise of the King of 
the Golden Isles. L. DUJlsan)' 
The Workhouse ¥Vard. 
LαdyGγegory 





T'he Crand Chanl's Diamond. 
A.lλμnkι，ノωJ
Ja川川t11lesal礼川dJ o11n. Gi !bert Crlllnan 
The rrheatre. H. F. 1必〈むltlんω4
The lJnsぱeen. A. Gerstenheワ
1、heBraぐelet. A!fi-ed Sutro 
Thirst. E. G.ο'Nei!/ 
The Passi11g of the Third Floor 
Bacli. An Idle Fancy In .L1 Prologue, A Play, 
and _~1n Epilogue by Jeron~e K. Jeron~e 
With an Introduflion and Notes by A. F. rrHOMAS M.A. (OxoN). 
(Illustrated) Cloth. 133 pages. J.OO T 8 sen. 
The Walsall Observer, London:-
Japan and Jerome Japan's enthusiasm for Jerome's famous 
play, "'The Passing of the Third Floor Back," must be greater 
than Walsall's. After its production in Tokyo by Mr. A. F. 
Thomas, as recorded in the " Observer," there \Vas a de1nand for 
an annotated edition of the play for use in the schools of Japan. 
T'his edition, by Mr. Thomas, has now been published; and 
Jerome's influence, as embodied in that play, is going to be very 
active a1nong the young people of the '' England of the East.'' 
That influence 1nig·ht be specially valuable in Japan, as among 
other nations, in these days when the old National antagonisms 
seem to be gaining the upper hand so fast. The central idea of 
the play is a subtle influence, developing in all the charaCters a 
new pride in self which expresses itself in greater consideration for 
others. 
If the nations could be influenced as the London boarding-house 
''cats'' were influenced by The Stranger the world outlook would 
not be so disquieting as it is-with a steady drift towards another 
great war. 
The Book Especially do we congratulate Mr. Thomas, and 
the Japanese publishers (The flokuseido Press), on the excellence 
of the book of the play. We know of nothing so good on that play 
in this country ; and it would be a pleasure to know that copies 
could be made available for use in Walsall schools. If good enough 
for Japan is it not good enough for Walsall ? Or is there 1nore itn-
agination in Japan ? 
"Hell to /leaven,, Mr. Thomas, whose ho1ne is in Waiver-
hampton, and who, after being with Professor Whitfield, of Wal-
sall, at Exeter College, Oxford, is now associated with hitn in edu-
cational work in Japan, writes very interestingly about ~he difficul-
ty the Japanese had in rendering the title of the play in their own 
languag·e. 
''The Passing of the Third Floor Back '' did not lend itself 
to a literal translation (he writes) as custo1ns here are so differ-
ent, and the wording means even less than it does to English 
[ 39 ] 
people who do not know the play. The Japanese， therefore， 
decided， after much discussion， torender the title in their own 
language as-" From Hell to Heaven." This was not so bad， 
1 thought. 
1t is， indeed， quite a happy rendering of a none-too-happy title. 
We have often thought that "The Stranger'" ¥voulJ have been a 
better title for the play. But the Japanese interpretation is even 
better. The play does lift those comlnon， quarrelling， vain board-
ing house folk out of their hell into the heaven of good fellowship 
and mutual helpfulness. 
Wαlsall Performαnce All of this brings us round to the 
question of that other promised perfonnance in Walsall of J erome" s 
play， which gave so ml1ch pleasure at Her Majesty' s Theatre in 
1931. W ould it be possible to get it in by J er0111e' s birthday on 
恥1ay4? 
And (this we only whisper) would not the play lend itself 
beautifully to Mr. Percy Edgar's plans for giving the best toお1id-
land Regional listeners ? 
Extract froDl Shakespeare 
Withミynotsesand If!ustrations. Edited by A. MIYAMORI. 




A Sketch of William Shakespeare (by Sir Sidney Lee) 
Julius Casar. As You Like 1t. 
Romeo and Juliet. Twelfth Night; or， What You 
King Lear. 、九Tilし
King Henry 1V (1-1I). The Merchant of Venice. 
rrhe Tempest. uthelL>， the Moor of Venice. 
King Richard 1II. Macbeth. 
A Midsummer-N ighes Drealn. Halnlet， Prince of Denmark. 




Dl3ns油hip 主わ紗YTHOMAS LYELL and K. SUD 
Clot必h. 110 tages人. 一.80 干 6sen. 
本書は一章毎に Pronunciation;Words. Phrases and Idioms; Conversa-
tion; Etymology; Suggestions for Composition Subjects; Verse; Gram-
mar Notes手D文英語!問題等を添へ大る思想的ゆ数科書である@
Bushido， Chivalry and Sports- Honour-The Story of a Foun-
manshi p. tain Pen. 
A Patriot. A H ulnble Hero. A Hero of 1923. 
A Conqueror of Two 羽Torlds. Discipline. Service. 
The Man at the Helm. A Very Gallant Gentlenlan. 
Submarine. How the Army in Mesopotamia 
The Hero of the Takamatsu-jo. was Saved. 
‘ブeeilRhodes: A South-.il.fr;ean POI・trait
Comtiled by 1. MIZUASHI. Cloth. 179 tages. .90 干 8sen. 
H. K. Prescot: --Cecil Rhodes: The Man Who BeIieved 
in the British Empire. 
s. G. Millin: -The Matoppos and Bishop Stortford; The 
South _i¥_frica to Which Rhodes calne; From Kimberley to Ox-
ford; The Disciple of Ruskin; The rrrekking Boers; Rhodes 
in Parliament; Who Sha11 Have Bechuanaland ?; The First Step 
N orth; Phodes Amalgamates the Diamond Mines; Phodes 
Prime Minister of the Cape; Rhodes this SOft of Man and 
That; rrhe HOlne Rhodes Built; The Peak of Existence. 
ElUinent Hisωrians， flAom Gibbon 
to Wells Cloth. 153 tages. .85 〒 6sen. 
茨・文þ;.~史上に歴史家の作品とし℃傑出せる名篇七ワをとっ℃、その代表的なE文章宛
をj塁び¥前経た英文解速によって椛へるもり@
EOWARO C;lBBON :- Decline and Fall of the ROlnan Elnpire. 
J. R. GREEN :- Olleen Elizabeth. 
J. A. FROUDE :- lVlary Qlleen of Scots. 
THOMAS CARLYLE:ー OliverCrolTI¥'vell. 
LORD MACAULAY :- Frederic the Great and Voltaire 
THOMAS CARL YLE :ー TheFrench Revolution. 
H. G. WELLS :- The Charatter of Napoleon Bonaparte. 
(以上り中 Gibbonの一筋を除主他は悉く興味ある近世阿洋虫iこ]以材せるもの)
[ 42 ] 
Heroes and Dero-Worship 
by TI，O，nt，S Ctl.'.'yle Clo!lz. 201 tages. .BO 〒 8sen. 
Introdu8:ion. 
1. The Hero as Prophet. MahoDlet: Islam. 
11. The H ero as Poet. Dante; Shakespeare. 
111. 'The Hero as Priest. Luther; Reformation: 
Knox; PllritanlsIn. 
1V The Hore as King. CromweIl， Napoleon : 
Modern Revolutionism. 
JOIIII ~filton ゎ， Lord ltlaca..'ay 
Editedωith AbstraEt o_f the Essay， Table of Princital DateJ 
and Bibliographical Notes by 1. N ISHIZAKI. 
ClotJz. 92 tages. .60 干 6sen. 






Lord ιlive 31ld SalDuel Johnson 
えyLord J..lla(.~a ，.，lay 
じ10th.
Edited， '7.ι‘ith lclotes by M. KOHNO. 




The Itlat.tyrdolD 01 ~Ian (SELECηONS) 
by lV. ll:";"，'oode Ret.de 
Edited， 'Ivitlz lntroduc7ioJl and lVotes b)! G. CAIGER， F .R. G. S. 
With 111ustrations. Cioth. 165 tages. J.OO 〒 8sen. 
H. G. Wells'ー“HemarkabIyfew sketches of universal history by one 
single author have been wdtten. One book that has in日uencedme very 
strongly is W in woode Heade' s‘Martyrdom of Man.' This‘da tes.' as peo・
ple say. nowadays. and it has a fine gloom of its own; but it is stil an 
extraordinarily inspiring presentation of human history as one consist-
ent process." 
1. Egypt. 









The Struggle in the Mediterranean. 
The Mohalnmedan Religion. 
The Dark Ages and Exploration. 
[ 43 ] 
Mill's Autobiography 
Edited， 'VJith Notes by M. KOHNO. 
Cloth. 167 tages. 1.00 〒 8sen. 
木書は世の常のfL事~絞った n 傍書 ι は 異り、~.}~ (t(J -:;_早孜苛を!'J.て始る Millの
思想生活の設，毘在、官時の枇禽的i霊境との ~1;~-i* ~二於 いて出 き m し 7こ 屯の であうて、種
穫の危機を返って漸次に困却して行 <_.(!f，lの忠弘:宗のおHJ1j的心台白であると供lこ、十
九世主じ前牢在中心とし沢英園の社倉忠恕史の活指誌である。
Modern l¥laste..pieces 01 Alltobi-
ography Cloth. 169 tages. 1.00 〒 6sen. 
木書欣むる所飛行家 Lindburghf事者にして政和宗の JohnS. Mill南北探険の
諾勇者 Scott，Amundsen. Peary fI釘j車二五HenryFord -j;__.流 ~Ii 1:会事業京 Ad.
dams女史、並に筆の故駐英米λ使 Page及び電気子EEdisonの七草であう℃、就
中ページの手紙はだー来蒜; ~二見 る t:fí:iE と flJiせられ、まれミ )1.- Q) 早f'1l'~fの立は 山来何人品
悉知のず1篤e 南北極探険のぷJH及びリシドパーグの大[11.1洋民醤!の ~iiJ }jfi工興味津々とし
て湧くが女~I く、フォードの特異なる 商業政策は吾人の一考た担ふる所であります@
Charles A. Lindberg-h: 
Boyhood and Early Flights. N ew York to Paris. 
John Stuart MiIl : Childhood and Early Education. 
Robert Edwin Peary : 
At the N orth Pole. First Batt1e with the Ice. 
An Alarming Attack : Escape in Safety. 
恥lustthe “Roosevelt" be Abandoned ? 
A Vexations Delay. N earest the Pole at Last. 
We Reach the Pole. 
Roald Amundsen: At the South Pole. 
Robert Falcon Scott: Captain Scott' s Last Struggle. 
Walter H. Page : 
The Ambassador Writes to His Son about Scotland and the Scots 
The Outbreak of the Great War. 
Some Dran1atic l¥loments. 
Cranks Lend I-Iumour to a Tragic Situation. 
W ritten in a Monlent of Ex出 peration.
Page' s Pri vate Opinion of Lloyd George， Balfour， and Grey. 
Henry Ford: 
Introd uelion. 1¥-1 achines and l¥fen. 
Why N ot Always Have Good Bl1siuess ? 
How Cheaply lYlade ? l¥loney and Goods. 
Jane Addams : 
Boarding-SchooI IdeaIs. First Days at Hull-House. 
Thomas A. Edison : 
Beginning of the Incandescent L九lTIP，First Experiments. 
Paper Carbons. Vacllous Bulbs Perfeeled. 
Bamboo Filalnents. A Cl・り'wningSuccess. 
[ 44 ] 
Representa“ve Men by B. W. Em，erlloli 
Edited by yT. NUTSU. Cloth. 102 pages. .70 干 4sen. 
N apoleon; or， the lVIan of 
the 羽Torld. 
Shakespeare; or， the Poet. 
Goethe; or， the vVriter. 
Sevell Great ~宣en 01 To・day
Seleeled EJ"S{l)'s of A. G. Gal.diner 
JVith PILOtOgγαths. Cloth. 1もも会ages.
Alussolini. "Father Hindenburg" . 
AI r. Ramsa)' 1¥，1 ac Donald. 
President Coolidge. 
.60 〒 6sen. 




わIG. L. Straclley Cloth. 192 tages. .90 〒 6sen. 
I. Florence Nightingale. 11. The End of General Gordon. 
Retrin ted by Per・Jnis.iionof H. G. Wells 骨 " 骨
TI.e 、N"ol.ld Defol.e ~'Ian 
Being Iloo/~ I 01 • The Outli，.e 01 History ~ 
Edited，ωith Pre.face by 'r. 'TOMITA. 
With 11z川 -atiols. Cloth. .1.00 (each). 干 6sen (each). 
木害は三宮itrH. G. Wells Rが特に北星堂よりを変仔を許されたもので日本に査をては
他ω出距ょを討さない也のである@
The Story and Aim of the Outline of History; The Earth in Space 
「一一一一一一一一ーで andTime; The Record of the Rocks; 
Life and Climate; The Age of Rep-





T/.e l¥lali.ing 01 ~Ian 
Being Book 1.1 01 • TI.e O"t-
line 01 History ~ 
Edited， with Preface by T. TOMITA. 
Apes and Sub-l"vfen and Men; The 
N eanderthal Men， an Extinel: Race; 
rrhe Later Postg'lacial Palaeolithic 
Men， the First True Men; Neolithic 
lV1an in Europe; Early Thought; The 
Races 01 .tvlanιlnJ; ， 1 'he Language S of恥1ankind. (184 Pages). 
[ 45 ] 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: 
The ... 4r•tobiogr~phy and 
Poor Richard ~s Al1nanac 
Abridged rtvith Notes. To he publislud in Dec. 1935. 
[ 46 1 
ζラア 運 動 dテ
Readings in ~Iodern Sports 
Edited by K. HORIE. 





Amateur and Professional Standards. Bancroβ& PuJ'Vermacher 
rrhe Psychology and Ethics of Training. D. M. Bu//ock 
Sportsmanship. D. Stequart 
General 'TaB:ics (Association Football). C. Bllchan 
Competitive Swimlning. C. M. Danieu 
Three-Fourths Across the English Channel. A. Ke/lermann 
The Modern Olylnpic Gan1es. Loωe & Porritt 
Looking Back. G. H. Ruth 
Hints to Spectators. C/arル&Da'l.1Json 
Lacoste and His N ew Book. W. T. Ti/den 
The Davis Cup. J. R. Lacoste 
可vVinterSports in Switzerland. Sir H. Lμnn 
Glossary. 
[ 47 ] 
ゼグ政治・経済・思想・赤土禽 dデ
DelDoeraey and Pnblie Opinion 
Comtiled by T. YOSHIDA. Cloth. 178 tages. J.OO 干 8sen. 
和史~h る近代デモクラスイの各特 >tをプ ライス ~gpのぬ利なる批Xì~a良之流!陽な る筆散
を fJ.って解剖しその未来に針する JnJ察?を加へJJ.って興，;合の ïE しさ ~i趨を示したもので
あって、3li代デモクラスイド針する健全なる批判})たまさふベ〈最J:の氏舎である。而
か屯その文流露にして其観察の鋭きことは鼠に世界tこ定評あるるのである@
Extracts from “Modern Democracy" by J. Bryce 
1. 1ntrodue1:ory. 
11. The Historical Evolution of Denlocracy. 
111. Pllblic Opinion. 
1V. Types of Democratic Governn1cnt. 
V. The l¥1oney Power in Politics. 
VI. Responsibility. 
VII. Oligarchies within Dernocracies 
VIII. Leadership in a DelTIOCracies. 
1X. The Later Phases of DeITIOCracy. 
x. Present 'Tendencies in Denlocracies. 
XI. The Future of Democracy. 
SUPPLEMENTARY :-Extract from “Law and PubJic 
Opinion " by A. V. Dicey 
Relation Between Law and Public Opinion. 
The Englishεons重量tn“on
U7i'th an English Translation o.I the ] apanese COJ1stI!ution. 
by Walter Bagel.ot Edited，ωith J.Votes b)' 1¥1. KOH~O. 
Cloth. 208 tages. J.OO 干 8sen. 
Bagehot の交と問快なる論理は~に定評あり、ヰ.Hこ1~英!週 '主 jよ' r論は殺到に j六て ft
主主巴恋心指針と 1lX.うてh'iる三とは周知ゆやである。 7昆lsL以内り 以洲の政治史に於て英
国が;:if に倍乎としてか極主 2liみを 泊け京?二 lJUJ~英・Jij0 f1山主 ?と忠恕の倣Il~臼こ あるた知
る砲 のにはl~n 111 主流主主法 :合は jF しく現代，~，ιfJ書 u) ーならざるべから-r.o 本吉; はそ~Jfミ
ド[]本志法り英詩た添へ且"'?~漏?を@研究的立了まを i~f.tしてある@
The Cabinet. The 1¥1 onarchy. 
The House of Lords. The HOllse of CornJnon. 
'The Prerequisites of Cabinet Its I-listory and the E任eel:sof 
Governrnent， and the Peculiar that I-listory，-Conclllsion. 
frorn ¥Vhich They I-lave Assulned in England. 
ApPENDIX:一TheConstitution of the Ernpire of }apan. 
[ 48 ] 
Essays on ~loder1t ProbleJUs 
Edited /;_y I-c. Kcl\IANO, M.A. 
Cloth. 235 pages. 1.20 T 8 sen. 
Urbanization and its Adjustn1ent. 
Distribution of Wealth. 
International Problems. 
Capital VS. Labor. 
Universal Suffrage. 
Great Tltinli.ers 
Cloth. 168 pages. .80 T 8 sen. 
John Brlskin :- War. 
Josialt Boyce:-- The Nature and the Need of Loyalty. 
Jol1.n S. Mill:-- Of the Liberty of Thought & Discussion. 
Jan~es Bryce:- 'I' he I-Iistorical Evolution of Democracy. 
T. H. Huxley:- On Descartes' '' Discourse Touching the 
l\1ethod of Using One's Reason Rightly and of Seeking Scientific 
Truth." 
Readings i11 So(~iology In Three Vo!J. 
Edited by K. 1\:.AWABE, l\1.A., PH.D. 
Cloth. .80 (each). T 8 sen (each). 
Vol. I. SOCI..:IL EVOLlJTION 
Social Evolution and Cos1nic Evolution; Social Evolution and 
Biological Evolution; Man and Anitnals; Human Society and the 
Society of Animals; Developtnent of Hun1an Society; Situation 
and N urnbers of the Human Race; 'I'he Effect of Geographic Fac-
tors in History; Mental Life and Education; Fatnily Life; The 
State; Religious Life; Art, Ornatnent, and Decoration; CoNCLU-
SION: 'I'he ·rendency in Social Evolution. (120 Pages). 
Vol. II. IJIOB-~.t.L IDEAS AND SOC~AL LI.I?E 
Sociological View of Moral Life; Moral Codes; Sexual Morality; 
Suicide; Abortion, Infanticide, Killing the Old; Cannibalism; 
Scapegoat; Asceticisn1; CoNCLUSION: Social Nature of Moral 
Ideas. (126 Pages). 
Vol. Ill. SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
Social Unrest; Problem of Poverty; Dependents and Defectives; 
Crin1e and Social Control; Prostitution; Venereal Diseases; Eu-
genics; Prevention of Poverty; Industrial Detnocracy. 
(163 Pages). 
[ 49 ] 
Readings in EeonolDies 
Edited by T. KA¥VAMURA， Kokumin-SeisんiJl-BIInktl K enkyu-sho. 
Cloth. 309 tages. 1..50 〒 8.scn. 
The N ature of Econolnic Science. 
V alue and Price. 
A_f.vin S. Johnson 
R. ]). Richω-ds 
The Fa8:or of Produ8:ion. 
Edgαγ Ste'Venson FuγηlJS; 
Distribution of Wealth. 
Fγed Rogeγs Fairchild; 
No!・iJlαlZSidney Buck 
R. D. Ru-hards 
恥loneyand Banking. E. Le'vasseur 
International Trade， Foreign Exchange. Fred Rogers FairclLild; 
Edgar Ste'VetUoJl }io刀is; NorJJz{/ll 訂正IneyBuck 
TraJe U-nion. Sil、vernian Trust. !f. Heatoll 
Cooperative l"vlovelnent. HO'ZJ)ard PattersoJl; Karllf/. !-J. Scholz 
The Thoughts 01 Blaise Paseal 
Seleeted， with Notes by M. KOHNO. 
Pater-bound. 117 tages. .60 〒 6sen. 
Man' s Disproportiol1; Di versiol1; T'he C;reatness and Littleness 
of Man; Of the Decepti ve Powers of the 1 lllagination; Of J ustice， 
CUSt01TIS， and Prejlldice~; 'The WeaknessぅUnrest，anιi Defe8:s of 
Man; Of the N eed of Seeking Trl1th; '1'he Philosophers. 
Vie"W's and Opinions 00 ~Iodern 
ProblelDs Cloth. 105 tages. .70 干 6sen. 
The Englishlnan's Attitude. 
The W orld' s Econon1Ic Crisis. 
World Chaos. 
A Biologist's Outlook on Life. 




J. B. S. I-Jaldαne 
H. G. Jf7els 
Some Family ProblelTIs. Sir グ• Be'verid，f[e (Ej 1VJrs. J. L. Adamson 
Wllere Is the 、N"orld Going? 
Comtiledわ)Y. NIlTSU. Clotん. 155 tages. .80 干 8sen. 
世界大鞍後に於ける畝米の政治、祉会、人心の貸情・と喜1J!hlをば RamsayMuir， 
H. G. Wells. J. F. C. Fuller 氏ω 犀~ ，fIJ なる筆歓を以って批判せる興味と貨爺とた
具備せる名論文集である@
Europe After the Great War. Ramsay A1uir 
1. The Progr~ss of Democracy. 
2. 'rhe Progress of Internationalism. 
3. The Changed Posi tion of Bri tain and the Bri tish Em pire. 
Denlocracy Under Revision. H. G. Jf/els 
Atnerica and the Future. J. F. C. Fuller 
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ON 'VOMAN: _Essays & Poen~s 
EditrJ l:r S. I !\ABA. 
To he published in Dec. 1935. 
Won1an and 1Vfarriage. P. G. Hamer ton 
Letter I: To a young gentleman of intellectual tastes, who, without 
having as yet any particular lady in view, had expressed, in a 
general way, his determination to get married. 
Letter II: To a young gentleman who contemplated marriage. 
Letter III: To a young geEtlen ~an v:ho contemplated marriage. 
Letter IV: To a young gentleman who contemplated marriage. 
Letter V: To a young gentleman who contemplated marriage. 
Letter VI: To a solitary student. 
Letter VII: To a lady of high culture who found it difficult to asso-
ciate with persons of her own sex. 
Letter VIII: To a lady of high culture. 
Letter ]){_: To a young man of the middle class, well educated, who 
complained that it was difficu lt for him to live agreeably with his 
rr:other, a person of somewhat authoritative disposition, but un-
educated. 
True Love (Poem). 
The Provincial VV ... oman. 
Sweet Two and Twenty (Poem). 
Ivi arriage. 
The duty of it. The adventure of it. 
'I'o the Moon (Poem). 
Blow, Blovv, Thou Winter 'Vind (Poem). 
W on1en in Politics. 
A Cradle Song (Poem). 
:ivly Heart Leaps lJp (Poem). 





The two ways of it. 
P. G. Shelley 
If/. Shakespeare 
tr. R. lnge 
W. Brake 
fl/ ... f17ordscworth 
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Ptlード1・ーhOlJld. 的ド又es. -ー量。::;子 2sen. 
Ellglisll POelllS: 1ft Lllst TI，ree Cen.tu，.ies 
Cloth. 108 tages. .70 干 4sen. 
'Thomas (;ray. 
WilIiam Blake. 
Percy B. She lley. 
日.¥V. Long・fel1ow.
Robert Browning. 
C. G. Rossetti. 









SalTIl1e 1 'r.Coleriuge. 
John Keats. 
Alfred 'Tennyson. 
Dante G. Rossetti. 
Arthur Symons. 
Englisll ". erses 
TI，e;，. Fo，."s ~~ l¥Ta"，es U'ぜil.J.，roies ~~ COlnlnenω 
b)' R. ISHIGURO. Cloth. 134 tages. J .00 干 8sen. 
"3i.~~ñ 青年~Jt許. .ー茨;~.r-'た"1}:，に詩早川話再交冗に排列して Technicsと言5の笥1e'と
た並行して孜へてゆかう主いふ仕組み。 Technics仁は一々 Greek0 Originから
設空恕してあり、 l.iJ，ri-rjH以下H刊に Refer してある。汁 rll~坊位認 lこは要た得 1::. Notes 
があろG 裂するに、女if15にも干i'-. Jr:ωEらしい親切なュ三:tlJ 1;.本であるG 誌事j月誌を主
とし た英辻の数手j，~作 ι しては(参 153 とし工品)本書一 ;加あれば専門家でないi浪り先
つ充分であらう。
Ellocl. AI.den and LOfラksley8all 
bJ .il/f'.()/I Tf)"，."son 
lラlter-hollnd. 52 tages. .2 . 'i 〒 2sen. 
Little GelllS of Englisll Poe臼~y
Comtiled by Y. NIITSU. Cloth. 64 tageJ. .50 〒 6sen. 
]an1es Thon1son. 
¥'lil ialTI Blake. 
S1r、Va1terScott. 
Robert Southey. 
Feli(、ia }). f-I e 111 a 1S • 
L. T. B. l¥lacaulay. 
Alfred Tennyson. 
Francis Bret Harte. 
Oliver Goldslnith. vVillialTI Cowper. 
Robert Burns. vVillialTI W ordsworth. 
San1uel 'r. Coleridge. Thomas Campbell. 
1.ord Byron. Percy B. SheIley. 
John Keats. 'I'hoIl1as Hood. 
John G. Whittier. H. W. Longfellov~l. 
Edgar Allan Poe. Charles Mackay. 







An Introdue“on to English 
Poetry 
Selelled by S. H. BATTY-SMITH. 
Handsomely Bound in Cloth. 120 tages. 1..00 〒 8sen. 
The justi日cationof the present book is that 1 have not found a 
seleetion exaeHy suited to the Third Year students of a japanese 
High School. 
The Third Year student of a japanese I-ligh School is curious 
about English poetry; he wants to be introduced to it and he is cap-
able of understanding it， but he has not tinle to spend in the by-
ways， lovely though they be， and he can not yet cope with obscu-
nt1es. 
1 have taken五ftypoets and tried to show hilTI what lTIanner of 
work was done by each at his or her best and lnost typical. The 
task is di伍cult. For Milton must be shown being lnajestic but 
not Biblical， Blake being religious but not lnystical， Burns being 
neither stjlted nor unintel1igibly Scots， ¥tVordsworth being simple 
but not prosaic， Scott romantic but free from fustian， Byron being 
Byronic but not ridicurous. One must try to show why Tennyson 
meant what he did to his age and to exhibit his prefeet dietions but 
not his weakness， Browning mllst be rugged but not crabbed， Swin-
burne must mean something and not merely drug us with melody， 
Kipling must be patriotic and virile but not blatant. 
PoeUlS 00 E，rening and Night 
From Gray to Our TIJne. 
Edited，ωith Glossarial Notes by Y. OTAGIRI. 
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Lyrieal Poe10s of Ettglattd 
Paper-f,ound. 44 pages. 
Thomas l\1oore. 
John Keats. 
E. B. Browning. 
\Vill iarn \V orJsworth. 
Alfred Tennyson. 
'Thomas Hardy. 
Tire Other Dalf-RoJDe 
Robert Browning: 
.:10 T 2 sen. 
Samuel T. Coleridge. 
Robert Browning. 
John Masefielcl. 
Book the Tlrird of ''The Bing an,d th,e Book~~ 
Paper-bound. 48 pages. .20 =r 2 sen. 
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A Guide to English Conversation for 








Tom Arrives at Tokyo 
Sight-seeing. 
At the Hotel. 
SOlne Tokyo N ames. 
Hobbies. Photography. 
Gardening. 





Fireworks on the Sumida. 
SECTION 111. 
English School Life. 
Hiking in England. 
Sportslnanship. 
Tokyo Through the Year. 
Flying. 
Local Governlnent in Englalld. 
The Police in England. 
Politics. 
Free Conversation. 
An Evening Walk. 
Sight-seeing Tour. 
By Subway to a Departlnent 
Store. Skating. 
Pocket喧 money. Superstition. 
Wireless: English Programlnes. 
Ghosts. 
The History of Tokyo. 
The W eather . 
Making Speeches. 
September 1st. and N ovember 
11th. 
A School Excursion. 




The League of N ations. 
Tom's Departure. 
p.eae“eal English Conversa“00 
Revised Edition by Fra"k H. Lee~ B. A. (OXFORD). 
(With 1 !!ustrations) Pater-bound. 139 tageJ. .60 〒 6Jen. 
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Talks in Tokyo (fl\) ~ Yt. *J 
TALKS IN TOKYO 87 
XX. THE HIS1"'0RY OF TOKYO 
Tom. " Now I have seen some of the sights of 
Tokyo and know the meaning of some of the 
names, I wonder if you would tell me its history." 
Matsumoto. " We have just been reading about 
that at school. As you know, it is situated on 
the River Sumida, and one explanation of the old 
name 'Edo' is that it means ·'Estuary door.'" 
Tom. "When was it changed to Tokyo?" 
Matsumoto. " In 1868, at the restoration of the 
government to the Emperor Meiji. Really Edo 
dates from 1590, when Iyeyasu was appointed 
Lord of K wan to, because before then there was 
only a fortress, built by a famous warrior named 
Ota Dokan, and a fishing village.'' 
lwanami. " On one occasion Ota Dokan, who was 
a celebrated poet, described it saying, 'My hum-
ble home is just above the pine-clad moor, and 
near the sea, with the high crown of Fuji look-
ing in at the eaves.' '' 
Matsumoto. " It was under the Tokugawa Sho-
gunate that Edo became a great city. It was 
important politically and became famous artisti-
cally as well.'' 
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Oral English by TREVA JOHN町 Prψssoratル Tokyo
Uni、versityof Comnzerce. Pater-bound. 49 tages. .35 〒 4sen. 
Advice to a Young Frenchlnan Starting for Eng'lanJ (Andre Mau・
rois); A Widow Bird (P. B. She!!.ζy); My Old Penholder (G. Gis-
sing); Scene froln Willialn Tell (James S. Kno切 !es);To the Moon 
(P. B. She!.わけ;Condelnnation of Socrates (Conversation); l11usions 
in RespeC1: to Riches; Keeping out of Danger; PerfeC1:ion no Trifle 
(Conversation); The iv1anagelnent of l'v10ney (Sir B. Lytton); The 
Rainbow (W. Words'Wortん);A ¥Vet Day ln an lnn (W. Ir'Ving); 
The Soldier's Dreanl (T. Ca7.ゅん/1);Moral and Physical Courage 
(Conversation); The Brook (Tennyson) (Conversation); Proverbs. 
Seven Talks 011 England 
With l/lustrations & Notes hy J. W. Pa.lm.el・， B. A. (CANTAB). 
害等英喜英国物語
Cloth. 254 tages. J.20 〒 8sen. 
英閣に就いて、或る屯のを知り?乙いと望んで居るJ事F主の?亡めに、木書は鷲〈ほど英
国にi制する多くのJV，況を面白v、倉正の形式で書いて出る@ヌドjqの3回答 }訟は日本人の





English Education: The Schools; English Education: The Univer-
sities; Cricket; Some Other British Games; The English Consti-
tution; The British Ernpire; Thought and Opinion in England. 
1In Advaneed English GralDDlar 
lVith Exercises 






花岡粂定氏;苦 上製美ヌド 完促 .70 ~~ 念料 6銭
本書先づ交法の知誌を興へて、三欠に車交を嬉えしめ英作文o'f幻自知識を奥へるやう
に仕組んである理法的。白白作文欽科書ゑります@
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Seven 'Talks on England (F~J ~ J! *) 
ENGLISH SCHOOLS 7 
them first. After all, they make up by far tl1e 
greatest part of the school population of the 
country. A cl1ild starts in the elementary school 
usually at the age of five. He goes into the 
'infants' or junior department, which is 'mixed,' 
that is to say, it contains both boys and girls. 
There a child learns how to read and write; l1e 
also learns elementary arithmetic-addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division. He learns 
the first principles of drawing," perhaps model-
ling in plasticine or some similar simple art or 
craft. He learns singing, and reads fairy stories 
like the tales of Andersen and Grim m-in the 
highest standards perhap3 'Alice in Wonder land' 
or 'Peter Pan.' (A. A. Milne's children's books 
are popular, too, they tell me.) He learns stories 
from the Bible- Bible study is usually called 
'Scripture '-a11d he's taught some of the more 
important facts of English geography and Eng-
lish history-though the l1istory usually consists 
mostly of patriotic stories of the past whose 
truth is often, to say the least, somewhat doubt-
ful. When he's seven or eight, he's ready for 
the senior department. That's usually divided 
into two separate sections, one for boys, and 
the other for girls. rfhere he'll continue his 
studies on tl1e same lines as in the junior de-
partment, though the work, of course, will be 
more difficult. He'll begin to study natural 
science and the aritl1metic he'll do may, by the 
time l1e's about twelve, lead to algebra and the 
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An Advanced English Grammar (I~ :i$.. J! 4'() 
26 NOUNS 
c. Kinds of diseases: measles, mumps, small-pox 
(for small pocks), etc. 
d. Parts of the body : bowels, entrails, intestines, 
giblets, brains, whiskers, etc. 
e. Miscellaneous: ashes (cf. an ash-tray, cigar-ash), 
annals, embers, nuptials, obsequies, victuals, 
proceeds, thanks, tidings, suds, wages (cf. His 
wages were not high. How much wages does he 
get?), billiards (cf. a billiard-table), environs, con-
tents, credentials, auspices, etc. 
EXERCISE 
a. The Plurals of 
motto; tornado; Hindoo; curio; solo; turf; half; 
gulf; grief; dormouse; looker-on; foot-man; coat-of-mail; 
court-marshal; commander-in-chief; go-between; draw· 
back; auto; woman writer; lady guest; maid-servant; 
good-for-nothing; addendum; erratum; fungus; ax1s; 
crisis; hypothesis; criterion; madam. 
b. Correct errors, if any:-~ 
1. This river is full of salmons. 
2. How much does this spectacles cost? 
3. Allow me to offer you a tea and a bread. 
4. Ten oxes and six sheeps were sent to the man-of-wars 
in the harbour. 
5. This is a sixpence novel. 
6. He was in high spirit when I met him last Sunday. 
7. Shakespeare and Milton were genii. 
8. They do not know good manner. 
9. I have bought two gloves. 
10. He knows many poetries by heart. 
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An Advanced English Grammar (N ~t .5! *) 
PRONOUNS 
The Kinds of Pronouns. 
Personal Pronouns (I, we, you, he, she, it, they, etc.) 
Den1onslrative Pronouns (this, that, same, such, etc.) 
Interrogative Pronouns (who? what? which?) 
Relative Pronouns (who, what, which, that, as, etc.) 
Indefinite Pronouns (one, some, any, either, all, both, 
each, none, neither, etc.) 
SE.CTION I 
PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
The word "personal" is here taken in its special-
ly gram rna tical sense of "one of the Three Persons": 
otherwise it: vvould not be possible to include "it" 
atnong the Personal Pronouns. 
1. fJle. 
a. The Plural of Majesty :-
We will keepe our selfe till supper time alone. 
-Macbeth III. 1. 46. 
b. The Editorial 'We':-
We do not say that everything in these essays is as 
good as what we have quoted. 
We cannot persuade ourself (ourselves) that the Gov· 
ernment is in earnest. 
27 
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English COlDposition for 
Advalleed S電ndellts 須藤えた吉氏著













In Two Vols. 上製23R人定{日各 .90銭廷料 6銭
本書は著:若ð~創の亀のであって総合的に英作文を試みさせるやうに綜:長されたも の
でありますQ (教師JtJあり)
N e~ Digher Ellglisll吃oDlposition
In Two Vols. 須藤粂吉氏本r者














【註】 (1)頼もしき trusty;reliable; trustworthy. (2)技側の卓
越ぜろ人 aman with a superb skil; a man of parts. (3)オ能の
秀抜なる人 aperson who has eminent abilities; a person who is 
pre-eminent for his abilities. (4)皐問の深博なろ人 aman of pro-
found learning; a very learned man; a man w ho is eminent for 
learning. (5) m-f舌の対立大 eloquent;a grand orator; a man who has 
a rare gift of eloquence. (6)交筆の抜群 apeerless writer; a man 
who is unrivalled in writing. (7)信用すべき maybe relied upon; 
to deserve one's confidence. 
For Preparatory Study. 
1. A good citizen does not mean a high-tax payer， 
nor a shrewd politician， nor a learned man， nor does he 
mean an excellent artist. He does rnean a comrnon man 
who does his duty conscientiously to his utmost. 
2. What is meant by a gentleman here is not a man 
of wealth and leisure， nor a rnan of good social position， 
but a rnan of chi valrous instincts， fine feelings and good 
breeding. 
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Doknseido Cheap Edition 
(干 2sen， each) 
The Character of Napoleon Bonaparte 
hy H. G. Wells pp. 54 .35 
The Coming World Unity hy H. Ran必 I pp. 20 .20 
The Country of the Blind and the Door in 
the WalI hy H. G. H/el/s pp. 74 .35 
The Defendant by G. K. Cheste巾 pp. 33 .20 
The DefendantはChestertonの初期の作で、 1901年に寧.行木として員れ、省
時大いに伎の具2を認めしめた有名なもの@
Tαles from Charles Dickens 
A Christmas Carol; Dr. l¥1anette"s Manuscript. pp. 76 .35 
The English Renaissance of Art 
hy Oscar Wilde pp.訂 .20
Essays of Elia わ)Charles Lalllb pp. 62 .25 
Dream-Children: A Reverie; The Praise of Chill1ney-sweepers; 
A Dissertation Upon Roast Pig; The Superannuated Man; Old 
China. 
London Sketches by H. 17. Morton pp. 43 .25 
“The Keys"; Inside “Big Ben"; Among the Kings; 2 LO; 
Keeping an Eye Open; 'Two in a 'To¥ver; Cenotaph; Romance 
on Wheels; Ghosts of the Fog; Faces in the Strand. 
Mahomet by Thomαs Carl.yle 
Martin Luther hy Thomas Carlylε 
My Adventures in London by De Quincり
Olalla by R. L. Steごvenson
‘Rikki-Tikki-Tavi' and Red Dog 
by R. K~会ling
pp. 52 .25 
pp. 41 .25 
pp. 32 .20 
pp.75 .38 
pp. 59 .20 
Kiplingの名動物小説であって自然、界から人間界へ這って来ると云うた興味ある
詰物である@
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Selections from Shakespeare pp. 32 .20 
The Merchant of Venice; Aa IV, Ha1nlet, Julius Ccesar; Scene II. 
Silence hy Leonidas Andreiye.ff 
Talk and Talkers hy R. L. Ste:venson 
Twenty-six Men and a Girl hJ' M. Gorky 
Virginibus Puerisque hy R. L. Ste:venson 
Virtue and Other Stories bJ' J. Gals'Worthy 
The Warrior's Soul hy Joseph Conrad 













TDE POLE STAR LIBRARY 
骨短時日で詰切の面白い也のばかりで値段は大へん安〈誠仁便利な本であります#
(干 2sen， each) 
Alicia's Diary hyηomas Hardy pp. 46 .20 
The Apple-Tree hy J. Gals切 ortわ，H/ith Note・f pp. 74 .25 
Can Science Control Life? 
Edited hy NISHIZAKI. pp. 74 .25 
Cotton Mill 毛ySherqvood Anderson pp. 31 .20 
Extracts from Good-Bye to AII That 
hy Rohert Gra'Ve.・r
Favoured Farmers (Talks on Agriculture) 
SeZected Essαys from Galsworthy 
Industry and Amenities of 2030 
hy Birkenhead 
SeZected Essαys from John Dewey 
The Outstation h.y 1fT. Somerset Mflllgham 
Scientific Adventures 
Talks on Medicine 
pp. 82 .25 
pp. 68 .25 
pp. 38 .20 
pp. 34 .20 
pp. 40 .20 
pp. 46 .20 
pp. 46 .20 
pp. 54 .20 
The Tarn and Lois Drake by Hugh Wa必olepp. 44 .20 
Three Strangers by Thomas Hardy 
Three rrales from Hawthorne 
pp. 30 .20 
pp. 40 .20 
The Waiting Supper hy ThoJnas Haゆ pp.70 .20 
Westminster Abbey and the Spectre Bridegroom 
えyWashington ]，匂ing pp. 40 .20 
[“] 
TI.e Best Colloquial Dictionarrl 
Now in E:~i...te，.ce -;子会長持
Slallg~ Phrase and IdiolD 
Sm ιolloquial English and 
Their tJse 
吾妻~J; 1f!1三五ロ暗，圭五冨手曲
よヰλ 湾il -:/元同口 ‘-f m ロ口同T "7宅
by Tho，u.us Il. G. L'/(~11 
Lαtc， 01 King・sCοlc[JιCαmb行dgeαndLondon. 
llandsomely Bound in LigんtBlack C 10th. 
3~ x 6~ ， xxx←76+十54pp. 818 tages in all. 2.80 〒 10sen. 
木舎は窓事る町の凡ゆる日常誌に針して充分なるJiJf~ìJ並にア ク セ シト・イシトネー
シオシえJ輿へ、 J.1.て其意味ω完全な ろ把おとJì.つ '品.'~~英米人の問仁川 ゐ られ J~ る nrl1 
i二 L てfI然 な るr11t'l;訟の 時; ヲL及む工事~~斜全校 与 る人ω ために充分な る 材れを供給ーず る@
説n日比HJ]快lこして剖!:JJ、而か d，枯しさ に泊ざy'NUr-H二失せ子、絵師、患't、外交'氏、海
外抜行?を、 官業'ず其fV!外人t_t続 主る詐紳 LOイnJれり士l/j~.、手技ふベ く、活され英語、
自然の英語、最新心英♂Hこ闘する知誌と話*(包 J.)材料会輿ふる唯一り氏害である@、1OvVHERE vil be founcl a better handy volume of Eng1ish 
i、colloqllialisl1ls. lt is entirely l.p-to-date， clear， cOlnprehen司
sive and convenient. 
The Four }i'eatures of the Booli : 
1. lt is really upぺo-date，ancl includes a great 111any of the slang 
expressions prodllced durin宮andafter the ¥¥勺1・.
2. Besides being a hook of reference， itfurnlshes an1ple lnaterial 
for prattice of spoken English. lt gives f11 exan1ples for every ex-
pression contained. 
3. lt is the only dietionary now in existence， that furnishes the 
readers with dire凸ionsabout the usage of each expression， show-
ing how and when it is used. 
4. It is most attentive to the needs of foreign students of Eng-
lish. lt contains a nurnber of colloquialisms which are lnissing in 
other books of the kind， owing to their being considered too ordi-
nary， but in ae1:ual faet， are found to be puzzling to foreigners. 
Dr.F.Dela“e : -Les die1:ionnaires d 'idiotismes anglais， les 
plus frequelnrnent elnployes en Belgique sont， jepense， ceux de 
Burvenich et de Kirkpatrick. Celui de Lyel connaitra certaine-
ment le lneme succes chez nous. 1 merite c.r etre acquis et con司
serve a cote des preredents. Ces trois ouvrages se cOlnpletent en 
e任et，alcun J ~ eux n' epuisant le sljet. Le diEt:ionnaire de Lye 1se 
recomn1ande pour pl usiellrs raisons: d' abord il e st tout-a-fait "up-
to-date" et contient des tournllres nouvelles; ensuite il signale si la 
formule donnee a ppartient au langage li tteraire， ordinaire， falnilier， 
vulgaire (rensei広nelnentsexcessivement precieux pour les etran-
gers); de p111S cbaque expression est accornpag;nee de sa prononcia-
tion (syste Il1e phonetiq ue de ] ones)， de sa signification et surtout 
d'un exelnple qui la precise avec une nettete relnarquahle; il a fallu 
des annees de recherches patientes pour arriver a tant d'exaetitude. 
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瓦yell:最新英語 H常詰僻典 (1勺符見本)
4之4 [1 HO -J;¥じ]
Irons in the fire; To have too many: [t8 hav 
/tU! meni /aianz inぢaIfaia J to bave too many 
interests， al requiring attention at the salne time. 
(0) 
“Apart altogether from his own Lusiness， he's 
on several Committees which iake up a great deal 
of his time. He has j;αr too m，any I1・OJlS in the lire， 
with the result that nothing is done thoroughly." 
It; To be: [ta bi: lit] 
~. ~~~: ~~r~~:u~~r~y ~ ~o~o~~ ，~t ~:l~~~?，~?~~ ~ (F) 2. To be at the top of one's profession. J 
1. “He's a real acquisi tion to any schoo1. Not only 
is he a delightful fel1ow， but as a teacher he's 
αbsolutely it 1" 
2. “What! d'you n1ean to tel me you don't know 
the name of Sir J agadish Chandra Bose? ¥Vhy， 
among Biologists， he' s it!" 
Itch for; To have (get) an: [te Ihav (ノget)an litJ 
f;:，:J to have a great desire or craving for. (F) 
The expression more generally used is :--
Itching for; To be (have an): [ta bi: (hav an) 
'itJIlJ fo!] (F) 
“Do let's get out of this place soon. l'm simply 
itching for a smoke!" 
Itching ears; To have: [ta h記v/itJil) i :az1 See 
under Ears. 
Itching paIm; To have an: [ta hav an 'itJil) 
/pa!m] to be very avaricIous. (F) 
“Surely you didn't expect to meet with any 
generosity from a fellow with suchαη itching pal m 
8S his. He'd sel the hair of his grandmother's 
head， ifshe hud any!" 
J 
J ack of alI trades; A: : aI d5ak av勺!1treidz] one 
who can turn his hand to al1 sorts of occupations. 
The phrase is often used in a depreciatory sense in 
‘A jack of al trades and master of none'7 of one 
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an inability to fit hin1self to 1nodern life. 
Also wrote literary dramas: Queen, J.11rt1y, 1875; Harold, 
1877; The Cup, and The Falcon, 1884; The Promise of 
May, 1886; The Foresters, 1892. Little dramatic inter· 
est. Becket, 1884, is the most impressive of this group. 
Tennyson's brothers, Frederick (1807-1898) and Charles 
(1808-1879) were also poets. 
Suggested Reading: 
The Lady of 5/;alo!t; 5hafer, vol. 2, pp. 416-18. 
Ul . 'b'd ,f')8 ° ysses, 1 1 ., pp. Lt.;_. - . J . 
"Break, break, break;" ibid., p. 436. 
l\~orthern Far1ner, Cld Style; ibid., p. 479. 
from Idylls of the King: 1he Passing of Arthur,· ibid., pp. 
Crossing the Bar; ibid., p. 499. [ 481-7. 
THE BROWNINGS 
ROBERT BROWNING (1812- 1889). 
Love the main then1e of his poems and philosophy. 
Style highly personal and dramatic; dynamic and 
energetic. Most of his poems relate to the develop-
ment of personality and the subtle analysis of char-
acter. 
Pauline, 1833; and Paracelsus, 1835; early poems show-
ing his thirst for knowledge and awareness of the 
dawning age of science. Sordello, 1840, a difficult 
poem based on Italian history. 
Belles and Ponz.egranates, issued as poetic pamphlets, 
1841--46; contained n1ost of his poetic dramas: Straf-
ford, 1837; Pippa Passes, 1841, vvhich has the famous 
character of l)ippa, the little silk worker, and her un-
conscious influence on those about her. Also some 
fine lyrics. King Victor and King Charles, 1842 ; Re-
turn of the Druses, 1843 ; A Blot on the 'Scutcheon, 
1843; Colo-rnbe' s Birthday, 1844; Luria, 1846; A Soul's 
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Do Yo.~ Eve，. Ask，“事VholVrote • • • ? ~， 。r“鴨アhatOther Boolr:s Ilas "e lJ7'ritten?" 。r“lVllenDid Ile Live? " 




From the Beginnings to 
the Present Day 
hy、V'.BRADFORD SMITH， 
Le日μγeγ inthe Tol')lo 1m.会計iαlUηi'Versity.
Haηdsomely BOllηdiηGγeen Colouγed Cloth. 
5! X 8-'/ 384 tages. 2.50 〒 10sen. 
answers these questions in concise form for English literature be-
ginning in Anglo-Saxon times， down to the best modern English 
and American Li terature. 
An index of about 5500 entries ql1ickly supplies this information. 
The body of the text briefly describes the work， dates， and literary 
slgn訴canceof some 1200 authors， relating their work to the period 
in-which they li ved and incIudil1g books of philosophy， history， 
and travel as well as the usual literary forms. Suggestions for read-
ing give the most signi五cantworks of the authors and the anthol-
og-ies in which they may conveniently be found. 













TilHes， Lite，.a"'1 S •• pplelnent， London: -1¥1r. W. 
Bradford Smith has with great industry conlpiled for the use of Japa-
nese students chronological lists of English and American writers， 
incIuding philosophers， historians， &c.， giving dated references to 
their principal works， and appending the briefest possible com-
ments， also notes on charae1eristics of the various periods. N one 
of those last is lnore than the most sUll1mary pointing finger， and 
the book in general must be regarded prilnarily as an exhaustive 
reading-list， based on comnlonly current critical judgrnents. An 
index of over 5，000 entries adds to its usefulness in this kind. 
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A com争leteseγies of le!1uγt'sαt the Inzteγial Uni切 γsityoj'τ'okyo， 
exclusively published by t!ze Hokuseido P;γess 
'The~O醐pl倒;eLa.feaGlio Ilearll 





名 VH 克.!. 
著 日1ï1~家委?三幹割誤認p 稔"'"ー遺志!i~設吋稜線 車 議 pよ己、おお2命 令~'Ïげ 5益、~~、内 向 ゅt・ ー・~ ~ 版
HandJomely bound in durable green backram 91" >く 6~" (each '7.)01.) 
艇F この完全版凶岱ωー郊分にQJ{;刊米関!反“Interpreiationof 
Literature"会二食、“A.ppreciationof Poetry "，“Life and 
Literature"が悉く包合されく !1;ろこと九イ勾JI(-inドさし、ο
The Volumes， edited by Professor R. Tanabe， ProfessorT. Ochiai 
and Professor 1. Nishizaki ， ωnt~in al the leetures delivered by 
Hearn at the Tokyo Imperial University during the period 1896 .
1903， including n1any hitherto~unpublished ， and furrn the n10st 
important contributiひnto literary critidsl1  by Lafcldio Hearn. 
Of these leetures of Heaτ口、ProfessorEr.:，}dne， of Columbia 
University， ¥vrites: “Thzy arc cl・Iticisrnof thじかlC'Itkind; have 
auηique place iηEnglish litcrcLLUγc， unrnatchccl iηquality by any 
but the best of Coleridge." 
ADis電O..Y0貧困22g228hESterauu-e 
From the Anglお0-8αxοnοrl切gl山ntωot扮heClose 01 the .19thι'entury 
犬霊英文皐史 (1<恥e仰e
TんiケrdEdiμtiμ07列1九，Re代4屯1.'ヅisedIωi勺yA. STANTON 、羽;yアHITFIELD， B.Li川比加tじtじ.Ox叩XOI印Il
IritlL ωm刀ztろ/んaずfμeindんCαx. X氾LλV111寸十占974 pp. 6.:;0 〒 22 Jen. 
Stcphcn GWYil'，: -" Scarcely礼 lTIOreilllllninating intro-
duet:ion to the study of its slIbjee1: could ever be found.竹
[ 2 ] 
Georgp St，i，.tsIJt".'I: -1 love to hear of his speaking and 
writing favourably al川 ut¥Yurk of lnv own but 1 nevcr til now saw 
1 ll<.、hof t his and e11l1広ladto 1】()州出品 it. l¥rIay 1 wi thout i 11perti-
nence cりllJplimentyOl1 Ol the excellence of yOUf boοk-proclue1:ion? 
E. BI"Rflf!n: --Hearl1 ':; llistory of Eng1ish Literature is an 
ilnmortλ1 ¥'vork， and the exぐellentedition of the I-Iokuseido Press 
IS五ttinglyworth of the 111erits of l-Iearn 's writings. 
00 ÁL\.rt~ Litet-a臼Il-e& PJlilosophy 
X2文皐 号ゐ両潤
Iruh compleU' iJldex. xv十533pp. 9j X 6211 5.00 〒 22sen. 
The Bible in Eng'lish LiteratllI・e.
The Inslq吋 rableDiHlculty. 
On C01n positiol1. 
On Reading in Re latioll to Li t-
eratuI・e.
Literatllre and Political 01】ll11011.
N ote upon the Abllse and the 
U se of Literary Societies. 
Ber!αlev. 





Stlldies of Extraordi l1~l1・ 1 ・ Prose.
Literary Cieniu日.
Eng'lish FiとiiOl1in the Secul1d Half 
of the N Ineteenth (二entllry.
Noteり1SOllle Fren{、IlRりmalltics. 
1.'he Pl・けばりfSmall '1、hilピ'S.




On the Relation of Life and 
Charae1:el・toLiterature. 
rrhe Vallle of the SllI】ernaturalin 
Fielion. 
rrhe Questioll ()f the Hlghest Art. 
'T olstoy' s T'heory of Al・t.
The lHt¥'a-1¥1 al.
Vit10rian Philosophy. 
E¥'ollltioual 'rhought in the 
ViEtorian Poets. 。nth(コPhilosophyof“Sartor 
Resartus" . 
On R01nantic and Classic Litera-
tllre， inRelation to Style. 
EI1江lishFietion in the First Half 
ぱ theN ii1eteenth Centl1ry. 
On l¥lode rn Engl ish CriticislTI， 
anι1 the CけntemporaryRelations 
()f Ei1glish to .French Literatufε. 
'l'he l¥In:ミtBeautiful Romance of 
the r、/[iddle_Ages. 
l'¥nte upon Rossetti's Rrose. 
Iぺlrewe IL~ddress. 
OoPoe‘ry J¥ 泉? ? ? ー
Il'itlLωmplt'/εiJ/dじχ
N aked Poetl・y.
On thc Stories ()f the Hest EI1g:-
]is1 Ballads. 
N<川}刈teon the 11-乱t礼h日It'引叩1日¥ぐ、(σム けifけ:F弘、
Poetryγyア in 1上j三i:1 ~巳以ω~1 i δ~h 1し.1どr;λltu日re.
E乙:pがi色広山Tal川111atic P(り)el日i1凶s.
? ?? ? ?
号ふ
日間
6.50 干 22sen. lX十750pp. 
English Ballads. 
SOlne N otes on Popular Songs. 
'rhe ldeal日rOll1an in Eng1ish 
Portry. 








Some Symbolic Poetry. 
Poems about Children. 
Some Fairy Literature. 
Poenls on Music. 
Some Poems 0白Death.
On Tree Spirits in Western 
Poetry. 
Some French Poems on 1nsee1:s. 
On Flowers in English Poetry. 
Poems Old and N ew， Not Eng-
lish， inRelation to the Moon. 
A N ote on Jean 1ngelow. 
“Three Silences". 
Philosophical Poems of the 
Vie1:orian Age. 
11. Swinburne's'‘Hertha" • 
N ote upon the Poetry of J ames 
Thomson， "B. V.'" 
A N ote on l¥.-lunby's“Dorothy" . 
Two Mystical Rose POelTIs. 
N ote upon Hood's“Haunted 
House" 
OnPoets 小泉吾卓八雲日す
Poems on Heroic Subjetls. 
Some Foreign Poems on Japanese 
Sllbjee1:s. 
On Love in English Poetry. 
N ote upon an U gly Subjee1:. 
SOlTIe English Tree Poetry. 
Some Poems about 1nsee1:s. 
Old Greek Poetry about InseEl:s. 
On Birds in English Poetry. 
Poems on N ight， the Moon and 
the Stars. 
On Rossetti's "Sea-Limits" 
Ionica. 
1. Bro'wning's“Rabbi Ben 
Ezra" 
111.恥1eredith's "Earth &孔'lan". 
A N ote on Robert BL1chanan. 
The Poetry of Lord De Tabley. 
A POelTI by Lord Houghton. 
Metempsychosis in l¥.-lodern 
Verse 
A Few Examples of Light Verse 
人 吾る日間
With comtlete zndex. x十841pp. 6.50 宇 22sen. 
Studies in Tennyson 
(A Fragment). 
Studies in Erowning. 
Pessirnists and Their Kindred. 
N ote on Mrs. Browning. 
Edward Fitzgerald and the 
Rubaiyat. 
'The Viei:orian Spasmodics. 
N otes on Herrick. 
N ote on Cowper. 
W ordsworth. 




On the Lyrical Beauties of Keats. 
N ote on Tholnas Canlpbell. 
Matthew Arnold as Poet. 
Robert Bridges. 
N ote on Watson' s Poenls. 
N ote on ¥Vhi tie r 
Poe's Verse. 
Studies in Rossetti. 
Studies in Swinburne. 
The Poetry of George Meredith. 
William Morris. 
N ote on 0' Shaughnessy. 
N ote on Coventry PatlTIOre. 
Writers of Societv Verse. 
The First Great N ature Poet. 
N ote on Crabbe. 
Blake-the First Ellglish Mystic. 
Coleridge. 
Byron. 
Clllling from Byron. 
Some N otes on the Poetry of 
Shelley. 
N ote on Hood. 
Charles Kingsley as Poet. 
N ote on Christina Rossetti & Her 
Relation to Vie1:orian Poetry. 
On a Proper Estilnate of Long-
fellow. 
Walt Whitman. 
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Opinions of the Press 
on the Complete Lafcadio Hearn Leflures 
The TiDieS~ London:-" As an introducer of poets, and mostly 
of nineteenth-century poets, to the young the intimate simplicity of 
his manner, with its liberal quotation and clarifying paraphrases, could 
hardly be bettered. 'I'his is in faa a book which should above all be 
in the possession of all school libraries. The publisher, indeed, shares 
with the editors the achievetnent of producing an edition of Hearn ~s 
leCtures which has finality stamped on every part of it." 
The Bookn~an~ London:-' 'The Hokuseido Press issues these 
volumes of Hearn, I understand, without the usual motive for publish-
ing-a profit; in honour of him rather, and towards the cotnpletion of 
a general idea of his works. They are evidences of the progress of 
Japanese book-produCtion on Western lines; the printing, with its A-
merican charaCteristics, is sound, and in the present volume especially 
it is handsome.~' 
The Tin~es Literary Sr•pplen~ent~ London:- ''The 
genius with which he grafts English literature upon Japanese culture 
and mythopea is an example to all leCturers and teachers in the art of 
finding the soil for the seed and the seed for the soil. The volume is 
worthily produced and printed, and bound by craftsmen who care for 
their work.'' 
The Daily Telegraph~ London:-''It is extraordinary how 
simple these leCtures are without being bald or dull. Only a fine 
scholar who was also a writer of real distinCtion could have given them. 
As a critic Hearn is always sti1nulating because of his wide sy1npathies 
and independent judgment, qualities which are of special value in his 
estin1ates of writers of or near his own time." 
The New Yor•k Tin~es: -"rrhe piety of his Japanese pupils 
and friends, fulfilling the request of the late Mitchell McDonald, one 
of the few 1nen with whom he succeeded in getting along to the last, 
has raised an appropriate 1nonument to him, by the publication of his 
books in comely fonn and at low prices." 
Tl1e Tin~es Literary Supplen1ent~ London: -"The 
painstaking labour which adtnirers in both America and Japan have 
devoted to editing Hearn's leCtures and journalistic articles is proof 
enough of the interest and devotion which he inspired .... The real 
superiority of the Japanese edition lies in the faEl: that it is seleCtively 
planned and ad1nirably produced and indexeJ, and that it contains cer-
tain leCtures which were left unused in the possession of the Hearn 
family and are now published for the first time.'' 
The Observer'J London:-" A word of praise must be given to 
the excellent technical work of the Hokuseido Press, which is doing· 
so much to popularise the works of Lafcadio Hearn.'' 
[ 5 ] 
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the Hokuseido 





jan. 31, 1931 
Royal Crescent Bath 
I am very much obliged to 
you for your letter of Jan. 5 and 
for the copies of Lafcadio Hearn's 
works. I love to hear of his speaking 
and writing favourably about work of my 
own but I never till now saw much of this and 
am glad to possess it. rv1ay I without impertinence 
compliment you on the excellence of your book-production? I wish 
my script (which is, I fear, notoriously bad) were as good as your print. At 
any rate I will not inflict any more of it on you but remain 
Yours very truly 
A letter from * * 
RUDYARD KIPLING 
to the proprietor of the ,,·( · _.· · 
HOKUSEIDO 
X X X 
.______ _____________ . 
- -- -- ·- - ·-·-· ---···-- --· ·--- ---' 
LimIttd Editioγ'1 of Unique Wo伐均 UniqueAuthoγ 鴨 ‘ 
SOlDe Strange English Literary 
Figures 01 the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenthιenturies 
IN A SERIES OF LECTURES 
英文皐崎人偉 (Out of P巾 t)
by Lolcodio Hearn Edited by R. TANABE. 
This book contains Lafcadio Hearn 's con日dentialleaureson 10 
strange figures in English Literature given to a small grollp of ad-
vanced students at Tokyo 1mperial University. 
Profound sympathy on the part of Hearn， who also was quite a 
charaaer， with strange geniuses in English Literature charaaerizes 
his leaures. 
Hearn never leaured on similar subjeas again， except on Wil-
liam Blake， and his second leaure on Blake is included in this book. 
The ten strange五gurestreated by Hearn are William Blake， Ber-
nard de Mandeville， Erasmus Darwin， Willialn Beckford， Chris-
topher Smart， George Borrow， Monk Lewis， rrhomas Lowell Bed-
does， Walter Savage Landor and Tholnas Love Peacock， who al 
have left strong and peculiar landmarks in English literature. 
Limited Edition暑 骨 * * ‘・守電 根・ * 
Essays 00 ADleriean Literatt.re 
by Lafcadio Hearn 
With an lntroduelion by ALBERT MORDELL. 
Edited by SANKI ICHIKAWA. 
(οut of Print) 
Gilt-totted， handsomely bound in cloth. 10 x 7" 
* 
T~~nf~~l~~~:'~~A ~訂以川r此凶tic“les山bパaωo Hearr山 alingw凶凶比t1出hA加me削1児
can literature and be lles-lettres in general were co叶llee凸tedby 
乱M針r.Albert恥M仏or吋.dell，0ぱfPhi吋ladelpμ〉オhia，who is ¥vell-knαωnown as an ln-
defatigable collector and editor of Hearn's newspaper and Magazine 
writings. The MS. of the present vollllne has been entrusted to 
me by Mr. Mordell for pub1ication in ]apan and 1 have gladly com-
plied with his request. . . . 1t is now a quarter of a century since 
he died in Tokyo and thOllgh his nalne is not likely to be forgotten 
yet it is our duty to keep alive the melnory of a I1an who has done 
so lnuch for our country. 
-Froln Prof. S. 1 chiμ'U.Ja' s Prグace.
[ 8 ] 
I.imifed Edifion: 200 CoPies Issued in ]αtan， the 
Americaηeditioηbeing published by Houghton 
l¥AijJlin & CO.， New York 
Published for theμfcadio Hωrn Memoγial Committee by the 
Hokuseido Press 
LAFCADIO DEARN: 




~ by P.D. and lone Perkins 
With an Introduelion by SANKI ICHIKAWA. 
Gilt-totted， hanゐomelybound in cloth. 




The BookDlan~ London:-The Hokuseido Press， which has 
done so much for japanese literature， and especially for the appre-
ciation of Japanese literature outside Japan-one remelnbers an ex-
cellent vohnne of plays一hasonce again put the literary world， in-
ternationally speaking， inits debt. This is a book which is equally 
serviceable to the student and the collector. Hearn may be a star 
only of the second m汎gnitude，yet he was a luminary and not a mere 
precious scribbler. And for one reason and another his works are 
sought after-"collected." Here the importance of the japanese 
publications comes in. Dr. Ichikawa， whose introduction is ad-
mirable to its purpose， and goes beyond bibliography， supervised 
the descriptions of the Japanese issues. There are many copies sold 
as五rsteditions which would prove to be reprints if the Japanese 
text were to be translated. The bibliography is of course exhaus-
tive. When one considers that Hearn has been translated into al-
most a score of languages， one sees that the stellar name is just. 
Periodicals and newspapers containing original work are listed; 
books about Hearn; periodicals and newspapers containing reviews 
and appreciations of him; the few writings which have been set to 
music. Even unpublishecl manuscripts and lectures about Hearn 
are included. And it is good to know that the Hokuseido have in 
hand the cOlnplete University Lectures in three volumes. About 
half of this is new lnaterial-the whole is to be revised from the 
original services. 
[ 9 ] 
Li-,nited de luxe edition! only 250 copit:s printed * * 
THE ID YL: JJ.Iy PeJ•so11al Remiltist.~i'llees 
of Lafcadio llear11 by LfoNA Q uEYRouzE BAREL. 
Handsomely bound in Japanese cloth. 10 X 711 5.00 T 21 sen. 
A volu1ne indispensable to the students of Lafcadio Hearn. 
It is a tribute to Hearn in his N e\-v Orleans days, dealing with 
an aspect, hitherto untouched, of his nature, written in a beautiful 
prose-poetic style. 'The volun1e contains the photographs of the 
letters of Hearn to the author, and is also beautifully illustrated 
with Japanese sketches, being printed on Japanese torinoko paper 
which Hearn liked to use. 'The work forms a unique, itnportant 
contribution to Hearn literature. 
American Literature, Duke Uni·7.)erJif:J': -l\1r. Barel's book 
on Hearn is the tribute of one r omantic t o ~m o ther. The author, 
a Creole lady , knew Hearn in his last year (18 87 ) at New Orleans, 
having tnet hinl in the bookshop of l\1 r. (;a rein' a dealer in rare and 
exoti c volumes. A brief but rare intellectual friendship develo ped 
through Hearn 's frequent vi sits at the hon1e of l\1iss Que yrouze; 
and the spirit and fragran ce of this friend ship she records in this 
pa~ on of praise to Hearn, the arti st in words. 
The book is valuable, aside frorn it s dclig·htful Japane se sketches 
and l\1rs. Barel' s commentary on th e personality of l-1 earn, chiefly 
because it prints for the first time half a dozen of hi s letters. In the 
vohune are also included photostatic copies of the letters. The first 
letter, the n1ost in1portant, was sent as a critici sm of one of l\1iss 
Queyrouze's atten1pts in blank verse. Hearn advises her to try 
something in the field of reali stn and leave blank verse to the genius. 
The other letters are in a tone of friendly banter, reflecting mutual 
interest in things literary. The book adds relatively little to our 
knowledge of Lafcadio flearn. 
The Junior College Exj>eriment, KansaJ Cit_y, JlliJSouri. 
RAY l\:1. L A\\'LESS. 
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LECTURES ON PIIOSODY 
作詩論
んyLafcadio Hea，.n Edited by R. 'rANARE. 
HanJsoJ7u{J' bound in c/oth. 51 X 8/1 90戸1ges. 1..50 〒 8sen. 
An introduction to prosody， told in siln ple and clear languag'e 
for J apanese studen ts. 
VI吃TORll¥.NPIIILOSOPIIY 
ビクトリア時代の思想、
わ，Lafcadio Hearn EditedりR.TANABE. 
l!andsoJne/y bound in c/oth. 5tx 8'1 97 tagcs. s.50 干 8sen. 
1Jost of the 1付 tllres¥vere delivered 1889-1900 by Lafcadio Hearn 
at the Ilnperial University of 'rokyo. rrhe theory of evolution 
treateJ in the lectures was one of .Hearn 's favorite topics. 
Victorian Philosophy. 
Evolutional T'hought in the 
Victorian Poets. 
'The N ew Ethics. 
l'vletelI1 psychosis in恥10dernVerse. 
Grant AlIen. 






by Lafcadio Ilea，." 
(POPULAR EDITION) 
Edited by I. INAGAKI. 
HandsoJ7le!y hound in c/oth. 51x 8'ノ 132tages. s.OO 〒 8sen. 
Beill宮ninehitherto unpublished Iectures delivered by Hearn at 
the rrokyo Ilnperial Ulli ¥'ersity， in1899. 
The G'reatness of the l'vlan. Personal-The 1¥I1an & His Life. 
rrhe Distinction of Shake- Method of Shakespeare 's Work. 
speare' s Work. Sources and Possible Grouping of 
Di伍culties-T'heLanguage of Shakespeare's W ork. 
Shakespeare & His Ohscurities. The (;rouping of the Plays. 
A Little Discourse about Some ApPENDIX:-N otes on the 
Typical Characters. Study of Shakespeare. 
TI.，e fTJaplln Advertise，.~ To~ァ0: 一“. . . While they ap-
pear to contain nothin広newor specially original， the lectures are 
full of sound understanJing， anJ they illustrate once more the suc-
cessful pains which Hearn took to arouse the interest of his pupils 





Goy de Maupassant's発 * ベ- ムι，. 
The Adventures 01 Walter Schnaffs and 
Other Sto，.ies 
モウパッサン短篇集
Trans!ated b~.. Lafcadio Heαrn 
With an lntrodullion by ALBERrr MORDELL 
Cloth. 277 tages. 2.00 〒 8sel1. 
“Hear・nalways retained his ad，niratuJn fir jl~ autassant 
and frequently mentioned him in his leB:ures to his Japa-
nese students， and in his letters to B. H. Chamberlain. 
‘Maupassant is the greatest realist ¥vho ever lived， greater 
than Merinlee' ;‘the greatest story-teller that the Euro-
pean world has ever known.' " 
The Mancheste，・G，"ardia'l: --‘人:¥notable perforn1-






lrith aηIntroduBion by 
ALBERT MORDELL 
C!oth. 241 pp・ 2.00 守も sen.
The most important translations Hearn ever made . 
• The volulne should be a delight to both lovers and stu-
dents of Hearn and Loti. In Loti Hearn found a writer 
who had literary tastes similar to his own， an a~~ist_ who 
carried out his own artistic theories successively .“Neither 
ou:γDe Quinceys nor ou.γColeridgesηoγ our Byroηs;'Heaγ丸
山ritzsJもcouldha勺ewγitensuch tlziJlf!s-prose more会oetical
than all Engluh tfJetry." The volume contains many Loti 
stories to be published for the first time in book form in 
English. 
The Obse，.，)er~ London: -l¥1any of those translations， along 
with some others， that have not hitherto appeared in English， are 
presented to us in "STORIES FROM PIERRE LOTI." A word of praise 
lnust be given to the excellent technical work of th声 Hokuseido
Press， which is doing so much to popularise the works of Lafcadio 
Hearn. 
[ 12 ] 
Sketehes & Tales frolD tlte Freneh 
備蘭西文皐名作集
TγαηShαted by Lafeadio Hearn 
IFith Pt・efacehy ALBER T 恥10RDELL
Cloth. 19J会αges. J.才@ 〒 8Jen. 
The present volume contains probably the CrealTI of Hearn 's 
miscellaneous translations fronl the French， and both original and 
translation are of a highly literary character. N 0 doubt the reader 
¥vil welcome the fascinating short stories Hearn chose from the 
French authors he loved. 
THEOPHILE GAUTIER: 
Two Actors for One Role. 
GUSTAVE FLAUBERT: 
The Cruci五edLions. 
The Phalanx in Battle. 
The Sacri五ce;Moloch the 
Devourer. 
COMTE DE VILLIERS DE L "ISLE-ADAM: 
The Secret of the Scaffold. 
The Story of Tse-I-La. 
The Doctor's Heroisln. 
FRANCOIS COPPEE: 
The BIessed Bread. 
The Invitation to Sleep. 
The Medal. 
ALPHONSE DAUDET: 
The Cure of Cucugnan. 
rrhe Man with the Golden 
Brain. 
The Death of the Dauphin 
The Two Wayside Inns. 
A uthelnan 's Suicide. 
Monsieur Segu旬、 Goat.
jULES LEお1AITRE:
The Eldest Daughter. 
OCTAVE MIRBEAU: 
Recollections of the Franco喧








Cloth. 96 pp. J .50千 8Jen. 
Hearn had sYlnpathy and admiration for Zola， and made quite a 
number of translations from journalistic work and fiction by the 
French writer. He also wrote book reviews of Zo]a's novels often 
and even did a biographical sketch of the lnan. The present vol-
l.me contains the biographical sketch and the famous fascinating 
story“Fight at the 1¥:1 i ll" ， probably the most ilnportant translation 
from Zola， and two other stories. 
EMILE ZOLA; A N OTE. THE FIGHT AT THE MILL. 





(IN SEVEN VOLS.) Gracefully Bound in Light-Green Colourtd 
Cloth, the Colour Hearn Jras l'rlost Fond ~f. 
Life a1td Literatttre 
J ~ ~l?.> ~f',~r.r•~ 
~~ 
LJ<;,t ,o .~<><~ 
Edited hJ' Prof. R. 'TANABE. 251 pages. 1.20 T 8 sen. 
Nine pieces selelled out ~f the lectures ~v..:hich •v.Hre dillated for the 
convenience oj'his class !J)' Laj'uldio If earn ( 1850-190-/) in his Tok_yo 
Imperial U ni·-uersity d{l)'f: -Literatur~ and Political Opinion-On 
the Relation of Life and Character to Literature-On Composition 
--Studies of Extraordinary Prose- --Naked Poetry-- 'J'he Value of 
the Supernatural in Fiction and the Art of \Vriting· (_i.host-Story-
rrhe Havatnal: Old Northern Ethics of Life-On Rt>ading in Re-
lation to Literature-Farewell Address. 
Stories a.nd Sketeltes 
Edited hy Prof. R. 'I ANABE. 276 pages. .1.30 T 8 sen. 
Thirty representati---ve masterpieces selelled out of all his writing: 
-The 'rale a Picture 'l'e lls-'The Leg·end of the l\1onster l'vfisfor-
tune-N ingyo-no-Haka- ... A_ Question in the Zen 'J'exts-A Story 
of Divination-'rhe Story of 1(. washin Koji-- From the Diary of 
an English 'Teacher--'l'he Drean1 of a Summer }Jay-Bits of Life 
and Death-On a Bridge-At Yaidzu-Otokichi 's Daruma-Path-
ological- Kusa-Hibari - 'I'he Japanese Stnile --" U nse I fish Self-
Control "-"'The Japanese Silence" --Some T'houg·hts about An-
cestor-\V orship-" vVhatever the Livin~ Possess is fron1 the Dead" 
-A Living God-"'The \Vritins of Short Poen1s''-''A Little 
Flower-Show''-' ''The Beauty of Stones' '-V espertina Cog-n itio 
-(;othic 1-Iorror-Hi- i\ 1 a wari --Stranger than Fiction---l\1 y Guar-
dian A ngel-ldolatry---Obahsan-no-Hanashi. 
Lands attd Seas 
E'Jited IJ,Y Prof. 'T. OcHL\I. 311 pages. 1.50 T 8 sen. 
Taken }rom among Hearn's f,ooks oj' travel. These pieces are the 
record oj'his czvanderinpJ through both /umisj>lures. The)' range from 
thoJe impressionistic 'l.Vritings oj' his earlier daJ'S 'Z.chen he czvas an 
artist in colours to lzis --z.t:orks o.f a later perioJ in :zchiclz he pe1jelled 
a st;·le oj'his oczvn- --vigorous, hut afqvaJ'S clza rming: --l\1 y first Day 
in the Orient-A. Pilgritnage to Enoshima-Fujinoyatna--N otes of 
[ 14 ] 
a Trip to Kyoto--In Osaka--~1atsuye --By the Japanese Sea-
From Hoki to Oki-In a Japanese (;arden-A Midsumrner Trip 
to the Tropics----A \Vinter Journey to Japan. 
Poets a11d Poents 
Edited by Prof. R. 'TANABE. 297 pages. J .50 T 8 sen. 
T~v . :enty lellures on Poets and Poems selelled out of those dillated 
for the con'Venience of his class b_y Lafcadio Hearn ( 1850-1904) in 
his TokJ·o Uni'Versity days ( 1896-1903 ): -Note upon the Shortest 
Forrns of English Poetry-Poen1s about Children-Some Fairy Lit-
erature-Some Poerns on Death-Byron-Note on Wordsworth-
Some Notes on the Poetry of Shelley-On the Lyrical Beauties of 
I<.eats-N ote on Hood-l."'ennyson-Edward Fitzgerald and the 
'' Rubaiyat' '-"Three Silences"-" Sea Litnits "-''The Patri-
ot''-" Strangers Yet"-" Sands of Dee"-" Dover Beach"-
"\Vest London"-" A Picture at N ewstead "-A Poem by Rob-
ert Bridges. 
Japa11 aJtd the ._JapaJtese 
Edited by Prof. T. OcHIAI. 305 pages. J.50 T' 8 sen. 
Ten representati'Ve pieces taken from among Hearn's serious qJJrit-
ings, treating especially oj'the inner as peEl of Japan and the Japa-
nese ,-the result of projound thoughts on the subjell, of q)Jhich he 
stands a unique interpreter:-The Genius of Japanese Civilization 
-Jiujutsu-'The Future of the Far East-A Conservative-Diffi-
culties-Strangeness and the Charm-The Religion of Loyalty-
The Eternal Feminine-Some Thoughts about Ancestor-Worship 
-The Idea of Pre-existence. 
RoDlattee and Reason 
Edited by Prof. R. TANABE. 248 pages. .1.30 ;= 8 sen. 
''The Shaving of Shagpat',-N ote upon Rossetti's Prose-Note 
upon 'Tolstoy's "Resurrection "-The Most Beautiful Romance 
of the Ivliddle Ages-A King's Romance-Old Greek Fragments 
-The Prose of Small Things--On Ron1antic and Classical Litera-
ture in Relation to Style-l.'olstoy's 'Theory of Art-The Question 
of Highest Art-The Insuperable Difficulty-On the Philosophy 
of ''Sartor Resartus' '-Note on the Abuse and Use of Literary 
Societies. 
Faets and Fancies 
Edited by Prof. R. TANABE. 206 pages. J .20 T 8 sen. 
Some representati'Ve masterpieces of Lafcadio Hearn in his Ameri-
can Days:- Hun1ble Fare and High Living in Ancient Rome-
The Piper of Harr1elin-vVomen of the Sword-Fair Women and 
Dark vVotnen- Giants and Dwarfs- Pigmies and Monsters-
Notes on the Utilization of Human Remains-The Burning of the 
Dead-T'on1bstones-The Little Red Kitten-The Devil's Car-
buncle-The Garden of Paradise-St. Brandan ,s Christmas-A 
Lily in the Mouth of Hell-'The Poisoners-'The Nun Ryonen. 













知られざる文豪ヘル〆の半面が今突く i~t に fYJ かにされるに至つ
















Unfamiliar Lafeadio Bearn 
ムYKENNETH P. KIRKWOOD. 
To be会ublishedi，πMαγch， 1936. 
Hearn's Translation. 
Hearn th_e Animal Lover. 
Hearn as Poet and Craftsman. 
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* * * 守会 HCW TJ TRANSLATE 
HOW TO TRANSLATE 
ENGLISH INTO JAPANESE 






昭下 究題 和増 新十
和 t曾 新 一訂 々






宮中 ヘ譲 設 のJtι ~ 
主象 の 方定
方 ヲ洛 ム= ・ーt.- ヲ÷
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世界童話界の雨大関ともも、ふべき 7・qム及ぴア yテ"!レセ νのお伽噺の
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Ali Baoa and the Forty Hobbers (アーリ・ ど ーパ~ PH十人の
制改)0 Aladdin and the Wonderful Latnp (ア νァッテ・ィ νξ
不尽議のラムフ・)0 Sindb:1d the Sailor (船乗ス 1，，/パット〉。
The First Voyage (第一航海)一-.TheLast Voyage (最終の
航海〉、等。








































のである。 弊 ~t( -r llじ黙 i こ於て拐事~~ジノ ナ:め iこ上詑の解稼書:ら編案
しれものであって裂音語、註ル最も詳しく L、恰も著者がr~ ら教壇
iこ立って英語入門の事生にl匂って講義するやう、怒〈噛んで含める
やうに親切 I 寧こ読i1J]しれものである。而刀、も著者;1:斯界に於~ j る
一大権威者である刀・らIDe1JJのIYJ確な事;:t ftl! lこ績がない。しかも定住1
l!他底品lこよヒL殆んご守三分のーの際伎であろ。
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(A B Cの読み方から内容見本)(某のー 〉
文字の讃み方




Lいふ簡単明瞭なものでなくて、 a b c などはまだしい
タプJνユー
中には w など Lいふ恐ろしく長い名のついれのがある々、ら
頗る厄介である、併しいくらむづかしくても高が二十六文字、
まづ文字の形と名前を覚える事にしよう。 築記隠そ 4 々押入し
て行くのはうるさいから省いて叩別館だけを記す。
Aa は「エー」と引張って杉りが絞く「イ Jになるやう、即ち




c c はよく「シーJ と書 くけれど本位は「シーJではない。











? ? ? ?
くABCの讃み力-から内容見本)(其のご〉
ムthisの「ズ1Jは the(ズィー 〉の!1.12dj誌に古端会J二下σ:)j合
的で噛んで53音}-るのであるoムそれから ra.t(レァ-パ、); big 









~ .~ス イコざ ア ピ、グ
This is a big 
こ~ L i1) あろ〔一つりJJ~ ~うな
【謬} 是 l工人さな JSl~ ~C わろ。
〔設!珂〕此:交は第一認の Itis a dog.と同じ組立で、只 Itが
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COMPuSITION BASED ON GRAMMAR 
和文英語と英文法
鈴木アン松先生著





之11 号L支すろに次;i去ら文法さ L てのみ与さ習し、 1'1::~たとい
ふものご全然-t}j~佐 L ス考へて泊ろ怨めではな刀、らう力、わ
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者言己間新は日京束
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Orison Switt Marden 




マーア〆iえの著書中最も新々にして、 ま 1: 最~)問主おし1:るものとしてほ


















美本三百支え位 _ _ A UH三1・以六銭
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割ド * * 
英詩藻盟草
英文に£りて賞用的方面ら究むろものl1亦英詩によって情調的方官専









本書l1故市日先生の主主稿ら集めれもので、 牧むろものl1Wilde (l) 
"The Happy Prince勺LafcadioHearnイ七の “Bird and the Girl"， 同
じく“ALegend'li，或l't Houghton作喜劇“FancyFree" 又詩の方
面でl1 De La Mare の“The WillowヘCambell の “The Old 
















From. Mr: Hugh Byas, 
London Times and New York Times · 
I FIRST b~gan reviewirig the Hokuseid~ volumes of Lafcadio Hearn nearly 20 
years ago. The last Hokuseido volume I 
have read was the Fukuzawa Autobiogra.-
phy. In these .years the Hokuseido Press has 
progressed until, in the technical quality 
of its productions, it need not fear com ... 
parison with the presses of London and 
New York. Mr. Nakatsnchi, its moving 
spirits, has not only performed a pious duty 
by his editing and publishing of Hearn ; ·he , 
has given pleasure to thousands and he· has 
helped. to build up the good fame of Japan. 
A record 0'thirty-three years' experience l 
Adventures in Far 
Eastern JonrnalislD 
英人記者のよ君昔::;'" ".....吾'" ~ 
見た1[D..2: .，民 V~ 昆IJ c:. 
えy1'. G. w. Woodhead~ C. B. E. 
Editor of the Ch7:nαYeαγBook， Former Edi-
tor of the Peking Da/I.:Zy Neωs， Peking Gαzette. 
and Pekωgαnd TientsU'L Times. Editorial As-
sociate of the Shαngh仇 EveningPost 似るdMer-
cu，rY. Editor of OrientαlAffi仇r8.
IFith 1 lIustratioJls. 
Han正Isomef.ybound in buckram， 9~ x 6!" 
280 tages・ 4.50 宇 22sen. 
Early Days in Shanghai. 
The Mixed Court. 
F oreign Courts. 
Shanghai Experiences， 1902-11. 
恥1ukdenand Peking. 
The “Peking Daily N ews" 
and“Peking Gazette". 
The Great 可~Var.
Japan， China， and Great Britain. 
恥10rphiaalld Opilun. 
Local Calnpaigns. 
The Lighter Side of J ournalism. 
Lee1:ures at Chicago. 
The ‘'Tungchow" Piracy. 
Rendition and Remission. 
Bolshevik Ae1:ivities in China. 
Chinese J ustice. 
Extraterritoriality. 
Chinese Personalities. 
'rhe N ationalists in N orth China. 
Americans in China 
The Daily ROllnd. 
Back to Shanghai. 
]apan and恥1anchoukuo・
The China Problem. 
Odds and Ends. 
On November 4th， 1902， the author sailed for China as a jun .
ior reporter on the North Chiηa Daily Neω5・
For thirty...three years he held posts of considerable importance 
in various parts of the country， and therefore may be said to be 
an authority on the manifold and tangled problems of that teem .
ing land as well as of the Far East at large. He sheds much light 
on the peculi<lr di伍culties，responsibiiities and opportunities of 
a British journa!ist in the Far East， in addition to much interest .
ing information of a general charader. 
Chinese pirates， opium tra伍ckers，Foreign Courts， Bolskevik 
plots， war， sport and politics， the role of Japan in Manchuria and 
the birth of Manchoukuo all come under review and are seen 
from an angle that few other journa1ists of Woodhead's calibre 
can obtain. It is a book that should be read by al those who 
wish to get a real insight into the vast complexities of China and 
her people and other Far Eastern nations. 
???? ???
』
In fÂ~ JÂ J)Á~対
日本随筆
ふ~Frank H. Hedges 
COJ・7・espondentof thσCll1・istiαnScience Monitοr， the Wa~hingtun Post 
αnd the (Londοn) Times. 
Handsomely bound in cloth， 71-x 54" 
340 j>ages. 2.80 〒]2 sen・
• I.linl.pses 
• a'Td I対ketcl.es
The author has 
presented in the 
ensuing pages his 
reaetions to and 
his knowledge of 
the Japan that lies 
below the surface 
for most foreign re .
sidents. It is one of 
the first books of 
this type to appear 
in more than twen . 
ty years， and one 
can not but think 
of Lafcadio Hearn 
in the way in which 
Mr. F. H. Hedges 
has written. 
If one is interested in JIαpαn， or in good literαture， itis 
αbook thαtcαnnotαfford to be nlissed. 
See Revealed ! Coast and Cliff. 
A 'rhousand Steps of Stone. The Desire for Friencls. 
Drums of the Mountains. The l¥/lodern IV'1ecca. 
When Rains Descend. 'rhe Children. 
Colむr. 'rhe Bridge. “1¥1 erry I(_urisumasu?'. 
'The Foreigner Arrives. A Japanese Home. 
Young Japan. FIllX. i_ Stranger. Faith. 
The Spring Eqllinox. When One Is Host. 
N yubai， or the Rainy Season. Ichi Riki. 
Sunshine and SUlTIlTIer. The Plums Are Blossoming. 
Flower of the Buddha. This Morning. May Day. 
“'rhe Pines _Are in Their GloryぺTheSeventh N ight of the 
The Mountain Top. Seventh l¥ilonth. 
One in Each Generation. 'rhe Iln Inigration Law. 
The Mountain Spat It Forth. Service C01npleted. 
The Politician. ]apan in l¥lanchuria. 
A Gift for a Gift. Foreboding"s. 
The Hakone in Winter. 'rhe 1nternatIon:de. 
“Blows the Cherry?'. _iごizalea. Rooftlγt':i. Snu¥'¥'. 
At Noon・，!'heHeralds of Spring. 
An Over(To¥vded Elnpire. A ]apanese Cape Cod. 
The Priest Is Dead. 'rhe Kimi広ayo. The City. 
Toshogu. Throll広houtthe ])ay. 
When the Dead Return. ¥¥That ¥Ve Call Progress. 
The Spider. Gardens. 
A Saint at Peace. Ghosts of Kamakura. 
??
」
? ， ?? ? ?
The Most SacreJ Rite. The Outcast. 
The Seal of Japan. Happiness in the Hakone. 
rrhe ElnperOr. When lt Is Cりld.
Along the Coast. 'l'he Snow COlneS. 
The U eno Mausolea. At Matsllshill1a. The Ginza. 
“Like a Nlighty _jL¥_nny". Fr0111 Pekillg to Tokyo. 
Froln the Eighth Centl1ry. Bearers of W ooJ. 
The l¥!loo11 of Asia. Far FrOln Echigo・
Lost Rapture. 'The恥1endicant. The 1nn. 
“Wassho! Wassho! ¥Vassho!". A foot in IZl. 
An Old-Fashioned GarJen. Looking at Japan. Vi8:ory! 
Shinmiri. rrhe Poems of Japan. 
The Fragrance of Frienclship. 1:'he Mool1 of ivlarch. 
Chalne San. The ¥V 01'・ldAwakens. 
Gift of Poems. A Happy Land. 
N on-Colnpleteness. A First Principle. 
The Earthquake-])ead. Pioneers of Elnpire. 
True rTribute. . J apan ' s Gift. N ihon no Koe. 
Asakusa Park. M y Lord of Sendai. 
Sunset and Moonrise. rrhe Western可vVeavers.
0ηe of the GγeαtestLyγicists of All Time 
? ? ?
* * AllIntinlate， (Tngarbled Version 
The Works 01 L I・PO
TルChi'nesePoet 
-t'!I- .::.哩フ~ ，...唱ユd;:. ~主:: ，漢字、夫語学日詩集(原詩人)
(Revised Edition， with Ci， i !ese Texts) 
Done into Eng!ish Ver.re by SHIGEYOSHI 0 BAT A 







‘There are ballads， ancl travels， and poems to the emperor， an.d 
moon， lotus， peach tree， piとlurescreen and telllple poems. There 
is sadness， and there is joy， and beauty lurks everywhere'. The 
work is limpid， hnninous， plangent， rllusical， with a五nedefinite-








Pilot and Shognn: 
A Story 01 Old Japan 
宗室家康と三浦安針
hy JalHeS A. B. Sclterer 
MヲthIllustrations. 












〒 10sen. 2.50 
The story of a great 
Englislllnan and the great-
est of the Shoguns， lyeya-
S11. Will Adanls the Ken-
tishlTIan， after serving as 
pilot in Queen Elizabeth ~ s 
ships， was hired by a 
Dutch tradin疋companyto 
steer their "tleete of五ve
savle" to the Far East 
via Cape Horn-carrying 
broadcloth and gllnpow-
der to be exchanged for 
spices fr0l1  the孔10luccas.
Only one ship survived 
the stormy voyage， and it 
was wrecked 0任 Japan.
Ada ms was ha1 ed before 
the Shogl1n as a red-hancl-
ed pirate， bllt his straight-
forward honesty not only 
saved his life but lecl to 
one of the lTIOst astonish-
1nεfriendshi ps in history. 
Adventures are the mar-
row of "Pilot & Shogun， " 























































































































































































































































OF THE F AMOUS SOOK 
れ])r.JalneS A. B. Scherer 
BrOl(~ht to Do~vn Date 
TDE RO~IAN吃E OF JAPAN 
TIIROUGD TDE AGES 
Fγom the Intγoduetion of Buddhism iη 552 to the Enthronement 




H'ith Handsonze New Illustrattons， 9jx 6γ 








“The Seven Ages of Japan" 
1. rrhe First Transformation. 1I. Buddhist Culture. 
111. Camp Government. 1V. Estheticism and Decay. 
V. lndi vidualislll and Reform. VI. Iso1ation. 
VII. The Second Transformation. 
The Londol' Ti".es :-vVe know of no book that gives a 
more suggestive outline of‘the Seven Ages of ]apan' and a more 
thoughtful pid:ure of the spiritual and asthetic as well as social and 
political forces that have llloulded a highly gifted Asiatic nation 
destinies ¥vhich stilllie in the womb of the future， but cannot fail 
to influence imnlensely both the ，¥r estern and the Eastern world. 
The Observer~ London: -It is an excellent and sympathetic 
SUl111nary of ]apanese history and aspiration and is of special inter-
est in its treatnlent of sl1ch problenls as the emigration question and 
the de¥'elopnlent of ]apanese industry. Mr. Scherer is the author 
of other well-known books on ]apan， but desires that this new vol-







The Best Souvenir for Visiting Tourists! 
A Book for al Ages to Read aηd to Look αt! 
A Charming Introduetion to }apanese National Charaeter! 
Dolls 00 Oisplay: Japan， in lflinia，ω，.e 
日本雛人形





than 80 pillures 
inc!uding se'Vera! 
] apanese co!our prints. 
10 X 7" 3.50 干 22sen. 
The legends， traditions and fairly stories ¥vhich surround these 
decorative little五gures，are co!!elled jor the fil吋 timeeither in Eng申
!ish or Japanese. 'rhe book is an i!!ustrated record ~(the んsticvals，
ωith ample ext!anations historic or !egenぬぐ)'， oj' the dol/s and the 
scenes that thりJretresent. 
The Scott;sh Geograp/，;t_.".l .J..'lagazine~ Edin-
burgh: -'T'he spirit of a cOllntry and thεchara仕eristiC'sof a people 
may be studied even in the playthillg's of the children. But the 
dolls of ]apan are not 111ere playthillg'S. 'rhe little五gureswhich 
are used in the Cirls" Festival on九1arc、13， and in the Boys' F es-
tival on孔1ay5， are adn1Ired for what thピysyrnbolise. For hUIト
dreds of years they have served as emblems of lnoral earnestness， 
of loyalty anJ of chivalry， relninding the japanese of the noble Jeeds 
of their forefathers. Fereigners ahvaう'sadnlIre the beauty and dain-
tiness of the Festivals， asthe children sit bどforethe decorated tiers 
of dolls， imbibing the ancient culture of Japan. 
This artistic book ，vith its quaint tessellated binding g'ives one a 
vivid idea of the ritual of the Festivals and describes the famolls men 
and ancient legends depie1ed in the sllal lnodels of men and ani-
mals， some of them of elaborate and expen~ive Inaterials and work-






RECOMMENDED AS THE IDEAL GUIDE TO JAPAN 
8Y THE BOARD OF TOUR 1ST INDUSTRY， JAPA-
NESE GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS 
* 特園際観光局御推薦後 * " -'、 '--. .. ..... . ~、、J、、 ~、，へJ、_--、...r-../、..r-.ノヘ、-"./-、、f、_/'""-...r、ノ町、r、/".J晶、/"-/、f、r、.r、rvへJ、ハ./'v"./、-"-~、.r-
TIIE LURE OF JAPAN 
日本の魅力
by S. AKIMOTO. 
"Tith an Introdullion by A. F. THOMAS. 
Illustrated 'Lυith some 40 photograths. 





J~山山州…叩hat mo…ith theω 
guarding for pos坑te引rityt仙heg凶t辻lmourof her romantic pas坑t. No 
visitor to ]apan can therefore be disappointed. 
The author~s love of ]apan， his keen sense of values in his native 
country， his htuTIour， and his thorough know ledge of what the visi-
tor or student lTIOst desires to see and learn of ]apan， make of this 
book the ideal "Intelligent Visitor's Guide to Japan." 
There cannot be any better guide to Japan and things ]apanese. 
The SC1，u"lebiscl.er ~Ie，./~u，.， Stuttgαγt-Degeγloch， Von 
Dr. Fritz Jrertlleimcr:-Sie (die "Hokuseido Press") • • • hat 
erstjuengst die ]apanfreunde durch ein ausgezeichnet illustriertes 
und glaenzend geschiebenes Buch von AkIInoto“Die Reize Japans，" 
entzueckt vielleicht das beste und in japanisches羽Tesen zutiefst 
eindringende Werk， das es gibt， das Muster eines geistig hoch-
stehenden und anspruchsvollen Fuehrers durch das geheimnisvolle 
Reich des Mikado. 
The Tour;st， London:一-The author's love of his nati ve coun-
try， his sense of humour， and his exceptional recognition of what 
visitors most desire to see and lean in Japan， give this book a dis-
tin8:ive quality and also make it an ideal guine to the land of the 
cherry bloSSOITI. The features of the ]apanese countryside， the na-
tive customs， the attraetions of each season of the year， the prin-
cipal cities， the national festivals， are described with a lucid pen. 
lndeed， itwould be di伍cultto nalne a facet of ]apanese life which 
the author does not touch upon. 
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Makes accessIble Inaccessible treasures! 
lndispensable to TouristJ & Students of AncIent]a_会anesεCulture!
Saered Treasures 01 
NARA 
“Shoso-in ~~ &“Hasuga Shrine~' 
Illustrated with 
の賓庫


















? ? ? ?
The coveγis a ph的 grc1phげ SHOSO-INis the ancient Ilnperial repository of 
dMrptt mshm-indJ63ion treasures which was founded by Empress ko-
myo about twelve hundred years ago， and have been cared for by 
successi ve Emperors. The Kasuga Shrine at N ara houses represen-
tative examples of japanese annour ( Oyoroi) of the Kamakura 
period when it reached its golden age. rrhe author， who， asre-
search associate of the Armour Department of the l¥letropolitan 
Museum， New York， has had an unusual opportunity of making a 
comparative study of European and Oriental annour， has under-
taken and succeeded in the ambitious task of te lling the story of 
those ancient treasures of japan for the tOllrists as well as for the 




















Reαd the book before you tαlk of ~αpαn of Todαg 
SIJNRISE SYNTIIESIS 
Aspects 01 C'ha"ging Japan 
移り行く日本の姿
by Y. MORRI. 










General Observations. Men Shed Their Old Shells. 
For N e'wer & Fancier Fig; Leaves. Changes in Gastrono111ic Choice. 
Paper Doors and Glass ¥Vindows. The Linguistic March Past. 
A Colorful Enselnble: 'rhe N ew Outlook of Life: 
Machine-made goods & artcraft- rrhe urge to live-. The woman 
Departlnent stores-IVlatrimonial to the fore. 
life-“rrhe printed culture H_ 'I'he ]apan That Can N ever 
Public entertainment-Cafes- Change. 
Physical welfare. 
T~~おS is … t1叩 le仰¥Vマam口mOI∞叫gυt削heb児川叫け凸∞叫仙ksζωS削 dωωe悶alwit泊川l
and the ]apanese. 1t does not refer to the beauty of Fujiyalna 
or to the chann of the Kimono. 1t goes straight to the conspicuous 
aspeEt:s in the social life today in N ippon， showing how things-
dwellings， food-stuffs， people-have changed and why. 
1t is a survey of the country from an angle never before attempt-
ed， asurvey only a japanese could have made. The book is brinl-
ful of pithy COlnlnents and replete with remarks both incisive and 
humorous. The chapter on“rrhe N ew Outlook of Life" will bring 
a vivid pi凸ureof the N ippon of today before the render， while that 
on“The J apan That Can N e ver Change" ¥-"i 1 make hilTI think. 
Y ou lnay not agree with the viev~:s of the allthor， but you wiI1 
like his candor. T'he book contains the answers to many questions 
being asked on both sides of the globe. 
The author， Yasotaro J¥1orri， has been associated with the Osaka 
Mainichi and Tokyo N ichi N ichi， English edition， since its五rst
publication in 1922， and is at present its managing editor. 
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11 JAP ANESE O~IELETTE 
ABγitish 訪7rite〆slmpressions q_f the 1:吟αneseEJ立がre
伸びゆく日本
b)' ~Inio" B. V. C. Bodley 
Authoγ of"A~r.;eγiαfγom IFithin" 
"1ηdiscγet T.γα勺e!sEast" 
I!!ustγαted 'Ivith SOJJleもも争hotogγα会hs.






The Sphe，.e~ London:-“lVfajor Bodley， whose work as a cor-
respondet in N orth Africa， China， Japan， and l¥Janchoukuo is well 
known to our readers， has colle仕edin one volllITIe lTIany of his re-
cent impressions of the island elnpire and the Far East under the 
title of A Japanese Omelette. 1t is published by the Hokuseido 
Press of Tokyo. The paper seems to di仔erslightly in texture from 
that in use in this country， but otherwise， inits brightly designed 
wrapper and cloth binding the volume might have emanated from 
PαteγnosteγRo'UJ.* 
Some of the subjeel:-lnatter wiU already be known of Sphere read-
ers， but much has been added; and in its convenient book form ; 
and with its up-to-date information concernin疋theJapan of today， 
it is a necessary addition to the shelves of al students of the Far East. 
本 Thestreet of all I:reat Engiish public川ion.
The Wasl.ington Post~ Jf7ashillg/on:一“Twoor three 
points are very def1nitely stressed， points which lnust be of value 
to us." 
The Ti，"es~ London:ー “.. . ofthe interest and no切 !tyof his 
tresentation of the case， there can be no doubt. " 
The Daily Sketch~ Glasgoω:ー “.. . . lnodern romance of 
a great Westernised Power. • • • Major Bodley is as entertaining 
as he is informing." 
The Aberdeen P，.ess & Jou，.nal， Aberdeen:一“The
gallant lnajor， being of a susticious nature， vent to Korea and Man-
churia， and reports what he saw there. It fOl1nd him， and left him， 
pro-J apanese. A remarkab!e fresh book， !a'Vislz!y i!!ustrated. 
TI.e Observe，.~ Londo紘一-His COlnnlendation of J apan' s treat-
ment of the Mandated Islands deserves attelltion. 
The 1Jlancheste，. 6ua，.diαn :-His best pages are on 
his experiences in Tokyo and as a visitor to the Mandated Islands. 
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The DraulB of the Paeifie 
Being a treatise on the iJ!zlJzediate Problems 
~vhich face J(~会an iJl the Paci戸c
濠騒ぐ太平洋
りj'lajorH.1T• 吃ー Bodley
IIustγαted q_vith SOJJle納金hotos.，&f Mat・







Prologue to the Drama. 
Japan is lntroduced to the ¥Vest. 
Why Japan Decided to Leave the 
International Guild of Aetors. 
Why J apan Can Take the Lead 
in the Dralna. 
Saipan and Sugar. 
Yap. 
The J apanese in Exile. 
Coral， Typhoons and Geisha. 
The Missionaries. 
War in the Pacific ? 
Japan Dreams of the Future. 
J apan Steps into the Limelight. 
Comments on Other Aetors in 
the Play. 
A Plea for Peace. 
The J apanese Mandated Islands. 
Japanese Administration in the 
South Sea. 
Palao and its N eighbourhood. 
The 1¥1 ysterious City of N amatar < 
The Marshall Islands. 
N aval Ratios. 
Possibilities of an Anglo-Japanese Entente. Concl usion. 
The~‘~u"dall T;nles~ London: -1n the drama of the Paci日c
the SOllth Sea lslanders barely count even as a chorus. The Japa-
nese are eclucating theln， but l¥1ajor BoJley thinks that the clothes 
introduced by the 11lissionaries are causing their slow destruetion. 
As a rather startling reslllt， the areas of the ]apanese l¥!Iandates wiU 
soon be inhabitcd only by the ]apanese. 
恥1ajorBodiey compares， for their historical importance in the 
East， the blowing up of the Maine and the destruetion of the M uk-
den Railway. Far-reaching were the reslllts in both cases. 






A Discussion of] apanese Pro弘、ms
日本は何慮ヘ?
by JUHles A. B. Scherer， Ph.D.， LL.D. 
With an IntroduEtion by p，.ince To/~ugawu Iyesato 
Cloth. 145tages. J.OO 〒 8sen. 
Japan's Crisis - Manchuria-Shanghai - How A lnerica Feels-
The Washington Conference-IlTIlnigration-rrhe COlltrol of the 
Army-Yamato Damashii or Nipt01Z Seisんin-Japanese-Anlerican
Economic Interdependence-Pr・epareclneぉ forPeace il the Pacific 
-The Greatest Japanese-Japan's Future. 
M，. Hugh Byas， Toわ'0COIγestolldent of the London and the 
Ne'W York Times: -"A llseful and persuasive and tilnely bit of work 
done on an e任e8:ivenovel plan・ 1wish every book written in and 
on Japan were as worklnanlike alld as fair-lninιled and inspired by 
so五nea spirit. " 
The Daily 1Jlail， London: -' "rhis able little book lnay be 
commended with con五denceto students of current Japanese pro-
blelTIs. Dr. Scherer writes with the candour of friendship as well 
aswith extensive knowledge-n 
MAN吃DUI盃U0: J1 Bird' s-Eye View 
j荷 ~11JrJ園
by JUUles A. B. Scherer， Ph.D.， LL..D. 
Handsomely hound in cloth， 'With 24 II/ustratlons fEj Mat・
145 tages. J.50 〒 10sen. 
新興i読洲軍仁到する著者の公疋仁して斬哲一鋭敏なる観察は多くの責主暗示lこ充ち涜
麗なる行文と相倹って;長洲閣に闘する権威的ピーコシをなすものである@
The Great可VVall-l¥fong'ol alld l¥fanchu-Observations-Dairen 
and Port Arthur-Mukden and the lVlines of Fushun-Hsinking; 
Two Excllrsions; Harbin-R.egent and PrenlIer-China's Collapse 
-Beans or Bandits ?-l'vlanchukuo and ]apau-China and the Po，"er 
-The Fllture of Manchukuo. 
61'.0"' u letter to the o".tl.o，. fro"， the p，.esi-
dent 01 the LeaglAe 01 Ilt!ll Cross Societies~ 
Paris:ー“1an1 1110St delighted with the l¥Jancholl kuo book. 1 t 
seelns to lne that you have put the Japanese case in礼lIlostinter-
esting and cOIlvincing' ¥vay-with an air of <，on viEtiol without pro骨
pagand孔whichInakes it the best possible kind of propaganda. 1 
have a notion that it should p]ease the public even better than its 
predecessor. 
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4高等貸業尊門皐校及各商工曾紅貿易家必讃の夏書砂
7ちisbookんasurvey o.f the aJlzazinx industrial revolution achilどりed
by Jatan， and Ja:ρdn'Jnrwρlace as a 'wfJrld poωer 侍
~判 JAPAN~S ADVAN吃E
b:;:;警護系:総選1~0i 躍進の日本
ド団側諸川・ A・B.ω …-，ω ，LL.D 
Sixty Illustrations. 
Bound in durable green buckram， 9~ x 61/  








IN m41apamasapeasa町;in 1934 she is 01…f似 eaωa
ind白usはtri勾凶alnations. The book brings into relief this Jteeding-up 
troαSJ， by analizing the fael:ors that have led to its Jtartling re'7.JO・
/ution in iudustry. lt is a conlprehensive description of the Ne'W 
Jatan in industry， inventions and in arts， that is alnazing the whole 
world， discussing as well her orientation in internationa/ tolitics. 
Just a Glance. The Heavy Industries. 
The Lighter Inclustries. Inventions and Inventors. 
Cotton and W 001 Silk and Rayon. 
From Pro五fteersto the Lahor The N ational Backbone. 
Movement. W omen， Especially in Industry. 
Fael:ors in Japan's Industrial ]apan and England. 
Success. The U. S. A. and U. S. S. R. 
The San日onof the Boycott. Hirota Looks at His W orld. 
China and Manchoukuo・ Conclusions. Appendix. 
The Morning Post， London:ー“.. . A book remarkable 
both for its wealth of fael:ual and statistical information， and for the 
enthusiaSln which the progress they demonstrate inspires in the au-
thor. lt is sincerely to be hoped that this enthusiasm will be shared 
by his readers. " 
The Asia， Ne'lv York: -An up-to-the-minute record of ]apan ~s 
economic progress. Within the compass of a volume of ordinary 
size Mr. Scherer has packed Iluch information， illuminated by nUln噌
erous photographs in half tone， diagralns and charts. In spite of 
the maS8 of figures and statistical tables the book is never dull. 
The AUTOBIOGRAPDY 01 
Fllkuza~a Yllkiehi 
1万eman to whom Jatan owes today' s cIvilization 
事員 ~ 沼~ 自 俸
Tγans!.αted b)1 E，討chiKiyooka 
With an 1 ntroduc7ion lヴ ShinzoKoizuni吋
PγεSIι.Ient oj' Keio Uniごvel・si!y
Gilt-tot会ed，haηdsoJnεIy bound in doth. 
xviii 9;-x 6γ/十 370pp. 4000 千 22sen. 
Here is the life of a great leaJer of new ]apan 
who， inthe age when ]apan was in bewilder-
ment with her ports sudclenly visited by the 
1九Testern peoples， taught her the true spirit of 
the Western civilization， and showed how this nation ought to be re-
organized to meet the new age; and who maJe a fortune by silnply 
being a successful writer-founded a university-also a newspaper 
-and fi.nanced them both single-handed. A loving father， a hearty 
friend， and a possessor of noble charael:er. His nanle seen1S to hold 
a special lneaning to al ]apanese people. 
The Tilnes Litt!rary SuppleHlt!nt， London: -A 
FOUNDER OF MODERN ]APAN. “'The Sage of Mita，" as he was 
commonly called by his countrymen towards the close of his career， 
diel:ated this autobiography at the request of his friends in 1896， 
shortly after ]apan ~s viel:orious war with China， and it was first pub-
lished as a serial in his newspaper， the Jiji-shilnpo， in1898， three 
years before his dealth. The present translation is the work of one 
of his grandsons， now a teacher of English at the University of 
Keio， which grew out of Fukuzawa~s famous school. Professor 
Koizllmi， President of Keio， contributes an introduel:ion， inwhich 
he pays tribute to the melnory of“the man to whorn }apan owes 
to-day's civilization，" and emphasizes the historic significance of 
his life's work during the closing period of the T'okugawa Shogun-
ate and throughout the greater part of the Meiji-era. Professor 
Koizumi considers that "in style， inattrael:iveness of contents and 
in importance as a docun1ent of the times and the lnan， " this auto-
biography should be recognized as a lnasterpiece worthy of mention 
in cOlnparison with the most notable examples of the world's auto-
biographicalliterature. To the Western reader it shollld certainly 
appeal as an unusually interesting' hlllnan docUlnent， ifonly because 
it opens a door which is generally closed by reason of the reticence 
and repression of al feeling illlposed upon the ]apanese by their 
[ 14 ] 
social conventions, based on the philosophy of the sanurrai. It al-
lows the reader to share the innennost thoug-hts and the private ]ife 
of one who cotnbined rare independence of charaEl:er and intolerance 
of the mental fetters of feudalism with deep love of his native land 
and lifelong devotion to its service. Tovvards the close of his career 
Fukuzawa confesses that, although sociable by nature, he had never 
in his life been able to n1ake a heart-to-heart felloYvship with any 
of his friends or to open hitnself cotnpletely to the confidence of 
others. In this book he has done so in fu 11 rneasure. 
Told with retnarkable frankness and 1nodesty, the tale of his life 
is that of a very brave, yet ever gentle, n1an who, at great personal 
risk and wholly without personal an1hitions, devoted hitnself, often 
quite alone, to the task of educating his countrymen to a sense of 
Japan's real position in the world and to the need of safeguarding-
her threatened independence as a nation by adopting the culture and 
acquiring the annatnents of the \Vest. Sustained by an unswerving-
faith in his 1nission, during long years of poverty, peril and hard 
toil, he preached without ceasing, in his school and in his books, 
the doctrine of "Independence and Self-respea," and in the end 
can1e to be recognized and beloved, not only as a great thinker and 
educationist but as a leader of 1nen and a champion of popular rights. 
He lived to see and to enjoy the fruits of his labours. After the 
Restoration and the opening of Japan to the world, it was his dream 
"to fonn a great nation in this far Orient, which would stand coun-
ter to (-:;reat Britain in the \Vest, and take an aEl:ive part in the pro-
gress of the whole world." And in the end, when Japan had proved 
herself worthy to take rank among the Great Powers, her rejoiced 
that his an1bition had been attained. 
In his private life the Sage of 1\tiita, as he reveals hitnself in these 
pages, with all his likes and dislikes, must have been a very lovable 
1nan. He had an instind:ive love of clean living and of his own roof 
tree, a horror of debt, a great inclination (which at the age of thirty-
four he curbed) towards strong liquor, a strong- dislike of pedantry 
and conventionality in scholars, and of heated argrnnents. Having 
trained himself in his youth ''to receive both appla_use and dispar-
agement politely, but never to allow hin1self to be moved by 
either," he could say at the end of his days that "He had never 
been truly angry in his life or touched a person in anger." 
The Sunday Tintes~ London: -'This book has two separate 
and distinCt: merits which he 1 p one another and n1ake it a very good 
book. It gives a pitture, and an illutninating picture, of the age of 
transition in Japan. It gives also a very frank and lively picture of 
a hun1an being who tnust have been as lovable as he was well en-
dowed by nature -by Edward Shanks. 
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Leaders 01 the Meiji B.estora“00 
in AlDeriea 
岩倉公一行訪米始末書
by Charles Lanlftan~ AJnerican Secretary of Jatanese Legation 
in Hソashington. Re-Edited by Y. OKAMURA. 
The Title ofthe Book in Jatanese Written by HIS. Exc. KENZO ADACHI. 
].etter 10 Ihe Editor jトomM R. 1ICHIRO TOKUTOMI. 






TI.e Alfterican HisωE・icalBevie'l) :-An interesting 
melnorial of days long past is to be found in Leadersげ、the1¥グe1)1
Restoration in America. 1t opens with Lanman's account of the 
special 1 wakura embassy of 1872. rrhis is followed by a series of 
essays by ]apanese students， one of which is on George Washing-
ton. A third seB:ion is a descI・iptionof Life and Resources in A-
merica， by Arinori rvlori. The new edition is furnished with 
biographical and historical notes by Professor l(.odalna of Keio 
U niversity. 




わ， GLENN ¥V. SHAW. 
Fine clotl binding， q)Jith near/y 150 illustrations 




TheJa.pan CI.ronicle:-l¥1r. Glenn Shaw's book is quite 
light. The sketches are passing COlnments on“things seen，" and 
show that the author never gets blase but五ndsit a very jolly and 
interesting world. Osaka， aseverybody knows， is， like the great 
world about it， full of al manner of wonderful things， and Mr. Shaw 
notes them down， often with shrewd observation and with an a-
mount of knowledg~ about things ]apanese that Inakes him an in-
teresting guide. 
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Japanese Se..ap-Book 
日本雑草詑
りGLENNW. SHA ¥V. 
Jine cloth，弘、iththej;γont cO'V計百 l11ustγαteム
7 ~x 54 400 tages. 2.50 〒 10sen. 
Es竺ayish:-Senryu; Issa and Nojiri; Yasuki 
Bushi; Some Japanese Popular Songs; 'j akaya-
ma Hikokuro. 
Storial: -Santa and the Seven Gods of Luck; 
The Amateur Investigations of Bascum and 
Tinker; Deo Adjuvante; Buster; Fireflies. 
Traveloguish: -First IrnpressiOl~s; Japan in Her Elizabethan Days; 
Ontake and Beyond; From 1¥ iigata to Tokyo in an Asahi Mail Plane; 
Kyoto， City of Peace; Osaka's First Ferro-Concrete Temple; Osaka 
Street-Cars， 1917; In Karuizawa; Orange-Scented Hagi ; Seoul ; Climb-
ing Myokozan; Issa Reli<:s in Kashi wabara. 
Diarial : -LEA VES FROM A COUNl'RY DAIRY -Yamaguchi town ; 
The Japanese house; January uta; Sounds of the town; Feburuary 
uta; A shrine bonfire at night; A jar of old spices; Early spring in 
the hills; March uta; Doll day; Magic mirrors; The skylark， English 
and J apanese; Pale cherry flυwers; 1 stood under a eherry tree; Pink 
and blaek in the moonlight; Bright flowers and bitter fruit; Nobility; 
Those later nipples; Japanese worren enter politics; Kameyama; A-
zaleas; A Iate-spring picture; A life-saver; A Sunday afternoon in 
spring; Wild wistarias; Ushirogawara; A novel in two chapters; Crab 
catching; A sea-shell's lament; Art and priees; A face; At last， the 
rain; Rainy day n.emories; A rain uta; Mnemonic words; A priest's 
grave; Accounting for the cuckoo; Rain on the lotus; Picking up the 
local color; The music of the land; Birth control in the babies' para-
dise; Verses by two of Japan's best writers of children's songs; 
Thoughts aroused by pressed mosquitoes; Old stirrups; Using my 
head; That Pesky L; Night makes the streets; Armed peace and bar-
barism; Forced road mending; The Sai-no-kawara; Japanese sea-
coast; The quiet life; The cynosure of country eyes; The seven herbs 
of autumn; The game mushroom; A glowing maple; Lacquer poison.. 
ed; Being literal in seventeen syllables; The ancient manner; Novem-
ber uta; The mawkish movies; This telegraph-pole art; Hitting them 
off; Guessing at Naniwa Bushi; The mountain lure; Flowers that 
know no autumn ; Sobering 0迂 the1 imerick; The foreign leg cramps ; 
Collecting color-prints; December uta. 
Horniletical: -SOOT FLAKES AND PLUM BLOSSOMS-The child-
like heart; Home; The geisha; N ostalgia; Love suicide; The under-
paid; New Tokyo; Alcohol; Flies; Octopi; May-day; Frogs; Koshien 
hotel ; Throat ticklers; The obi ; The chignon ; Madam 1 utterfly; Fire-
flies; Clogs; Rain; Thorns; The mountain pool; Paulownia wood; 
Rats; The fall cicada; Chrysanthemums; Scarecrows ; The elusive hai. 
ku; Homely pleasures; Our puppet show. 
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ExtreJnel_v Eηteγt品川η史GuideBook fJ_( 1~.ky1 
and Tokyof'.I-e! Bt'Jt .So 1'7 'f'J1Iγof 1 at({ll.' 
A宜0_区百{())吃企LEND. t¥.-s 
lf7ith 1"1ρresJtωlJ o.i an Il1ltrcsJIonable 
東官繁回日_，""F.云~ Eヨロ
by FI.a" ./~ 11. Lee~ B. A. (OXFORD). 
!11th Jatallese BrusんSk{'/ches，li ne (10th 






Stγiel:ly， iti5 not a guide hook， but a Calendaγof Tol<yo Life. Stil 
it is the best guide book 0/ Tokyo and Tokyoese! 
Humoγously wγitten， illustγαted U)ith quaiηt ]αtanese bγush sketch-
es， the book chγonicles al TOk)'O events throughout aう:eaγ，giving ka-
leidoscopic tiel:uγe of foγnlal ceγemonies， side ShO'lt's， nl正lnncrs正lndCUS'" 
toms， beliefs and suterstitioηs and their extlαηation. 
A Dralna of T okyo Life! 
The TOU，.ist~ LonJo!l: -- :~vIally con vincing reasons can be 
given for travelling in a foreign country; one of those mostfrequent-
ly quoted is that it leads to a better understanding and appreciation 
of that country's inhabitants. If one is unable to visit a country， 
the next best thing is to read books which will enable one to appre-
ciate the foreign post of view. Admirable for this purpose is Mr. 
F. H. Lee's ToかoCalelldar， achanning book which lightly skims 
the days of Tokyo' s year. Mr. Lee is a philosophic eyewitness of 
the whole of the life of 'Tokyo， and through his interpretation the 
reader learns and understands sOlTIething of the ]apanese outlook. 
THE OBSERVER， Londoll 
OLD AND NE羽T]APAN 
“A Shrewd Reply to Misrepresentations of Japan" 
りEdmulldBlunden 
The very cover and end-papers of I¥'lr. Lee' s book (delightfl111y 
produced by the Hokl1seido Press in 'rokyo) anl10UI1ce a ]apan very 
different fron1 that which is latterly so prominent in the leading. arti-
cles. We are invited to the region of fans (出11and foldin広)， fes-
tivals and Fuji (the unpoliticallTIotmtain which for ever reigns over 
the horizons of Tokyo). Qualified by五fteenyears' residence， Mr. 
??? ?? ???
，?
Lee lnakes this immediate statement on the country whose school-
hoys already know hiID as an author (and n1any as their .!ensei， or 
teacher): "]apan is a perfeEtly channing country in which to live. 
'The peopleλre channing， the clinlate is channing， everything is 
channing." He has seen beyond the occasional bothers and lnis-
understandings which elDbitter some foreigners in ]apan; and he 
tells us that as he has not sought out bad aspe8:s， they have not 
sought or found hilD. 
Such is the synlpathy which sustains the detail of an agreeable 
variant of the guide-book-a volume partly praEtical and partly re-
llliniscent. '1'0 anyone with the good luck of a year in ]apan， Mr. 
Lee' s account of the great occasions lnust be an excellent item of 
eqlliplllent-and the n10nths there are full of occasions which are 
attraEtive even if only seen， and far lnore so if interpreted. 
Fresh and Amusing * "-. "-. _v_ . "* 
DAYS AND YEARS IN JAPAN 
雪量筆にまかせて
わ/Fra"k 11. Lee~ B. A. (OXFORD). 
Jrith Illustrations. H andsomely bound. 






Af允shpie1ure of Jatan升oma novel aηgle: 
The }apan he 'writes about is not guide-book type. Seventeen 
years' residence has acquainted the author with the peculiar ways 
of life and the charaEteristic mode of thinking of }apanese， and he 
records tlL lD hU1110rously in this book with the utmost candour. 
A shrewd observer， he五ndsIDany occasions for sarcasm upon the 
distortlon and topメy-turvystate of things prevalent in this country， 
yet the whole book reveals the author to be a happy resident among 
the ]apanese， one who can appreciate the real things }apanese. 
TI.e T;n'f!s~ Literc，ry SII'IJpleHlent'J London:-In his 
preface， and a宮ainin his second chapter， 1¥1 r.Lee asks the reader 
to relDelllher that he is not writing his autobiography， but merely 
jottin広downa few stray incidents and disconneEted impressions， 
and to this explanatioll he adds: "1 write as 1 think; 1 do not think 
as 1 write. . . . His text is enli vened by SOlne rough but interesting 
sketches. 
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Kurato Hyakuzo's券発券発
TDE PRIEST AND IIIS 
DISεIPLES 
出家とその弟子
Translatedfrom Jatanese hy GLENN W. SHAW. 
Fine cloth binding，ωith the front co'Vcr 
Illustrated， 7} x sy' 2.50 千 10sen. 
This popular modern drama is a tale of love and religion woven 
about the life of Shinran Shonin， the founder of the great Shin Seel: 
of Buddhism， whose favorite disciple loses his heart to and happily 
marries a pretty little tea-house girl in the gay Kyoto of seven cen-
turies ago. Since its日rstpublication in 1918， the J apanese original 
kas gone through welloαr a hundred editions. 
The translator， Mr. Glenn W. Sha¥v is well-known in Japan as 
a devotee and translator of the ITlodern literature of the country， 
and his skill in translating the Japanese language into English is ad-
mitted， by al who can understand the two languages， tobe so flaw・
less and adlnirable that the translation reads almost as natural as the 
original. More than五{teenthousand copies of the English edition 
were sold. 
Harold F. Bubinstein :-; '¥Vith this tremendous playa 
young ]apanese takes his place alnong the greatest dramatists and 
profoundest thinkers of the age." 
Futabatei SI，imei's 持 * * 
l¥'IEDIO吃RITY
卒凡
Translated by GLENN W. SHA¥V. 
Fine (10th，ωith the front co'Ver Illustrated. 
195 tages. 2.00 〒 8sen. 
The 01セir.al"HEIBON" (l¥1ediocrity) wぉ
cOlnposed about hventy years ago， that is， atthe 
rise of N aturaliSln in ]apan. '!'he author， in
spite of this relnarkable literary talellt， h辻ι1entertained an aspiration 
for statecraft， and， inhis later years， had rather a severe contempt 
against literary work. Yet he was indeed one of tlte largest figures 
of Meiji Literature. 
“Mediocrity" . . . ispraetically an autobiograpy. . . . As a hu-
man document it is alive and moving and instruel:ive， and aJ a Jide-
?
??? ?? ??
light on the literaり:mind durillg the fOrJ1at'Ve 1うれodof M eiji it is 
slgnl五cant.. . . 
The Ti，"es~ Litera，.y Supple，"ent~ London:ー
Mr. Glenn Shaw， who is favourably known in ]apan as a devotee and 
translator of the modern literature of that country， judiciol1s1y intro-
duces '‘l¥1ediocrity" with an account of Futabatei's career-a sin-
gular one. Futabatei was originally a nationalist who studied Rus-
sian for his country's advantage in elnergency， but Russian literature 
transformed him into a '‘library socialist" without means， and duly 
into a novelist and journalist.“l¥1ediocrity" and his other works 
are considered the五rstreal display of modernism in ]apanese litera-
ture. His book is a strange lnedley of fineness and coarseness， pho-
tographic detail and mental posturing. . . . Adlniration is due to the 
Tokyo publishers， who have printed the book with unCOOllnon cor-
reB:ness and proportion. 
Gγotesqueγy， CurIouJηess， H Ufnour and ExquIsIte DεlIcacy 
a l'orIentale 
Akutagawa I.lyunosuke~s 決.， Tales Grotesqne alld 吃urious~~
羅生門その他
Rendered into Eng/ish by GLENN W. SHAW 
being 
Ge，ns 01 1Jlodero Japanese 
Liieraiure 
A kutagawa' s short stories refreshed in the 
wonderful translations by Glenn W. Shaw. 
Fine cloth binding， the (10th (0匂er
Illustratedωith a ] atanese COlOU1・trint.
358 tages. 2.00 〒 8sen. 
The Nt~tiøn~ Neω York: -Akutaga"¥va was only thirty-five 
years old when in 1917 he drank poison and ended a career of the 
greatest prolllise for ]apanese literature. He was a stylist， preciolls 
in his tastes and with a strong tendency toward the nlacabre. His 
tales show a strong， frequen tly forbidding ilnagination. M r. Sha w 
has chosen hls hest-regarded vohllne for translation， and through 
the graces of the author's style have probably escaped， he has pre-
served the curiously defonning vigor and the somewhat unple-asant 
humor of the origina1. So few works of contemporary ]apanese 
literature五ndtheir way here that we must add to our thanks to Mr. 
Shaw for this interesting volume a plea that he gives lS more. 
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世界文壇に一大センセーションを奥へたる名護書!
The most pμpular book of lapan' 5 mostροpular living author・
Tojuro"s Love. 
Kikuchi Kwan~s 
Tojnro~s Love 311d 
Four Other Plays 
藤十郎の懸そのほか
Trans!'αtediη10 EJlg/iJh I~}! GLENN ¥V. SHA¥V. 
Fine cloth hindin豆、 thefiγontco、'z._'fγ
IlIustγαted cVJith a Japαtlt:se c%uγ会rint.
13もtages. 2.00 守も sen.
Better than Revenge. 
1、heI-ousetop恥ladman. The Father Returns. T'he Miracle. 
The θ b.~er 置ver~、~ [.01仰仰1doω仰1/川Iん，Rんe'ι‘屯'7)1
4 ‘ This ¥'0叶lume0“f plays is a revアでelationof the COlnlnon heart 0ぱfthe 
world irrespぞ“Etive of COlTl刊plex心lonし. . . .“A.l the plays are fll of 
J apanese traits-inn お~ telnples， theatres， pilgrinlages， and fatnily 
life; but none the iess Kikl1chi Kwan， like an advanced European， 
is engaged lTIOre vvith hU1l1anity than with nationality; he is an ultra-
tnodern Asiatic who aholishes the separate sense of continent and 
colour; and he ranks alTIOngst the fOrelTIOst dramatists of the world. 
. The translation by l'vlr. Glenn W. Shaw is very good and 
Vlgorous. 
The Morni"y Post~ London :-"lndeed the West might 
learn sOlTIething from these ¥vonderful little dralnas， loaded as they 
are wi th signi五c辻nce，heauty and great art. lf there are more Japa-
nese dramatists like l<'ikuchi Kwan， Japan has reason to boast of 
her modern dranla. N or has she anything to learn froln Bernard 
Shaw and John Galsworthy." 
Th@ Ma"chester Guardian~ England:一“.. . • the 
tTIouern dranlatist of japan has his own silllplicities of design and 
Jialogl1e; his s仁heme ()f ，Yal11e~ i只not¥Vestern， and these plays are 
not to 1ヲeread as evidence that Japanese students can assin1Ilate 
En江lishculture. 'rhey are dOClllnents in which the Japaneぉehand-
v¥Titinε1でtainsits nati ¥'( q ual i t y however I1H1<.' h t hewri ting l11aterial 
111ay hear a fOI・什広11δtan1l入門-1.B. 
Highly t'PIJ1.eC;t.ti，-e revit!r(~s on the book 
hace also aplJt!llred in: 
“Tilllch Litcrill-y SIll3Idemc11t'¥44Diiy TeieE111)il'¥44hfaI14 
l'hester C;uardian " ，‘ Sunday Tinlesぺ“ FOI-t11idltlykmview"， 
“N ation and A th t' no~llnl "， and " Spe凸ator"， etc. 
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Three Japanese Plays 
唐人お吉そのほか
I"Y Y anlUIsoto ~ア，~ZO
l)eall 0./、tht'SdlOOI 0./‘I.itrrtlture， Jlleiji Uni.versit.y， 
J)ramatist aJld Noq)elist 
RendereιI ilto English h)' (;LE~ .t\ 'V. SHA¥V. 
}ine cloth binding， cloth (0'0'('1' Jllllstratedωith 
a Jatanese COIOllr print. 2.50 干 10sen. 
Lord DeIL'" :-In which， in feudal Japan， 
a bold impetuous warrior rescues Ieyasu's beautiful grand .
daughter out of the flames of Osaka Castle relying on the 
strong old Shogun's pron1ise of her hand， only to be thwarted 
by the girl herself and a younger， handsome and more amiable 
knight. 
Chi，.k Okic/.i: -In which， in transition Japan， an il .
starred geisha takes care of To¥vnsend Harris， America's first 
consul to the Mikado's islands， through trying days of illness in 
his lonely country temple consulate， and suffers and tipples and 
dies， a despised and much wronged， but stil proudly protesting 
woman. 
The CrOUJn 01 Life :-In which， in modern Japan， the 
owner of a cτab cannery in Saghalien insists on trying to live 
the Golden Rule and goes down in defeat before the system 
stil calmly content with his little family intaet about them. 
The London Times :-The tale is told ¥vith a bold sil1plicity 
that is not unattra8:i ve. 'The llloral values of the drallla may bring 
to lllind the ingenuous occidental 111elodranla of a generation aεo or 
Illore， bllt it is clear that ChiJlk Okzc.んihas both a serious ethical 
significallce alld some sort of national synlbolisID in the J apan of 
to-day. 
The Svenska Pressen， Filllalld: - Charae1:er studies of such 
a nature are not ahvays ¥vanting in Illodern dramas， bllt one does 
not know anything to admire 1110re， inthe classical form ending in 
realism， the changing vivid psycholoめ" or the poetical beauty of 
the synlbolical ~cenes. 
'The lno:)t relllarkable thing ，vith the Jaドane:-;erealislll i~ that in 
spite of its severity， itis so full ()f poetry and artistic beauty that 
it lnakes a visionary inlpress1on. T'he dialogue itself is of the g-reat-
est interest for・a¥¥'esterne r. Even in the stormieメtlnOlllents there 
is put an 1111pl1cit 11nlIt， which is never tranメgressed，a ta什fulness
and precautioIl 1n the \1 tterance~ ¥yhich gi¥'e to the underlying' suf-
fering a rare relief and stl・en江th.l-Iere i沿l10thingtanle and polished， 
bllt abo nothi n江thathreak:) the style. In reading these plays， one 
gets a.n ilnpressiυ11 ()f a power which 1110uld the scenes and charaeters 
with a plastic五nnness. -bJ' Hagar Olson. 
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Glenn W. Shaw 
M R. GLENN W. SHAW is well kno\vn in Japan as a de ... votee and translator of the modern Japanese literature, being among those very few Americans or Europeans 
who are equipped with easy, fluent working knowledge of the Japa .. 
nese language in reading and writing. He has been living in Japan 
over ten years, teaching English at theY amaguchi Commercial Col 
lege at first, and now at the Osaka School of Foreign Languages. 




by Roy HIDEMICHI AKAGI， PH.D.， 
Formerl1l Visit-ing LectuJ・eron JapωMse Affiαirs， ColumbiαUia'vei・sity
To be published in Feb.1936. 
9ミX 6~" Cfoth. Aboutももも抑ges. (21o-，uOO '7.JJords.) 
HIS is the fIrst book 
which gives in English 
a complete survey of 
J apan's foreign rela .
tions. It is an attempt to sum . 
marize in one handy volume 
the main aets and scenes in the 
unfolding drama of J apan's 
foreign relations during the 
past four hundred years， from 
her fIrst contaet with Western 
Powers to the recent Sino .
Japanese crisis in Manchuria 
and its aftermath. In it is 
found the marvellous story of 
achievements， unparalleled in 
world history， of Japan's rise 
from a hermit kingdom in the Far East to a great world Power; 
two centuries of continuous but unsuccessful attempts by West . 
ern Powers to force open J apan's closed doors ; the re戸introduc. 
tion of Japan to the world intercourse， and the struggle to free 
herself frOlTI the yoke of unequal treaties; Japan's bid for world 
recognition through the Sino.. J apanese ¥YJ ar， the Anglo-J apanese 
Alliance， the Russo-Japanese War， and the World War; the 
development of Japan's Far Eastern policy， culminating in the 
annexation of Korea， the “Twenty-one Demands，" and the ac .
quisition of extensive rights in Manchuria; the re..orientation 
of Japan's foreign policy through the Washington Conference， 
the “Shidehara Policy" vis..a..vis China， the League of Nations， 
and the Paet ofParis; the Sino..Japanese crisis of 1931...33， Japan's 
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eventual withdrawal trom the League of Nations, and the ad ... 
vent of the "f..Jew Deal" in Japanese diplon1acy. It is truly "a 
short history" which utilizes the crean1 of latest scholarly re .. 
searches and brings the kaleidoscopic events in Japan's past 
foreign relations within the grasp of all \vho desire to under .. 
stand the background of Japan's diplon1atic game to .. day. 
PABT I :-The BetJiiiiB.illg.lii of ~lapan~s 
l.loreig11 llt•lc•tioiiS. 
I. Japan Closed. 
Firearms and Christianity. 
The Origin of "Seclusion Policy". 
The Coming of the Russians. 
The "Seclusion Policy" at \Vork. 
The Arrival of the English. 
Enter the French. 
II. Japan Reopened. 
Japan's First Treaties. 
The Commercial Treaties of 1858. 
Japan Divided. 
The Difficulties of Treaty 
Enforcement. 
The Revival of Exclusion Policy. 
Futile Dutch Attempts to Open 
Japan. 
The Comi11g of the Arr~ericans. 
The Dilemma of the Tokugawa 
Shogunate. 
The Bombardment of Kagoshima. 
The Shimoncseki Affair. 
The Imperial Ratifkation of 
Treaties. 
The Tariff Conventions of 1866. 
III. Restoration and Consolidation. 
The Restoration of 1867-68. 
The Consolidation of the Empire. 
The Ryukyu Islands. 
The Chishima and Sakhalin. 
The Qgasawara Islands. 
The lwakura and Date Missions 
The Formosan Expedition. 
The "l\laria Luz." Case. 
Religious Toleration. 
PART II :-Tite nevelOJJRll:!llt of Japall~S 
Fo••eig11 Bell'!tiOiliSo 
IV. The Revision of Treaties. 
The lwakura l\tiission. 
Soyejirna's Italian Trc·at_v. 
Terash ima's American Tr<'aty. 
Abuses of Extraterritoria lity m 
Japan. 
V. Japan, Korea, and China. 
Japan Tries to Oven Korea. 
The Japanese-Korean Treaty. 1878. 
Anti- Foreignism in Korea 
The Japanese-Korean Crisis, 1~~2. 
Treaty Revi:::;ion Conferences. 
The Coming of Okuma. 
Aok i 's Hevolutionary Plan. 
The Termination of Unequal 
Treaties. 
The C01..tp d'Etat of 1B84. 
Settling the lob4 Incident 
Russian Pene tration into Korea. 
The Gathering War Clouds. 
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VI. The Sino-Japanese War. 
The Tong- Hak Rebellion. 
• Japan's Bid for Cooperation 
Rebuffed. 
Attempted Foreign Mediations. 
The Declaration of War. 
Problems of Neutral i t.v. 
China Moves for Peace. 
The Hiroshima Conference . 
The Shimonoseki Peace Con-
feren ce. 
The Triple Intervention. 
Aftermath of Triple Intervention. 
VII. The Open Door Policy in China. 
Japanese Ascenden('y in Kore:l. 
Russo-Japanese Hiv<tlry in Korea. 
Scramble for Indemnity Loams . 
Russia Collect ~ I ntt>rvention 
Rewards. 
¥Vester~ Encroachment npon 
China. 
The "Open Door" Policy. 
The Boxer Uprising. 
VIII. The Anglo-Japanese Alliance. 
The Failure of Russo-.Japanese 
Rapprochement. 
Seeds of Ando-.J apanese Alliance . 
Anglo-J a pane_ e-German Rap-
prochement. 
Anglo-Japanese Rap prochen-.e nt 
Beginning of Official Negotiations. 
Ito's Visit to St. Petersburg. 
Heaching the Final Decision. 
High-Lights of Negotiations. 
The First A nglo-J . panese Alliance. 
The Francn-H.ussian Dec:laration. 
IX. The Russo-Japanese War: Diplomatic Background. 
Hussian Occupation of ..Ma -t huria 
Russian Encroachn.e nt u pun 
Korea . 
Japan Invites Nf'gotiations. 
The Russc-Japanese Negotiations. 
The International Alignment. 
The Irn pending Storm. 
The Questicn of Neutrality. 
X. The Russo-Japanese War : Portsmouth Conference. 
The Course of the War . 
Envoys to Gn'at Britain and 
America. 
Unsuccessful Peace Moves. 
Japan Takes Decisive Action. 
President Roosevelt's Good Offices. 
Preliminaries of Peace. 
The Portsmouth Peace Conference. 
The Portsmouth Treaty. 
P.t-lH"'., ~II :-TI11~ T1•ial of Jt'l'"''"s Foreign 
J•olicy. 
XI. Japan and Korea. 
The Japanese-Korean Agreements. The Protocol of 1905. 
The ~econd Anglo-Japanese Establishment of a Protectorate. 
Alliance . The Annexation, 1910 
Roosevelt and Korea. 
XII. Japan and Manchuria. 
The Dawn of Japan's Manchurian The Sino-Japanese Treaty of 
Policy. Peking. 
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Development of Japan's Manchu-
rian Policy. 
New Alignment of Powers. 
The Root-Takahira Agreement. 
XIII. Japan in the World War. 
The Third Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance. 
The World War and the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance. 
Japan's Declaration of War. 
Japanese Military Operations. 
The London Proclamation. 
XIV. Japan and China. 
The Chinese Revolution, 1911. 
The Treaties and Notes of 1915. 
The Manchurian Railway Loan 
Agreements. 
Expansion and Consolidation of 
Japanese Rights. 
International Railway Rivalries. 
The China Consortium, 1~11-UH2. 
Miscarried Alliances and 
Agreements. 
The Agreements of 1917. 
The Peace Conference and the 
Race Equality Issue. 
Shantung at Versailles. 
The Pacific Mandate. 
The Siberian Expedition. 
The Lansiug-Ishii Agreement. 
The "Nishihara Loans". 
The New China Consortium, 
1920-1921. 
P ABT IV :-Tire Be-O•·ientation of Japan's 
Foreig1t Relations. 
XV. The Washington Conference. 
Calling of the Washington 
Conference. 
Japan's Reactions. 
The Limitation of Naval 
Armaments. 
The Pacific Treaty and the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance. 
The Problems of China. 
China Challenges Japan. 
The Shantung Settlement. 
The Yap Settlement. 
The Siberian Expedition. 
Japanese Appraisal & Ratification 
XVI. The Sino-Japanese Relations, 1921-1931. 
The "Shidehara Policy". 
Civil Wars in China. 
The Cultural Diplomacy. 
The Peking Tariff Conference. 
The Extraterritoriality Commis-
sion. 
Progress of Treaty Revision. 
Growing Tension in Manchuria. 
XVII. The Russo-Japanese Relations, 1921-1931. 
The Dairen Conference. 
The Changchun Conference. 
The Tokyo Conference. 
The Soviet-Japanese Treaty, 1925. 
Fishery in the Northern Seas. 
The Sino-Russian Crisis, 1929. 
XVIII. Japanese Immigration and International Relations. 
Japanese Emigration. 
The Gentleman's Agreement, 1907. 
Anti-JapaY. ese Land Law. 
The Question of Japanese 
Naturalization. 
The Japanese Exclusion Law, 1924. 
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Japanese Reactions. 
British Empire and Japanese 




XIX. .Japan and International Cooperation. 
Japan and the League of Nations. 
Japan's Mandate Administration. 
The World Court and Arbitration. 
The Geneva Naval Conference. 
The Pact of Paris. 
The London Naval Conference. 
PART V :-The Ne11J Deal in Japan~s 
Foreign Relations. 
XX. The Sino-Japanese Crisis, 1931-1933. 
The Manchurian Phase of the 
Crisis. 
The League and the Manchurian 
Crisis. 
American Policy on the Manchu-
rian Crisis. 
The Shanghai Affair. 
The British of Manchoukuo. 
Lytton Commission of Enquiry. 
Japan and the Lytton Report. 
The League and the Lytton Report. 
Japan's Withdrawal from the 
League. 
The Tangku Truce. 
Enforcing the Non-Recognition 
Doctrine. 
XXI. The New Deal in Japanese Diplomacy. 
The Hirota Diplomacy. 
The London Economic Conference. 
The World Disarmament Con-
ference. 
The Abrogation of the Washing-
ton Naval Treaty. 
Japan and Her International Trade. 
Japan and Manchoukuo. 1933-1935. 
Japan and China, 1933-1935. 
Japan and the Soviet Union. 1933-
1935. 
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榔子の葉蔭に躍る南進日本の委!
米国一流記者の筆になれる南洋視察記!!!
The SOlltll Sea 1-~(lventnre 
by Willard Pr;ce 
Special Co:γγespondent for“The New Yoγk Hcrαld Tribune. 
Hαγper's Magα~zine αnd Natio礼α，lGeogγaphic." 
To be会ub!uhediηMaγch， 1936. 
J匂戸 ，
Unfamiliar South Seas. 
Painlessly Going Native. 
Night in the All Men House. 
The Good Ghost. 
Tin....Can T ropics. 
The Slave and the Princess. 
Slavery.wlth a Difference. 
Grass-Skirt Ethics. 
The Wizard.Double....Crosses. 
Animisn'l， Rule of Dread. 
The Love of (Stone) Money. 
Vanishing Race ? 
Long Arm of Spain. 


























How to Become a Spy. 
Asia's New Great Wall. 
A Head....Hunter Shows I-ow. 




Out of the Soil. 
Out of the Deep. 
Buccaneers from Boston. 
Every Other lnch a King. 
Sacred T rust. 
Stepping Stones of Destiny. 
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THE HOKUSEIDO PRESS IS 
SYNONYMOUS WITH THE 
HOUSE OF GOOD BOOKS 
The established reputation of 
the Ho.~useido Press, as the pub-
lishing house of good English 
books in ] apan, guarantees the 
quality of all their books, tn· 
eluding the printing and jor1nat, 
and the reliable service on their 
part. 
To insure quickest attention 
to your orders, they should be 
accompanied by remittance by 
money order. 
You are also requested to write 
your name and address intel-
ligibly. 
